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HopfAlgebrasand CongruenceSubgroups
Yorck Som m erhauser Yongchang Zhu
A bstract
W e prove that the kernel of the natural action of the m odular group
on the center of the D rinfel’d double of a sem isim ple Hopf algebra is
a congruence subgroup.To do this,we introduce a class ofgeneralized
Frobenius-Schur indicators and endow it with an action ofthe m odular
group thatiscom patible with the originalone.
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Introduction
At least since the work ofJ.L.Cardy in 1986,the im portance ofthe role of
the m odular group has been em phasized in conform aleld theory,and it has
been extensively investigated sincethen.1 Thisim portancestem sfrom the fact
thatthecharactersoftheprim aryelds,which depend on acom plex param eter,
are equivariantwith respectto the action ofthe m odulargroup on the upper
halfplane on the one hand and a linear representation ofthe m odular group
on the other hand,which is nite-dim ensionalin the case ofa rationalcon-
form aleld theory.Itwassoon noticed in the course ofthisdevelopm entthat
under quite generalassum ptions a frequently used generator ofthe m odular
group hasniteorderin thisrepresentation.2 Sincethisgeneratorand oneofits
conjugatestogethergeneratethem odulargroup,thisleadsnaturally tothecon-
jecture thatthe kernelofthe before-m entioned representation isa congruence
subgroup.Afteran intenseinvestigation,thisconjecturewasnally established
by P.Bantay.3
In a dierentlineofthought,Y.K ashina observed,whileinvestigating whether
the antipode ofa nite-dim ensionalYetter-Drinfel’d Hopfalgebra overa sem i-
sim pleHopfalgebra hasniteorder,thatcertain generalized powersassociated
with thesem isim pleHopfalgebra tend to becom etrivialaftera certain num ber
ofsteps.4 Sheestablished thisfactin severalcasesand conjectured thatin gen-
eralthisnitenum berafterwhich thegeneralized powersbecom etrivial,which
is now called the exponent ofthe Hopfalgebra,divides the dim ension ofthe
Hopfalgebra.This conjecture is presently stillopen.However,P.Etingofand
S.G elaki,realizingtheconnection between thesetwo linesofthought,wereable
to establish the niteness ofthe exponentand showed that it divides atleast
the third powerofthe dim ension.5 They also explained the connection ofthe
exponentto the orderofthe generatorofthe m odulargroup by showing that
the exponentofthe Hopfalgebra isequalto the orderofthe Drinfel’d elem ent
ofthe Drinfel’d double ofthe Hopfalgebra.In thiscontext,itshould be noted
thatthisconnection between Hopfalgebrasand conform aleld theory hasbeen
intensively investigated by m any authors;we only m ention here the m odular
Hopfalgebrasand m odularcategoriesofN.Reshetikhin and V.G .Turaev on
the one hand and the m odulartransform ationsconsidered by V.Lyubashenko
and hiscoauthorson the otherhand.6
Itisthepurposeofthepresentwork to unitethesetwo linesofthoughtfurther
by establishing an analogue ofBantay’s results for sem isim ple Hopfalgebras.
W e willshow in Theorem 9.3 that the kernelof the action of the m odular
group on the center ofthe Drinfel’d double ofa sem isim ple Hopfalgebra is a
congruence subgroup oflevelN ,where N isthe exponentofthe Hopfalgebra
discussed above.The proof of this theorem becom es possible by the use of
a new tool,a further generalization ofthe higher Frobenius-Schur indicators
studied earlierby Y.K ashina and theauthors.7 Thesenew indicators,which we
callequivariantFrobenius-Schurindicators,are functions on the center ofthe
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Drinfel’d double and carry an action ofthe m odulargroup thatisequivariant
with respecttotheaction ofthem odulargroup on thecenter.Thisequivariance
in particularconnects,viatheaction oftheVerlindem atrix thatarisesfrom the
otherfrequently used generatorofthe m odulargroup,the rstform ula forthe
higher Frobenius-Schur indicators with the second resp.third form ula,whose
interplay iscrucialforthe proofofCauchy’stheorem forHopfalgebras.8
The Drinfel’d double isan exam ple ofa factorizable Hopfalgebra,and the re-
sultsforthe Drinfel’d double can be partially generalized to thism ore general
class.However,in the caseofa factorizablesem isim pleHopfalgebra,the m od-
ulargroup actsin generalonly projectively on the centerofthe Hopfalgebra.
This phenom enon also occurs in conform aleld theory,and also in the gen-
eralfram ework ofm odularcategories,ofwhich therepresentation category ofa
sem isim ple factorizable Hopfalgebra isan exam ple.9 Butitisstillpossible to
talk aboutthe kernelofthe projectiverepresentation,i.e.,the subgroup ofthe
m odular group that acts as the identity on the associated projective space of
the center.W e willalso show,in Paragraph 9.4,thatin thism ore generalcase
thisso-called projectivekernelisa congruencesubgroup oflevelN .
However,iftheDrinfel’d elem entofthefactorizableHopfalgebra hasthesam e
trace asitsinverse in the regularrepresentation,then the projective represen-
tation justdiscussed isin factan ordinary linearrepresentation.Thishappens
in particularin the case ofa Drinfel’d double,where both ofthese traces are
equalto the dim ension ofthe doubled Hopfalgebra.Ifthese traces coincide,
itistherefore m eaningfulto talk aboutthe kernelofthe linearrepresentation,
and weshow in Theorem 12.3 thatthiskernelisalso a congruencesubgroup of
levelN .
Thearticleisorganized asfollows:In Section 1,afterbriey recallingsom efacts
aboutthem odulargroup,wedescribea relation thatcharacterizestheorbitsof
theprincipalcongruencesubgroupsand playsan im portantrolein theproofof
theorbittheorem in Paragraph8.4.In Section 2,werecallsom ebasicfactsabout
quasitriangularHopfalgebrasand theDrinfel’d doubleconstruction,and prove
som elem m asabouttheDrinfel’d elem entand theevaluation form .In Section 3,
weprovesom efactsaboutfactorizableHopfalgebrasthatareim portantforthe
equivariance properties that we willdiscuss later.In Section 4,we construct
the action ofthe m odular group on the center ofa factorizable Hopfalgebra.
Itm ustbe em phasized thatthisconstruction isnotnew;on the contrary,itis
discussed in abundance in the literature we have already quoted,especially in
V.G .Turaev’sm onograph on the one hand and in two closely related articles
V.Lyubashenko on theotherhand.10 W hatwedo in thissection isto translate
Lyubashenko’s graphicalproofofthe m odular identities into the language of
quasitriangularHopfalgebras,thereby oering a presentation ofthese results
thatisnotyetavailablein the literaturein thisform .11
In Section 5,wespecializeto thesem isim plecase.W ecan then usethecentrally
prim itiveidem potentsasabasisand thereforegetexplicitm atricesfortheaction
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ofthem odulargroup constructed in Section 4.In thecaseofaDrinfel’d double,
there is a dierentconstruction for the action ofthe m odulargroup based on
theevaluation form and using a slightly lessfrequently used setofgeneratorsof
them odulargroup.Thisdescription oftheaction,which iscrucialfortheproof
ofthe equivariancetheorem in Paragraph 8.3,isgiven in Section 6.
For two m odules V and W of a sem isim ple Hopf algebra H , the m odules
V 
 W and W 
 V are in generalnot isom orphic.However,as we show in
Section 7,thecorrespondinginduced m odulesoftheDrinfel’d doubleD (H )are
isom orphic.The constructed isom orphism isthe essentialelem entforthe de-
nition ofthe equivariantFrobenius-SchurindicatorsIV ((m ;l);z)in Section 8,
which depend on an H -m odule V ,two integers m and l,and a centralele-
m entz in the Drinfel’d doubleD (H ).W e then provetheequivariancetheorem
IV ((m ;l)g;z)= IV ((m ;l);g:z)foran elem entg ofthem odulargroup.In Para-
graph 8.4,weprovetheorbittheorem ,which assertsthattheequivariantindica-
torsonly depend on theorbitof(m ;l)undertheprincipalcongruencesubgroup
determ ined by the exponent.Thisisapplied in Section 9 to prove the congru-
ence subgroup theorem ,which asserts that g:z = z for allz in the center of
theDrinfel’d doubleD (H )and allg in theprincipalcongruencesubgroup.Note
thattheorbittheorem isan im m ediateconsequenceoftheequivariancetheorem
and the congruencesubgroup theorem .Finally,in the case ofan arbitrary fac-
torizable Hopfalgebra,we prove the projective congruence subgroup theorem ,
which asserts that the kernelofthe projective representation is a congruence
subgroup.
TheW edderburn com ponentsofthecharacterring ofa sem isim plefactorizable
Hopfalgebra are isom orphic to subeldsofthe cyclotom ic eld determ ined by
the exponent.12 As in conform aleld theory,13 we therefore get an action of
the G alois group ofthe cyclotom ic eld on the character ring.As we explain
in Section 10,this linear action of the G alois group arises naturally as the
com position ofthetwo sem ilinearactionsthatpreservethecharactersresp.the
prim itiveidem potentsofthecharacterring.In Section 11,werelatetheseactions
oftheG aloisgroup totheequivariantFrobenius-Schurindicators,which enables
us to show in Theorem 11.5 that in the case ofa Drinfel’d double the action
ofthe G alois group coincides with the action ofthe diagonalm atrices in the
reduced m odulargroup SL(2;ZN ).This is again conrm ing the parallelswith
conform aleld theory,where the analogousresultwasknown in m any cases.14
However,thistheorem doesnothold fora generalsem isim plefactorizableHopf
algebra,asweseein Section 12:Undertheassum ption thatthecharacterofthe
regularrepresentation takesthesam evalueon theDrinfel’d elem entand on its
inverse,which happensforDrinfel’d doubles,the action ofthe m odulargroup,
which isin generalonly projective,becom esan ordinary linearrepresentation.
G eneralizing thecongruencesubgroup theorem from Paragraph 9.3,weshow in
Theorem 12.3 thatthekernelofthislinearrepresentation isagain a congruence
subgroup oflevelN ,so that we again get an action ofthe reduced m odular
group SL(2;ZN ).Butthistim e the action ofthe G aloisgroup m ay dierfrom
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the action ofthe diagonalm atricesby a certain Dirichletcharacter,which,as
itgeneralizesthe Jacobisym bolto Hopfalgebras,wecallthe Hopfsym bol.
Throughoutthewholeexposition,weconsideran algebraically closed baseeld
thatisdenoted by K .From Section 5 on untilthe end,we assum e in addition
thatK hascharacteristiczero.Allvectorspacesconsidered aredened overK ,
and alltensor products without subscripts are taken over K .The dualofa
vectorspaceV isdenoted by V  := Hom K (V;K ),and thetransposeofa linear
m ap f :V ! W is denoted by f :W  ! V .Unless stated otherwise,a
m oduleisa leftm odule.Also,weusetheso-called K roneckersym bolij,which
is equalto 1 ifi = j and zero otherwise.The set ofnaturalnum bers is the
setN := f1;2;3;:::g;in particular,0 isnota naturalnum ber.The sym bolQ m
denotesthem -th cyclotom iceld,and nottheeld ofm -adicnum bers,and Z m
denotesthesetZ=m Z ofintegersm odulom ,and nottheringofm -adicintegers.
The greatestcom m on divisoroftwo integers m and lis denoted by gcd(m ;l)
and isalwayschosen to be nonnegative.
Furtherm ore,H denotesa Hopfalgebraofnitedim ension n with coproduct,
counit ",and antipode S.W e willuse the sam e sym bols to denote the cor-
responding structure elem ents of the dual Hopf algebra H , except for the
antipode,which is denoted by S.The opposite Hopf algebra,in which the
m ultiplication isreversed,isdenoted by H op,and thecooppositeHopfalgebra,
in which the com ultiplication isreversed,isdenoted by H cop.Ifb1;:::;bn isa
basisofH with dualbasisb1;:::;b

n,wehavethe form ulas
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which we willreferto asthe dualbasisform ulas.W e use the letterA instead
ofH ifthe Hopfalgebra under consideration is quasitriangular.W ith respect
to enum eration,we use the convention thatpropositions,denitions,and sim -
ilaritem s are referenced by the paragraph in which they occur;they are only
num bered separately ifthisreferenceisam biguous.
Theessentialpartofthepresentwork wascarried outwhen therstauthorheld
a visiting research position atthe Hong K ong University ofScience and Tech-
nology.He thanksthe university,and in particularhishost,forthe hospitality.
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ing which partofthe m anuscriptwaswritten.Thesecond authorwould liketo
expresshis appreciation for the supportby the RG C Com petitive Earm arked
Research G rantHK UST 6059/04.
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1 T he m odular group
1.1 In this article,the m odulargroup is dened as the group   := SL(2;Z)
of2 2-m atriceswith integer entries and determ inant 1;note that m any au-
thorsdene itasthe quotientgroup PSL(2;Z)instead.The m odulargroup is
generated by the two m atrices16
s:=

0   1
1 0

and t:=

1 1
0 1

Itiseasy to seethatthese m atricessatisfy the relations
s
4 = 1 (ts)3 = s2
however,itisanontrivialresultthatthesearedeningrelationsforthem odular
group.17
Itispossibleto replacethe generatorsby the generator
r:= t  1s  1t  1 =

1 0
  1 1

Thegeneratorsrand tsatisfy the relations
trt= rtr (rt)6 = 1
and itfollowsfrom the corresponding resultfor the preceding generatorsthat
thisalso constitutesa presentation ofthem odulargroup in term sofgenerators
and relations.From this,we get that s  1r = trtr = ts  1,which m eans that
r= sts  1,so thatthe generatorsrand tareconjugate.
Them atrix
a:=

1 0
0   1

isnotcontained in  ,butconjugation by a inducesan autom orphism of ,for
which weintroduce the following notation:
D enition Forg 2  ,wedene ~g := aga  1 = aga.
Notethatwehave

1 0
0   1
 
a b
c d
 
1 0
0   1

=

a   b
  c d

so that~g = g  1 whenevera = d.In particular,we nd forthe specialm atrices
thatwehaveused aboveasgeneratorsthat
~s= s  1 ~t= t  1 ~r= r  1
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1.2 If N is a naturalnum ber,the quotient m ap from Z to ZN := Z=N Z
inducesa group hom om orphism
SL(2;Z)! SL(2;ZN )
by applying thequotientm ap to every com ponentofthem atrix.The kernelof
thism ap isdenoted by  (N )and called the principalcongruence subgroup of
levelN .In otherwords,we have
 (N ):= f

a b
c d

2 SL(2;Z)ja  d  1;b c 0 (m od N )g
In particular,we have  (1) =  .A subgroup ofthe m odular group is called
a congruence subgroup ifit contains  (N ) for a suitable N ,and the sm allest
such N iscalled the levelofthe congruencesubgroup.
Them odulargroup actsnaturally on thelatticeZ2 := Z  Z.Theorbitsofthe
principalcongruencesubgroupscan be described asfollows:
P roposition Two nonzero lattice points(m ;l);(m 0;l0)2 Z2 are in the sam e
 (N )-orbitifand only ift:= gcd(m ;l)= gcd(m 0;l0)and
m =t m
0
=t (m od N ) l=t l0=t (m od N )
P roof. If(m ;l)and (m 0;l0)arein the sam e (N )-orbit,so that

m 0
l0

=

a b
c d
 
m
l

then wehaveforthe idealsofZ generated by m ;lresp.m 0;l0 that
(m 0;l0)= (am + bl;cm + dl) (m ;l)= (t)
and vice versa,so thatthe rstassertion holds.Ifwedivide the aboverelation
by t,we see that (m =t;l=t) and (m 0=t;l0=t) are stillin the sam e  (N )-orbit,
and ifwe reduce thisrelation m odulo N ,we see thatthey are com ponentwise
congruent.
Fortheconverse,wecan assum ethatt= 1.Ifnow two pairs(m ;l)and (m 0;l0)
ofrelatively prim e integersare com ponentwise congruentm odulo N ,this also
holdsforthe pairsg(m ;l)and g(m 0;l0)forany g 2  ,and ifwe can show that
g(m ;l) and g(m 0;l0) are in the sam e  (N )-orbit,then this also holds for the
originalpair(m ;l)and (m 0;l0),as (N )isa norm alsubgroup.
Now as m and lare relatively prim e,we can nd integers n and k satisfying
m n + lk = 1,so that 
m
l

=

m   k
l n
 
1
0

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In otherwords,(m ;l)and (1;0)arein the sam e -orbit,so thatwecan in fact
assum e(m ;l)= (1;0).Thism eansthatweonly havetoshow thata pair(m 0;l0)
ofrelatively prim e integersofthe form (m 0;l0)= (1+ aN ;bN )is in the sam e
 (N )-orbitas (1;0).Butthis m eans that we have to nd integersc;d 2 Z so
that 
m 0
l0

=

1+ aN cN
bN 1+ dN
 
1
0

subjectto the determ inantcondition
1 = (1+ aN )(1+ dN )  (bN )(cN )= 1+ aN + dN + adN 2   bcN 2
oralternatively
0 = a+ d(1+ aN )  bcN = a+ dm 0  cl0
Asm 0 and l0 arerelatively prim e,thisequation issolvable.2
Note thatthisproposition showsthatthe condition to be com ponentwise con-
gruent m odulo N is not sucient for two lattice points to be in the sam e
 (N )-orbit,as the pairs (2;4) and (5;7) illustrate for N = 3.Furtherm ore,
itshould be noted thatin the caseN = 1 ityieldsthe following fact:
C orollary Two nonzero lattice points (m ;l);(m 0;l0) 2 Z2 are in the sam e
 -orbitifand only ifgcd(m ;l)= gcd(m 0;l0).
1.3 The group hom om orphism from SL(2;Z) to SL(2;ZN ) discussed at the
beginningofParagraph1.2issurjective.Theproofofthisfactusesthefollowing
lem m a,which wewillusebelow fora dierentpurpose:18
Lem m a Supposethatm ,l,and N arerelativelyprim eintegersand thatl6= 0.
Then thereexistsan integerk 2 Z such thatm + kN isrelatively prim eto l.
W e need to introduce another subgroup of the m odular group. W e denote
by (N ) the subgroup of  that is generated by allconjugates gt N g  1 oftN
for g 2  .This subgroup is obviously norm al,and it follows from the discus-
sion in Paragraph 1.1 that it contains rN .Since  (N ) is a norm alsubgroup
thatcontainstN ,we have that(N )iscontained in  (N ).However,(N )is
strictly sm allerthan  (N )ifN  6,and itisnoteven a congruence subgroup
in this case.19 To dealwith this diculty,we adaptthe following notion from
the theory ofm onoidsto oursituation:20
D enition An equivalence relation on the lattice Z2 is called a congruence
relation if,for allg 2  ,the lattice points g:(m ;l)and g:(n;k)are equivalent
wheneverthe lattice points(m ;l)and (n;k)areequivalent.
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From everynorm alsubgroup ofthem odulargroup,wegetacongruencerelation
by dening thattwo lattice pointsare equivalentifthey are in the sam e orbit
under the action ofthe norm alsubgroup.In this way,both  (N ) and (N )
giveriseto congruencerelations.
Considering relationsas setsofpairs,one can show asin the case ofm onoids
that the intersection ofcongruence relations is again a congruence relation.21
Therefore,foreveryrelation thereisasm allestcongruencerelation thatcontains
thisrelation,nam ely theintersection ofallcongruencerelationsthatcontain the
given relation.In thissense,wenow considerthesm allestcongruencerelation 
on the lattice Z2 thathasthe following two properties:
1.W e have(m ;l) tN :(m ;l).
2.W e have (m ;l)  (m ;kl) for every k 2 Z that satises k  1 (m od N )
and gcd(m ;kl)= gcd(m ;l).
The second property appearsto be asym m etricalwith respectto the two com -
ponents.This is,however,not the case,because ifk satises k  1 (m od N )
and gcd(km ;l)= gcd(m ;l),wehave

m
l

=

0   1
1 0
 
l
  m



0   1
1 0
 
l
  km

=

km
l

so that(m ;l) (km ;l).
W e willneed anotherproperty ofthe congruencerelation  :
P roposition Forevery integern 2 Z,wehave(nm ;nl) (nm 0;nl0)whenever
(m ;l) (m 0;l0).
P roof. Thisisobviousifn = 0,soletusassum ethatn 6= 0.Supposethat is
an arbitrary congruencerelation thatsatisesthetwo dening propertiesof ,
i.e.,thatsatises(m ;l) tN :(m ;l)and (m ;l) (m ;kl)for every k 2 Z with
the propertiesk  1 (m od N )and gcd(m ;kl)= gcd(m ;l).Recallthat isthe
intersection ofallsuch congruence relations.W e dene a new relation  n by
setting
(m ;l) n (m
0
;l
0):, (nm ;nl) (nm 0;nl0)
Itisim m ediatethatthisisagain a congruencerelation.Italso satisestherst
dening property,nam ely that (m ;l)  n t
N :(m ;l).For the second property,
note that if k 2 Z satises k  1 (m od N ) and gcd(m ;kl) = gcd(m ;l),it
also satises gcd(nm ;knl) = gcd(nm ;nl),so that (nm ;nl)  (nm ;knl) and
therefore(m ;l) n (m ;kl).
This shows that (m ;l)  (m 0;l0) im plies (m ;l)  n (m
0;l0),which m eans that
(nm ;nl) (nm 0;nl0).Asthisholdsforallsuch congruencerelations ,we get
(nm ;nl) (nm 0;nl0),asasserted.2
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Itisnothard to seethat,ifwehad dropped thesecond dening property above,
the congruence relation that would have arisen would have been exactly the
onedeterm ined by the group (N )asdescribed above.The following theorem
assertsthat,byincorporatingthesecond property,wegetexactlythecongruence
relation determ ined by the group  (N ):
T heorem Two lattice points(m ;l)and (m 0;l0)arein the sam e (N )-orbitif
and only if(m ;l) (m 0;l0).
P roof. (1) Let us rst show that equivalent lattice points are in the sam e
 (N )-orbit.For this,we need to look at the two dening properties of our
congruencerelation.Fortherstproperty,itisobviousthat(m ;l)and tN :(m ;l)
arein thesam e (N )-orbit.Forthesecond property,supposethatk 2 Z satises
k  1 (m od N )and t:= gcd(m ;l)= gcd(m ;kl).If(m ;l)is nonzero,we have
that (m =t;l=t) and (m =t;kl=t) are com ponentwise congruent m odulo N .By
Proposition 1.2,thisim pliesthat(m ;l)and (m ;kl)arein thesam e (N )-orbit.
Clearly,thisisalso the caseif(m ;l)= (0;0).
This shows that the congruence relation determ ined by  (N ),for which the
equivalence classes are exactly the  (N )-orbits,takes part in the intersection
that was used to dene the relation  .In other words,if (m ;l)  (m 0;l0),
then (m ;l)and (m 0;l0)arein the sam e (N )-orbit.
(2) Now supposethat(m ;l)and (m 0;l0)arein thesam e (N )-orbit.In thecase
N = 1,we have  (N ) = (N ) =  ,and we have already pointed out above
thatthetwo latticepointsarethen equivalent.W ewillthereforeassum ein the
sequelthatN > 1.
W erstconsiderthecasewherem and larerelatively prim e;by Corollary 1.2,
we then also have that m 0 and l0 are relatively prim e.W e need a couple of
reductions.The rst reduction is that we can assum e in addition that allthe
com ponentsm ,l,m 0,and l0 are also relatively prim e to N .To see this,choose
twodistinctprim esp and qthatdo notdivideN .By Corollary 1.2,wecan then
nd g 2   such thatg:(m ;l)= (p;q).Ifwedene(p0;q0):= g:(m 0;l0),then (p;q)
and (p0;q0)arealsoin thesam e (N )-orbit,because (N )isanorm alsubgroup.
By Proposition 1.2,thisim pliesthatp0 and q0 arerelatively prim e and that
p  p
0 (m od N ) q q0 (m od N )
so thatin particularalso p0 and q0 are relatively prim e to N .Butifwe could
establish that(p;q)and (p0;q0)areequivalent,then also(m ;l)and (m 0;l0)would
beequivalent,because isacongruencerelation.Therefore,wecanassum efrom
thebeginning thatallthecom ponentsm ,l,m 0,and l0arealso relatively prim e
to N .Note that this im plies in particular that the com ponents are nonzero.
Thiscom pletesourrstreduction.
(3) Thesecond reduction isthatwecan assum ein addition thatm isrelatively
prim e to l0 and that m 0 is relatively prim e to l.Now the num bers m and N l
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are relatively prim e,which obviously im plies that the num bers m ,N l,and l0
arerelatively prim e.W ecan thereforeapply thelem m a stated atthebeginning
of the paragraph to nd an integer k 2 Z such that m + kN l is relatively
prim e to l0.Note that m + kN lis stillrelatively prim e to N and l,and that
(m + kN l;l)= tkN :(m ;l)isequivalentto(m ;l)even ifk isnegative.Byreplacing
(m ;l) by (m + kN l;l),we can therefore assum e from the beginning that in
addition m and l0arerelativelyprim e.Usingthesam eargum entwith thelattice
points interchanged,we can furtherm ore assum e that m 0 and lare relatively
prim e.
(4) The third reduction is that we can assum e in addition that m = m 0.W e
have assum ed thatm 0 and N are relatively prim e,which im pliesthatthere is
a num ber k0 2 Z such that m 0k0  1 (m od N ).The num bers k0 and N are
then relatively prim e,which obviously im pliesthatthe num bersk0,N ,and ll0
are relatively prim e.As allcom ponents are nonzero,we can apply the above
lem m a again to nd an integerk 2 Z such thatn := k0+ kN isrelatively prim e
to ll0.As we also have nm 0  k0m 0  1 (m od N ),we get by the variant of
the second dening property ofour congruence relation discussed above that
(m ;l) (nm 0m ;l).Butm  m 0 (m od N )by Proposition 1.2,so that
nm  nm
0
 1 (m od N )
and furtherm ore nm and l0 are relatively prim e.Again by the variant ofthe
second dening property,wethereforeseethat(m 0;l0) (nm m 0;l0).By replac-
ing (m ;l) by (nm 0m ;l) and (m 0;l0) by (nm m 0;l0),we can therefore reduce to
the situation wherem = m 0.
(5) W e have now two lattice points (m ;l) and (m ;l0) with relatively prim e
com ponents m and l resp.m and l0.M oreover,allofthese com ponents are
relatively prim e to N ,and in particular nonzero.By assum ption,they are in
the sam e  (N )-orbit,so that l l0 (m od N ) by Proposition 1.2.W e have to
establish thatthey areequivalent.
Forthis,weargueasin theprecedingstep:Choosek such thatkl 1 (m od N ).
Then thenum bersk and N arerelatively prim e,which clearly im pliesthatthe
num bersk,N ,and m arerelativelyprim e.Therefore,again bytheabovelem m a,
we can nd an integern02 Z such thatn := k + n0N isrelatively prim e to m .
W e then haven  k (m od N )and therefore
nl nl
0
 1 (m od N )
and m and nlresp.nl0 are relatively prim e.By the second dening property
ofourcongruence relation,we have that(m ;l) (m ;nl0l),and sim ilarly that
(m ;l0) (m ;nll0).Asequalpairsare clearly equivalent,thisnishesthe proof
in the caseoflattice pointswith relatively prim e com ponents.
(6) W enow considerthegeneralcase,in which wehavetwolatticepoints(m ;l)
and (m 0;l0)in the sam e  (N )-orbit,butm and lare notnecessarily relatively
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prim e.W e have to establish that they are equivalent,and we can clearly as-
sum e that they are dierent from the origin. By Proposition 1.2, we have
t:= gcd(m ;l)= gcd(m 0;l0)and
m =t m
0
=t (m od N ) l=t l0=t (m od N )
Now m =tand l=tare relatively prim e,and m 0=tand l0=tare relatively prim e
aswell.Furtherm ore,(m =t;l=t)and (m 0=t;l0=t)arein thesam e (N )-orbit.By
the facts already established,we therefore get (m =t;l=t) (m 0=t;l0=t),which
im plies(m ;l) (m 0;l0)by the aboveproposition.2
1.4 The groups SL(2;ZN ) = SL(2;Z)= (N ) are obviously generated by the
im agesofthe generatorsunderthecanonicalm ap,which are
s:=

0   1
1 0

and t:=

1 1
0 1

oralternativelytand
r:= t  1s  1t  1 =

1 0
  1 1

However,the dening relations for these generators are not easy to obtain.
To write them down,we introduce the abbreviation d(q) := stq
0
s  1tqstq
0
for
q;q0 2 Z such that qq0  1 (m od N ).Although we want to understand this
expression here asan abbreviation fora word in the generators,itisofcourse
also possibleto com pute the corresponding m atrix in SL(2;ZN ):
d(q)=

0   1
1 0
 
1 q0
0 1
 
0 1
  1 0
 
1 q
0 1
 
0   1
1 0
 
1 q0
0 1

=

0   1
1 q0
 
0 1
  1   q
 
0   1
1 q0

=

1 q
  q0 0
 
0   1
1 q0

=

q 0
0 q0

Notealsothatwehaveintentionally suppressed thedependenceofd(q)on q0,on
which it,asan abbreviation fora word in the generators,in principle depends.
The following proposition,which isadapted from [11],listsone possible setof
dening relations:
P roposition W rite N = 2em ,wherem isodd.Then the relations
1.s4 = 1 (ts)3 = s2 tN = 1
2.t2
e
(stm s  1)= (stm s  1)t2
e
3.d(q)s= sd(q)  1
4.d(q)t= tq
2
d(q)
forallq2 Z thatarerelatively prim eto N ,aredening relationsforSL(2;ZN ).
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P roof. Thisisproved in [11],x2.2,Lem .1.c,p.5,wherealsofurtherreferences
are given.Note that the generator s is dened dierently in [11],nam ely as
our s  1.It is also shown there that the relations 3 and 4 are not necessary
for allq that are relatively prim e to N ,but only for q = 1  2d,q = 2   d,
and q = 2d+ 1,where d isan integerthatsatisesd  1 (m od 2e)and d  0
(m od m ).2
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2 Q uasitriangular H opfalgebras
2.1 Recallthata Hopfalgebra A iscalled quasitriangular22 ifitsantipode is
invertible and itpossessesa so-called R-m atrix,which isan invertible elem ent
R =
P m
i= 1
ai
 bi 2 A 
 A thatsatises
cop(a)= R(a)R   1 aswellas
(
 id)(R)=
mX
i;j= 1
ai
 aj 
 bibj (id
 )(R)=
mX
i;j= 1
aiaj 
 bj 
 bi
Associated with the R-m atrix isthe Drinfel’d elem entu :=
P m
i= 1
S(bi)ai.This
isan invertibleelem entthatsatises23
(u)= (u 
 u)(R 0R)  1 = (R 0R)  1(u 
 u) S2(a)= uau  1
where R 0 :=
P m
i= 1
bi 
 ai arises from the R-m atrix by interchanging the ten-
sorands. The inverse Drinfel’d elem ent is given by u  1 =
P m
i= 1
S  2(bi)ai.
In this context,it should be noted that the elem ent R 0  1 always also is an
R-m atrix for A.The Hopfalgebra is called triangularifthese two choices for
the R-m atricescoincide.
2.2 An im portant source of quasitriangular Hopf algebras is the Drinfel’d
double construction.24 Foran arbitrary nite-dim ensionalHopfalgebra H ,the
Drinfel’d double D := D (H ) is a Hopfalgebra whose underlying vectorspace
is H  
 H .The coalgebra structure is the tensor productcoalgebra structure
H  cop
 H ,so thatcoproductand counitaregiven by the form ulas
 D (’ 
 h)= (’(2)
 h(1))
 (’(1)
 h(2)) "D (’ 
 h)= ’(1)"(h)
Theform ula forthe productisa little m oreinvolved;itreads
(’ 
 h)(’0
 h0)= ’0(1)(S
  1(h(3)))’
0
(3)(h(1))’’
0
(2)
 h(2)h
0
Finally,theantipodeisgivenbytheform ulaSD (’
 h)= ("
 S(h))(S
  1(’)
 1).
To establish the assertion thatthe Drinfel’d double isquasitriangular,wehave
to endow itwith an R-m atrix,which isexplicitly given asfollows:Ifb1;:::;bn
isa basisofH with dualbasisb1;:::;b

n,then the R-m atrix is
R =
nX
i= 1
("
 bi)
 (b

i 
 1)
Theassociated Drinfel’d elem entuD and itsinversearetherefore
uD =
nX
i= 1
S
  1(bi)
 bi u
  1
D
=
nX
i= 1
S
2(bi)
 bi
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The Drinfel’d elem enthasan analogue in the dualD ,nam ely the evaluation
form
e:D ! K ;’ 
 h 7! ’(h)
Theevaluation form isa sym m etricFrobeniushom om orphism .25 Itisinvertible
with inversee  1(’ 
 h)= ’(S  1(h)).
2.3 The integrals ofthe Drinfel’d double can be described in term s ofthe
integralsofthe originalHopfalgebra H .Ifwe choose leftintegrals 2 H and
 2 H  aswellasrightintegrals  2 H and  2 H ,then
D =  
  
is a two-sided integralofthe Drinfel’d double,which in particular tells that
theDrinfel’d doubleisunim odular.26 Sim ilarly,thefunctionsD and D in D

dened by
D (’ 
 h)= ’( )(h) D (’ 
 h)= ’()(h)
areleftresp.rightintegralson D .Using theform softheDrinfel’d elem entand
itsinversegiven in Paragraph 2.2,we seethat
D (uD )= (S
  1( )) D (u
  1
D
)= (S2( ))
D (uD )= (S
  1()) D (u
  1
D
)= (S2())
Using these integrals,itispossible to relate the Drinfel’d elem entuD and the
evaluation form e:
Lem m a
1.D (1)e(D (2))= e(D )uD
2.e(D (1))D (2) = e(D )SD (uD )
3.e  1(D (1))D (2) = e
  1(D )u
  1
D
4.D (1)e
  1(D (2))= e
  1(D )SD (u
  1
D
)
P roof. Forevery h 2 H ,wehave
(1)( (2))(2)(h) (1) = ( (2)h) (1) = ( (2)h(3)) (1)h(2)S
  1(h(1))
= ( (2)) (1)S
  1(h)= ( )S   1(h)= e(D )S
  1(h)
Therefore,ifb1;:::;bn isa basisofH with dualbasisb

1;:::;b

n,wehave
D (1)e(D (2))= (2)
  (1) e((1)
  (2))= (2)
  (1) (1)( (2))
=
nX
i= 1
b

i 
 (2)(bi) (1) (1)( (2))= e(D )
nX
i= 1
b

i 
 S
  1(bi)= e(D )uD
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This provesthe rstrelation.The second relation follows from this by apply-
ing the antipode SD ,because D is invariant under the antipode,
27 and we
haveSD (e)= e,since
S

D (e)(’ 
 h)= e(("
 S(h))(S
  1(’)
 1))
= e((S  1(’)
 1)("
 S(h)))= ’(h)
Forthe third relation,note that
(1)(h)(2)(S
  1( (1)))S
  2( (2))= (hS
  1( (1)))S
  2( (2))
= (h(2)S
  1( (1)))h(1)S
  1( (2))S
  2( (3))= (h(2)S
  1( ))h(1)
= (S  1( ))h = e  1(D )h
which im plies
e
  1(D (1))D (2) = e
  1((2) 
  (1))(1)
  (2) = (2)(S
  1( (1))(1)
  (2)
=
nX
i= 1
(1)(bi)(2)(S
  1( (1))b

i 
  (2)
= e  1(D )
nX
i= 1
b

i 
 S
2(bi)= e
  1(D )u
  1
D
Thefourth relation followsasbeforefrom thethird by applyingtheantipode.2
W e willalso need the corresponding resultthat expressesthe evaluation form
in term softhe Drinfel’d elem ent:28
P roposition
1.D (uD x)= D (xuD )= D (uD )e(x)
2.D (SD (u
  1
D
)x)= D (xSD (u
  1
D
))= D (SD (u
  1
D
))e  1(x)
P roof. W e can assum ethatx = ’ 
 h.Forthe rstrelation,wethen have
D (uD x)= D ((S
  2(’)
 1)uD ("
 h))=
nX
i= 1
D (S
  2(’)S  1(bi)
 bih)
=
nX
i= 1
S
  2(’)((1))S
  1(bi)((2))(1)(bi)(2)(h)
= ’(S  2((1)))(1)(S
  1((2)))(2)(h)
= ’(S  2((1)))(S
  1((2))h)
= ’(S  2((1))S
  1((2))h(2))(S
  1((3))h(1))
= ’(h(2))(S
  1()h (1))= ’(h)(S
  1())= e(x)D (uD )
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This shows that D (uD x) = D (uD )e(x);ifwe replace x by u
  1
D
xuD and use
thate is a sym m etric Frobenius hom om orphism ,we getthatalso D (xuD )=
D (uD )e(x).
Forthe second relation,we have
D (SD (u
  1
D
)x)=
nX
i= 1
D (SD ("
 bi)SD (S
2(bi)
 1)x)
=
nX
i= 1
D (("
 bi)(S
2(bi)
 1)x)
=
nX
i= 1
D ((S
2(bi)
 1)x("
 S
  2(bi)))
=
nX
i= 1
D ((b

i 
 1)x("
 bi))=
nX
i= 1
D (b

i’ 
 hbi)
=
nX
i= 1
b

i((1))’((2))(1)(h)(2)(bi)= ’((2))(1)(h)(2)((1))
= ’((2))(h(1))= ’(S
  1(h(3))h(2)(2))(h(1)(1))
= ’(S  1(h(2)))(h(1))= ’(S
  1(h))()= e  1(x)()
Forx = 1,thisyieldsD (SD (u
  1
D
))= (),which wecan resubstitute in order
to establish one ofthe claim ed identities.The other one follows as before by
substituting SD (uD )xSD (u
  1
D
)forx and using the sym m etry ofe.2
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3 Factorizable H opfalgebras
3.1 IfA isalready a quasitriangularHopfalgebra,itisofcoursealso possible
toform itsdoubleD = D (A).In thiscase,thereexistsaHopfalgebraretraction
 :D (A)! A; ’ 
 a 7!
 
(’ 
 id)(R)

a
from the double ofA to A itself.29 Using the alternative R-m atrix R 0  1 m en-
tioned in Paragraph 2.1instead ofR,wegetanotherHopfalgebraretraction 0.
Aswe have30 R   1 = (S 
 id)(R)= (id
 S  1)(R),thism ap isexplicitly given
as

0:D (A)! A;’ 
 a 7!
 
(S 
 ’)(R)

a =
 
(id
 ’)(id
 S  1)(R)

a
From these two hom om orphism s,wederivethe algebra hom om orphism
	 :D (A)! A 
 A; x 7! ( 
  0)( D (x))
where A 
 A carriesthe canonicalalgebra structure.Note thatthism ap isin
generalnota coalgebra hom om orphism with respectto thecanonicalcoalgebra
structure on A 
 A.However,itbecom esa Hopfalgebra hom om orphism ifwe
twistthe com ultiplication31 by the cocycle F := 1
 R   1 
 1 2 A 
 4.In other
words,	 isa Hopfalgebra hom om orphism ifconsidered asa m ap to the Hopf
algebra(A 
 A)F ,which hasthecanonicaltensorproductalgebrastructure,but
the twisted coproduct
 F (a
 b)= F ((a(1)
 b(1))
 (a(2)
 b(2)))F
  1
TheHopfalgebra (A 
 A)F even becom esquasitriangularby using the twisted
R-m atrix32 R F := FtR A 
 A F
  1,where
R A 
 A :=
mX
i;j= 1
ai
 bj 
 bi
 S(aj)
isan R-m atrixforthetensorproductHopfalgebraA 
 A and Ft arisesfrom F by
interchanging therstand thethird aswellasthesecond and thefourth tensor
factor.ByusingthisspecicR-m atrix,	becom esam orphism ofquasitriangular
Hopfalgebras33 in the sense thatitm apsthe R-m atrix ofthe Drinfel’d double
to R F .Thisim pliesthattheim ageoftheDrinfel’d elem entisgiven asfollows:
Lem m a 	(u D )= u 
 u
  1
P roof. In general,ifthecoproductofa Hopfalgebra ism odied by a cocycle,
then the resulting Hopfalgebra hasthe antipode SF (a)= wS(a)w
  1,wherew
arisesfrom (id
 S)(F )by m ultiplication ofthetensorands.34 From this,wesee
that
S
2
F (a)= xS
2(a)x  1
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where x = wS(w   1),and itcan be shown thatthe Drinfel’d elem entuF that
arisesfrom the R-m atrix R F = FtRF
  1 is related to the originalone via the
form ula uF = xu.
In ourcase,wend
w =
mX
i= 1
(1
 S(ai))SA 
 A (bi
 1)=
mX
i= 1
S(bi)
 S(ai)= R
0
Thisim pliesin thiscase thatx = 1,which m eansthatthe Drinfel’d elem ents
of(A 
 A)F and A 
 A coincide.Because 	 isa m orphism ofquasitriangular
Hopfalgebras,this elem ent is equalto 	(u D ).But for the Drinfel’d elem ent
ofA 
 A,wend
uA 
 A =
mX
i;j= 1
SA 
 A (bi
 S(aj))(ai
 bj)=
mX
i;j= 1
S(bi)ai
 S
2(aj)bj = u
 S
2(u  1)
BecausetheDrinfel’d elem entisinvariantunderthesquareoftheantipode,this
im pliesthe assertion.2
Notethatby replacingtheR-m atrix with thealternativeR-m atrix R 0  1,weget
a second Hopfalgebra hom om orphism
	 0:D (A)! (A 
 A)F 0; x 7! (
0

 )( D (x))
wherethistim e wehaveto usethecocycleF 0:= 1
 R 0
 1 2 A 
 4 to twistthe
com ultiplication on theright-hand side.Asbefore,theHopfalgebra (A 
 A)F 0
isquasitriangularwith respectto the R-m atrix R F 0 := F
0
tR
00
A 
 A F
0  1,where
R
00
A 
 A :=
mX
i;j= 1
bi
 aj 
 S(ai)
 bj
isan R-m atrix forthetensorproductHopfalgebraA 
 A and F 0t arisesfrom F
0
by interchanging the rst and the third as wellas the second and the fourth
tensorfactor.By using thisspecicR-m atrix,	 0becom esa m orphism ofquasi-
triangularHopfalgebrasin thesensethatitm apstheR-m atrix oftheDrinfel’d
double to R F 0.Furtherm ore,the Drinfel’d elem ent arising from the alterna-
tive R-m atrix R 0  1 is exactly the inverse u  1 ofthe originalone,so that the
preceding lem m a yieldsthat	 0(uD )= u
  1 
 u.
3.2 In the situation ofParagraph 3.1,we have a left action ofA 
 A on A
by requiring that the elem ent a 
 a0 2 A 
 A acts on b 2 A by m apping it
to a0bS  1(a).Pulling this action back along 	 0,we get a left action ofD (A)
on A given by
x  b= (x(2))bS
  1(0(x(1)))
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Ifx = ’ 
 a and R =
P m
i= 1
ai
 bi,thisaction isexplicitly given as
(’ 
 a) b= (’(1)
 a(2))bS
  1(0(’(2)
 a(1)))
=
mX
i;j= 1
’(1)(ai)bia(2)bS
  1(’(2)(bj)S(aj)a(1))
=
mX
i;j= 1
’(aibj)bia(2)bS
  1(a(1))aj
W e willuse the sam e notation forthe restrictionsofthis action to A and A ,
i.e.,wedene
a  b:= ("
 a) b= a(2)bS
  1(a(1))
’  b:= (’ 
 1) b=
mX
i;j= 1
’(aibj)bibaj
Notethattherestriction oftheaction to A isjusttheleftadjointaction ofA cop
on itself.The space ofinvariants forthis restricted action therefore is exactly
the centerZ(A)ofA.
W e also introducethe m ap
 :A  ! A; ’ 7! (’  1)=
mX
i;j= 1
’(aibj)biaj = (id
 ’)(R
0
R)
IfC (A)denotesthe subalgebra
C (A):= f 2 A  j(ab)= (bS2(a))foralla;b2 Ag
ofA ,itisknown35 that hasthe following property:
P roposition W e have
(’)= (’)()
forall’ 2 A  and all 2 C (A).Furtherm ore,wehave
a  (’)= ’ (1)(S
  1(a(2)))’(3)(a(1))(’ (2))
forall’ 2 A  and alla 2 A.Consequently, restrictsto an algebra hom om or-
phism from C (A)to Z(A).
P roof. Itispossibletoverify thesepropertiesby directcom putation;however,
itisinteresting to derivethem from ourconstruction of.Thesecond equation
holdssince
a  (’)= ("
 a)(’ 
 1) 1 = ’ (1)(S
  1(a(3)))’(3)(a(1))(’(2)
 a(2)) 1
= ’(1)(S
  1(a(2)))’(3)(a(1))(’ (2))
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Thisam ountsto saying that isan A-linearm ap from A  to A,where A  is
considered asan A-m oduleviaa
 ’ 7! ’(1)(S
  1(a(2)))’(3)(a(1))’(2);thisaction
istheleftcoadjointaction,builtwith theinverseantipode,and isactually used
in the construction ofthe Drinfel’d double as a double crossproduct.36 The
spaceC (A)isexactly thespaceofinvariantsforthisaction.Asan A-linearm ap
takesinvariantsto invariants, m apsC (A)to the centerZ(A).
Fortherstassertion,notethatweclearly have’  z = (’  1)z ifz 2 Z(A),
so that
(’)= (’) 1 = ’  (  1)= ’  ()= (’  1)()= (’)()
if 2 C (A).Finally,note that it follows from the elem entary properties of
R-m atrices37 that preservesthe unitelem ent.2
In a very sim ilarway,we have a rightaction ofA 
 A on A by requiring that
the elem enta
 a02 A 
 A actson b2 A by m apping itto S  1(a0)ba.Pulling
thisaction back along 	,wegeta rightaction ofD (A)on A given by
b x = S  1(0(x(2)))b(x(1))
Thetwo actionsarerelated via the form ulas
S(x  b)= S(b) SD (x) and S(b x)= SD (x) S(b)
Ifx = ’ 
 a and R =
P m
i= 1
ai
 bi,thisaction isexplicitly given as
b (’ 
 a)= S  1(0(’(1)
 a(2)))b(’(2) 
 a(1))
=
mX
i;j= 1
S
  1(’(1)(bi)S(ai)a(2))b’(2)(aj)bja(1)
=
mX
i;j= 1
’(biaj)S
  1(a(2))aibbja(1)
As before,we use the sam e notation for the restrictions ofthis action to A
and A ,so that
b a := b ("
 a)= S  1(a(2))ba(1)
b ’ := b (’ 
 1)=
mX
i;j= 1
’(biaj)aibbj
Note that the restriction ofthe action to A is just the right adjoint action
ofA cop on itself,and asforthe leftadjointaction considered before,the space
ofinvariantsisthe centerZ(A).
W e also introducethe m ap
 :A  ! A; ’ 7! (1  ’)=
mX
i;j= 1
’(biaj)aibj = (’ 
 id)(R
0
R)
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Thism ap hassim ilarpropertiesasthe m ap :If C (A)denotesthe subalgebra
C (A):= f 2 A  j(ab)= (bS  2(a))foralla;b2 Ag
ofA ,we have
(’)= ()(’)
forall 2 C (A)and all’ 2 A .Furtherm ore, satises
(’) a = ’ (1)(a(2))’(3)(S
  1(a(1)))
(’ (2))
i.e.,it is an A-linear m ap from A  with the rightcoadjointaction,built with
the inverse antipode,to A with rightadjoint action ofA cop.The space ofin-
variantsoftherightcoadjointaction is C (A),whereasthespaceofinvariantof
therightadjointaction isthecenterZ(A),so that  restrictsto an algebra ho-
m om orphism from C (A)to Z(A).Thesepropertiescan beveried directly38 or
derived from ourconstruction ofin away sim ilartotheproofofthepreceding
proposition.Itisalso possibleto derivethem from thecorrespondingproperties
of,aswehave
S((’))= S(’  1)= S(1) S   1(’)= (S   1(’))
and sim ilarly S((’))= (S   1(’)).
The m appings and  are related in variouswaysto the Drinfel’d elem entu.
Besidesthe equations
(’)= (id
 ’)((u 
 u)(u   1))= (id
 ’)((u   1)(u 
 u))
and
(’)= (’ 
 id)((u 
 u)(u   1))= (’ 
 id)((u   1)(u 
 u))
which aredirectconsequencesoftheidentity for(u)stated in Paragraph 2.1,
we also have the following relation:The elem ent g := uS(u  1) is a grouplike
elem ent.39 If 2 C (A),dene 0 2 A  by 0(a):= (ag  1).Then 0 2 C (A),
and40 ( 0)= ().
As it turns out,41 the four conditions that  is bijective,that  is bijective,
that	isbijective,and that	 0isbijective,areallequivalent.Iftheseconditions
aresatised,the Hopfalgebra A iscalled factorizable.42
3.3 IfA is the Drinfel’d double ofa nite-dim ensionalHopfalgebra H ,the
m apping  takesa very sim ple form .To m ake thisexplicit,we decom pose the
dualofthedoublein theform D (H ) = H 
 H ,whereweusetheisom orphism
H 
 H

! D (H ); h 
 ’ 7! (’0
 h07! ’0(h)’(h0))
From the form of the R-m atrix of the Drinfel’d double described in Para-
graph 2.2,weseethat
R
0
R =
nX
i;j= 1
(bj 
 bi)
 ("
 bj)(b

i 
 1)
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so that (h
 ’)= (h
 ’ 
 id)(R 0R)= ("
 h)(’ 
 1).A sim ilarform ula holds
for underadditionalrestrictions:43
Lem m a Supposethat =
P
j
hj 
 ’j 2 D (H )
.
1.If 2 C (D (H )),then ( )=
P
j
S2(’j)
 hj.
2.If 2 C (D (H )),then ( )=
P
j
S  2(’j)
 hj.
P roof. Forthe rstassertion,wehave
( )=
nX
i;j= 1
(bj 
 bi)
  (("
 bj)(b

i 
 1))
=
nX
i;j= 1
(bj 
 bi)
  ((b

i 
 1)S
2
D ("
 bj))
=
nX
i;j= 1
(bj 
 bi)
  (b

i 
 S
2(bj))=
X
j
S
2(’j)
 hj
Theproofofthe second assertion isvery sim ilar.2
Attheend ofParagraph 3.2,wehaveexpressed them appings and  in term s
ofthe Drinfel’d elem ent.In the case ofa Drinfel’d double,we can replace the
Drinfel’d elem entby the evaluation form to getvery sim ilarform ulasfortheir
inverses:
P roposition Suppose that D = D (H ) is the Drinfel’d double of a nite-
dim ensionalHopfalgebra H .Then wehaveforx 2 D (H )that
1.   1(x)= ((idH  
 S
2)  S  1
D
)(e  1
(1)
e)(e  1
(2)
e)(x)
2.  1(x)= (SD  (S
2 
 id))(ee  1
(2)
)(ee  1
(1)
)(x)
P roof. W e can assum e that x = ’ 
 h for ’ 2 H  and h 2 H .Suppose
thatb1;:::;bn isa basisofH with dualbasisb

1;:::;b

n.Using the form ofthe
R-m atrix given in Paragraph 2.2,wend
(((id H  
 S
2)  S
  1
D
)(e
  1
(1)
e))(e
  1
(2)
e)(x)
=
nX
i;j= 1
S
  1
D
(e
  1
(1)
e)(bi 
 S
2(bj))("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)e
  1
(2)
(’(2)
 h(1))e(’(1)
 h(2))
=
nX
i;j= 1
e(bi(2)
 S
2(bj(1)))e
  1
(1)
(S
  1
D
(bi(1)
 S
2(bj(2))))("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)
e
  1
(2)
(’(2)
 h(1))’(1)(h(2))
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wherewehaveused the factthate isinvariantunderthe antipode observed in
the proofofLem m a 2.3.Using the denition ofe,thisbecom es
(((id H  
 S
2)  S  1
D
)(e  1
(1)
e))(e  1
(2)
e)(x)=
nX
i;j= 1
b

i(2)(S
2(bj(1)))e
  1(S  1
D
(bi(1)
 S
2(bj(2)))(’(2) 
 h(1)))’(1)(h(2))
("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)=
nX
i;j= 1
b

i(2)(S
2(bj(1)))e
  1(S(bi(1))’(2)
 h(1)S(bj(2)))’(1)(h(2))("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)
where,in thelaststep,wehaveused thattheantipodeisantim ultiplicativeand
thate  1 iscocom m utative.Using the explicitform ofe  1,thisbecom es
(((id H  
 S
2)  S  1
D
)(e  1
(1)
e))(e  1
(2)
e)(x)=
nX
i;j= 1
b

i(2)(S
2(bj(1)))
 
S
(bi(1))’(2)

(bj(2)S
  1(h(1)))’(1)(h(2))("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)=
nX
i;j= 1
b

i(2)(S
2(bj(1)))’(1)(h(3))
S
(bi(1))(bj(2)S
  1(h(2)))’(2)(bj(3)S
  1(h(1)))("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)=
nX
i;j= 1
b

i(h(2)S(bj(2))S
2(bj(1)))’(h(3)bj(3)S
  1(h(1)))("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)
Using the antipode equation,wecan canceltwo term sto get
(((id H  
 S
2)  S
  1
D
)(e
  1
(1)
e))(e
  1
(2)
e)(x)=
nX
i;j= 1
b

i(h(2))’(h(3)bjS
  1(h(1)))("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)=
nX
j= 1
’(h(3)bjS
  1(h(1)))("
 h(2))(b

j 
 1)=
’(1)(h(3))’(3)(S
  1(h(1)))("
 h(2))(’(2)
 1)= ’ 
 h = x
Thisprovestherstform ula.Forthesecond form ula,recallfrom Paragraph 3.2
that  1 = SD 
  1  SD ,so thatwegetfrom the rstform ula
  1(x)= (SD 
  1  SD )(x)= (S

D  (id
 S
2)  S
  1
D
)(e
  1
(1)
e)(e
  1
(2)
e)(SD (x))
= (SD  (S
2

 id)  SD )(e
  1
(1)
e)(e
  1
(2)
e)(SD (x))
= (SD  (S
2

 id))(ee
  1
(2)
)(ee
  1
(1)
)(x)
asasserted.2
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Notethat,in thecasewheretheantipodeofH isan involution,theseform ulas
reduceto
  1(x)= SD (e
  1
(1)
e)(e  1
(2)
e)(x)   1(x)= SD (ee
  1
(2)
)(ee  1
(1)
)(x)
which should becom pared with theonesgiven in Paragraph 3.2 using theDrin-
fel’d elem ent.
3.4 Iff :A ! B is a m orphism ofquasitriangular Hopfalgebras,then it
followsdirectly from the form ulasfor and  given in Paragraph 3.2 thatthe
diagram s
B A
f
B  A -
f
?
B
?
A
B A
f
B  A -
f
?
B
?
A
com m ute,wheretheindexindicatestowhich Hopfalgebrathem appingbelongs.
Applying thisto 	,wesee thatthe diagram s
(A 
 A)F D (A)
	
(A 
 A)F D (A)
-	

?

?

(A 
 A)F D (A)
	
(A 
 A)F D (A)
-	

?

?

com m ute.Now we haveby denition that(A 
 A)F = A 
 A asalgebras.But
thesetwo Hopfalgebrashaveeven m orethingsin com m on:
Lem m a W ehaveC ((A 
 A)F )= C (A 
 A)and C ((A 
 A)F )= C (A 
 A)as
algebras.
P roof. W e have already seen in the proofofLem m a 3.1 that the Drinfel’d
elem entsof(A 
 A)F and A 
 A coincide.Therefore,thesquaresoftheantipodes
coincide,too.This im plies the asserted equalities as vector spaces.That the
productsalso agreefollowsfrom thefactthat(S2 
 S2)(F )= F in ourcase.2
From thislem m a,wecan extractthefollowinginform ationabouttherestrictions
of and :
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P roposition The diagram s
A 
 A Z(D (A))
	
C (A)
 C (A) C (D (A))-
	 
?

 (S  )
?

and
A 
 A Z(D (A))
	
C (A)
 C (A) C (D (A))-
	 
?

 (S  )
?

com m ute.
P roof. From theform ula R F = FtR A 
 A F
  1 forthetwisted R-m atrix,weget
im m ediately thatR 0F R F = F R
0
A 
 A R A 
 A F
  1.Now wehave
R
0
A 
 A R A 
 A =
mX
i;j;k;l= 1
bkai
 S(al)bj 
 akbi
 blS(aj)
and therefore
R
0
F R F = (
mX
p= 1
1
 S(ap)
 bp 
 1)R
0
A 
 A R A 
 A (
mX
q= 1
1
 aq 
 bq 
 1)
=
mX
i;j;k;l;p;q= 1
bkai
 S(ap)S(al)bjaq 
 bpakbibq 
 blS(aj)
Fortwo elem ents’; 2 C (A),wethereforend
(’ 
  )=
mX
i;j;k;l;p;q= 1
bkai
 S(ap)S(al)bjaq’(bpakbibq) (blS(aj))
Now notethat
mX
j;l= 1
S(al)bj (blS(aj))=
mX
j;l= 1
S(al)bj (S(aj)S
2(bl))=
mX
j;l= 1
albj (S(aj)S(bl))
=
mX
j;l= 1
S
  1(S(bj)S(al)) (S(aj)S(bl))
=
mX
j;l= 1
S
  1(bjal) (ajbl)= S
  1(( ))
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which is a centralelem ent by Proposition 3.2.W e can therefore rewrite the
aboveexpression in the form
(’ 
  )=
mX
i;k;p;q= 1
bkai
 S(ap)aqS
  1(( ))’(bpakbibq)
Butin thisexpression,wecan cancelthe sum m ation overp and q,aswehave
mX
p;q= 1
S(ap)aq’(bpakbibq)=
mX
p;q= 1
S(ap)aq’(akbibqS
2(bp))
=
mX
p;q= 1
apaq’(akbibqS(bp))=
mX
p;q= 1
apaq’(akbiS(bpS
  1(bq)))= 1’(akbi)
Afterthiscancellation,we get
(’ 
  )=
mX
i;k= 1
bkai
 S
  1(( ))’(a kbi)
= (’)
 S   1(( ))= (’)
 S(( ))
where the laststep follows from the fact that S2(( )) = u( )u   1 = ( )
since ( )iscentral.Thisshowsthe com m utativity ofthe rstdiagram .The
com m utativity ofthe second diagram followsfrom sim ilarcom putations.2
Note that,in contrastto the factorizable case,itisnottrue in generalthat	
m apsthecenterofD (A)to thecenterofA 
 A,astheexam pleofa group ring
with an R-m atrix equalto the unitshows.
In the wholediscussion,itispossibleto replacethe originalR-m atrix by R 0  1.
W ehavealready pointed outabovethatthisinterchanges	and 	 0aswellasF
and F 0.Theanalogueof isthem ap thatassignsto every ’ 2 A  theelem ent
(id
 ’)(R   1R 0  1).If’ 2 C (A),thiselem entcan be expressed in term softhe
originalm ap  asfollows:
(id
 ’)(R   1R 0  1)=
mX
i;j= 1
S(ai)bj’(biS(aj))=
mX
i;j= 1
S(ai)bj’(S(aj)S
2(bi))
= S  1(
mX
i;j= 1
S(bj)S
2(ai)’(S(aj)S
2(bi)))
= S  1(
mX
i;j= 1
bjai’(ajbi))= S
  1((’))= S((’))
wherethelaststep usestheargum entfrom theend oftheproofofthepreceding
proposition.Som ethingsim ilarholdsfortheanalogueof:If’ 2 C (A),wehave
(’ 
 id)(R   1R 0  1)= S((’))
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ascan beseen by a sim ilarcom putation.Therefore,thecorresponding com m u-
tativediagram sfor	 0 are
A 
 A Z(D (A))
	 0
C (A)
 C (A) C (D (A))-
	 0
?
(S  )
 
?

and
A 
 A Z(D (A))
	 0
C (A)
 C (A) C (D (A))-
	 0
?
(S  )
 
?

3.5 Letusnow assum ein addition thatourquasitriangularHopfalgebra A is
alsofactorizable.Itisthen nite-dim ensionaland unim odular,44 which im plies45
that a right integral 2 A m ust be contained in C (A).The im age ofthis
integralunder  isagain an integral:
Lem m a ()isa two-sided integralofA.
P roof. Itfollowsfrom the discussion in Paragraph 3.2 that
()(’)= (’)= ’(1)()= "((’))()
for all’ 2 A .Because A is factorizable,every a 2 A can be written in the
form a = (’),showing that () is a rightintegral.Itis also a left integral
since A is unim odular,or alternatively because () is central,as we saw in
Paragraph 3.2.2
From this lem m a,it follows in particular that (()) = ( 
 )(R0R) 6= 0
if 6= 0,becausenonzero integralsdo notvanish on nonzero integrals.46 Italso
showsthata factorizableHopfalgebra issem isim ple ifand only ifitiscosem i-
sim ple,because (1)= "(()),and,by M aschke’stheorem ,A iscosem isim ple
ifand only if(1) 6= 0,and sem isim ple ifand only if"(()) 6= 0.47 Finally,
it also showsthat,for a left integral 2 A,the elem ent() is a two-sided
integralofA,sincewegetfrom Paragraph 3.2 thatS(())= (S   1()).
W e now discuss how the integrals behave under 	.It is obvious that  
 
is a right integralon the tensor product Hopf algebra A 
 A. Therefore,a
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generalresulton the behaviorofintegralsunder twisting,48 togetherwith the
discussion in Lem m a3.1,yieldsthatitisalsoarightintegralon (A 
 A)F .As	
is a Hopfalgebra isom orphism ,	 ( 
 ) m ustbe a rightintegralon D (A).
To m ake this m ore precise,we decom pose the dualofthe double in the form
D (A) = A 
 A  as described in Paragraph 3.3.W e then get the following
form ulasforthe integrals:
P roposition Suppose that  2 A is a left integral,that  2 A is a right
integral,and that  2 A isa two-sided integral.Then wehave
1.	( 
  )= ()
  
2.	 ( 
 )= ()
 
3.	 ( 
 )= ()
 
P roof. (1) To establish the rstassertion,wecom pute asfollows:
	( 
  )= ( (2) 
  (1))
 
0((1)
  (2))
=
mX
i;j= 1
(2)(ai)bi (1)
 (1)(bj)S(aj) (2) =
mX
i;j= 1
(bjai)bi (1)
 S(aj) (2)
=
mX
i;j= 1
(bjai)biS
2(aj) (1)
  (2) =
mX
i;j= 1
(aiS
2(bj))biS
2(aj) (1)
  (2)
=
mX
i;j= 1
(aibj)biaj (1)
  (2) = ()  (1)
  (2) = ()
  
whereunim odularity isused in particularforthe fth equation.
(2) Forthe second assertion,we getfrom Proposition 3.4 that
(	 ( 
 ))= 	  1(()
 S(()))= 	   1(()
 ())
since  2 C (A).But this gives (	 ( 
 )) =  
 () by the assertion
justestablished.SinceC (D (A))and Z(D (A))havethesam edim ension,itnow
followsfrom Lem m a 3.3 that49
	 ( 
 )=   1( 
 ())= ()
 S   2()= ()
 
(3) Forthe third assertion,we substitute () for  and S ()for into the
rstassertion to get,using anotherresultfrom Paragraph 3.2,that
	(S ()
 ())= (S ())
 ()= S   1(())
 ()= ()
 ()
Using the second partofProposition 3.4 on the right-hand side,thisbecom es
	(S ()
 ())= (	  	)( 
 ),so that
S
()
 ()= ( 	)( 
 )
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Sincetheleft-hand sideisa two-sided integralofD (A),itisinvariantunderthe
antipode,so thatwecan rewritethisequation as
( 	)( 
 )= SD (S
()
 ())= SD ("
 ())SD (S
()
 1)
= ("
 ())( 
 1)= (()
 )
by the discussion in Paragraph 3.3.Now cancelling  givesthe assertion.2
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4 T he action ofthe m odular group
4.1 In ourfactorizableHopfalgebra A,wenow x a nonzero rightintegral,
and introducethe m ap
 :A ! A;a 7! (a):= (1)(a)(2)
Thefactthat isa Frobeniushom om orphism50 im pliesthat isbijective.The
fact that  2 C (A) im plies that  is an A-linear m ap from A with the right
adjointaction ofA to A  with therightcoadjointaction,builtwith theinverse
antipode,which wehaveconsidered in Paragraph 3.2.In particular, inducesan
isom orphism between the spacesofinvariantsofthese actions;in otherwords,
it restricts to a bijection between the center Z(A) and the algebra C (A).51
Following52 [25],Eq.(2.55),p.369,weuse to introducethem apsS 2 End(A)
and S  2 End(A
)as
S := S    S := S
  1
   
Itisim portantto distinguish S  from the transpose S
 ofS .Using the form
ofthe R-m atrix given in Paragraph 2.1,wehaveexplicitly
S (a)=
mX
i;j= 1
(abiaj)S(aibj)
The relationship ofthese m aps is claried in the following proposition,which
also listssom eoftheirbasicproperties:
P roposition S isan A-linearm ap from therightadjointrepresentation ofA
to itself.In particular,S preserves the center Z(A) of A.Furtherm ore,the
diagram s
A A-
S
A  A -
S 
?

?

A A-
S
A  A -
S

6

6

arecom m utative,and wehaveS   S = S  S.
P roof. Thecom position ofA-linearm apsisA-linear.From thelinearity prop-
ertiesof  and  discussed so far,we getthat   is A-linearfrom the right
adjointrepresentation ofA to therightadjointrepresentation ofA cop;i.e.,sat-
ises
( )(S(a(1))ba(2))= S
  1(a(2))(
 )(b)a(1)
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Applying theantipodeto thisequation givesS (S(a(1))ba(2))= S(a(1))S (b)a(2),
whichistherstassertion.Thepreservationofthecenterisadirectconsequence.
Thecom m utativity ofthe rstdiagram followsfrom the equation
 S  =  S
  1
    = S     = S  
wherewehaveused thefactthatS =  S   1 established in Paragraph 3.2.
To establish the com m utativity ofthe second diagram ,we rstderive the for-
m ula S  =   S .For’ 2 A  and a 2 A,wehave
S
(’)(a)= ’(S (a))= ’(S(((a))))= ((a)
 S(’))(R 0R)= (a)((S(’)))
= (a)(S  1((’)))= (aS   1((’)))= (S((’))a)= (S((’)))(a)
where we have used for the second last equality that  2 C (A).From this,
we im m ediately getthe com m utativity ofthe second diagram ,aswe now have
S
   =   S   =   S .Furtherm ore,using theresultsfrom Paragraph3.2,
we can rewrite the form ula forS  abovein the form S  =    S  1,which
yieldsS   S =    = S  S.2
Itm ay benoted thatthecom m utativity ofthesecond diagram isequivalentto
the condition (S (a)b)= (aS (b)),which isan adjunction property ofS with
respectto theassociativebilinearform determ ined by theFrobeniushom om or-
phism .
4.2 As we have explained in Paragraph 2.1,R 0  1 is always an alternative
choicefortheR-m atrix ofa quasitriangularHopfalgebra.Thisraisestheques-
tion how S ism odied ifone replacesR by R 0  1.The answerto thisquestion
isthat,up to a scalarm ultiple,S turnsinto itsinverse:
P roposition S
  1(a)=
1
( 
 )(R0R)
mX
i;j= 1
(aaibj)S
2(aj)bi
P roof. BecauseA isnite-dim ensional,itsucesto provethat
mX
i;j= 1
(aaibj)S (S
2(aj)bi)= ( 
 )(R
0
R)a
To seethis,weuse the identity (ab(1))S(b(2))= (a(1)b)a(2) to com pute
mX
i;j= 1
(aaibj)S (S
2(aj)bi)=
mX
i;j;k;l= 1
(aaibj)(S
2(aj)bibkal)S(akbl)
=
mX
i;j;k;l= 1
(aaibj)(bibkalaj)S(akbl)=
mX
i;j= 1
(aai(1)bj(1))(biaj)S(ai(2)bj(2))
=
mX
i;j= 1
(a(1)aibj)(biaj)a(2) = (a(1)
())a(2) = (
())a
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wherethe laststep followsfrom Lem m a 3.5.2
This form ula has an interesting consequence for the restriction of S to the
center:
C orollary Foralla 2 Z(A),wehaveS 2(a)= ( 
 )(R0R)S(a).
P roof. In thiscase,wegetfrom theform ula in thepreceding proposition that
( 
 )(R0R)S   1(a)=
mX
i;j= 1
(aaibj)S
2(aj)bi =
mX
i;j= 1
(aaiS
  2(bj))ajbi
=
mX
i;j= 1
(bjaai)ajbi =
mX
i;j= 1
(abjai)ajbi = S
  1(S (a))
which becom estheassertion ifweinsertS (a)fora.2
By rescaling  ifnecessary,wecan achievethat( 
 )(R0R)= 1,aswesaw in
Paragraph 3.5 that this expression is nonzero,and in our algebraically closed
eld every elem enthasa squareroot.In thiscase,theform ula in thepreceding
corollary assertsthatS 2(a)= S(a)foralla 2 Z(A).
4.3 Recall53 that a ribbon elem ent is a nonzero centralelem ent v 2 A that
satises
(v)= (R 0R)(v
 v) and S(v)= v
It follows54 that v is an invertible elem ent that satises "(v) = 1 as wellas
v  2 = uS(u).W e useitto dene the endom orphism
T :A ! A; a 7! va
which is just m ultiplication by the centralelem ent v.The fact that v is cen-
traldirectly yields the equation (T(a)b) = (aT(b)),which can,as for S in
Paragraph 4.1,be expressed by saying thatthe diagram
A A-
T
A  A -
T

6

6

iscom m utative.
Thedecisiverelation between S and T isthe following:55
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P roposition S  T  S = (v)T  1  S  T  1
P roof. From Proposition 4.2,we have
(())(S   1  T  S )(a)= (())
mX
i;j= 1
(abiaj)S
  1(vS(aibj))
=
mX
i;j;k;l= 1
(abiaj)(vS(aibj)akbl)S
2(al)bk
=
mX
i;j;k;l= 1
(abiaj)(S
2(bl)vS(bj)S(ai)ak)S
2(al)bk
=
mX
i;j;k;l= 1
(aS  1(bi)S
  1(aj))(vblbjaiak)albk
=
mX
i;j= 1
(aS  1(bi(2))S
  1(aj(2)))(vbjai)aj(1)bi(1)
Using that(1
 v  1)(v)=
P m
i;j= 1
vbjai
 ajbi,wecan write thisin the form
(())(S   1  T  S )(a)= (aS  1(v
  1
(2)
v(3)))(v(1))v
  1
(1)
v(2)
= (aS  1(v
  1
(2)
))(v)v
  1
(1)
O n the otherhand,wehavethat
(v   1)= (v  1 
 v  1)(R 0R)  1 =
mX
i;j= 1
v
  1
aibj 
 v
  1
S
  1(bi)S(aj)
so thatProposition 4.2 also im pliesthat
(())(T   1 S  1 T  1)(a)=
mX
i;j= 1
(v  1aaibj)v
  1
S
2(aj)bi = (av
  1
(1)
)S(v  1
(2)
)
Com paring both expressionsand using S(v  1)= v  1,wegetthat
(S   1  T  S )(a)= (v)(T  1  S  1  T  1)(a)
which isequivalentto the assertion.2
The restrictions of S and T to the center of A induce ofcourse also auto-
m orphism s ofthe corresponding projective space P (Z(A)) ofone-dim ensional
subspacesofZ(A),which areeven independentofthechoiceoftheintegral.It
isaconsequenceoftheresultsabovethattheseautom orphism syield aprojective
representation ofthe m odulargroup:
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C orollary There is a unique hom om orphism from SL(2;Z) to PG L(Z(A))
thatm apssto the equivalenceclassofS and tto the equivalenceclassofT.
P roof. The hom om orphism is unique because s and tgenerate the m odular
group,as discussed in Paragraph 1.1.For the existence question,recallthe
dening relationss4 = 1 and (ts)3 = s2.Because the square ofthe antipode is
given by conjugation with the Drinfel’d elem ent,56 it restricts to the identity
on thecenter,and thereforeCorollary 4.2 im pliestherstrelation needed.The
seconddeningrelationtststs= s2 can alsobewritten in theform sts= t  1st  1,
and therefore it follows from the preceding proposition that this relation is
satised,too.2
The proofshows thatif( 
 )(R0R)= 1 and (v)= 1,we even get a linear
representation SL(2;Z)! G L(Z(A))by assigning S to s and T to t.However,
thishappensifand only if(v)= (v  1),asweseefrom thefollowing lem m a:57
Lem m a ( 
 )(R0R)= (v)(v  1)
P roof. W e have seen in Lem m a 3.5 that () = (v  1v(1))v
  1v(2) 2 A is a
two-sided integral.W e thereforehave
(v  1v(1))v(2) = v()= "(v)()= ()
Now thereisa grouplikeelem entg 2 A,called therightm odularelem ent,that
satisesa(1)(a(2))= g(a)foralla 2 A,and furtherm ore(ag)= (S
  1(a)).58
Thepreceding com putation thereforeyieldsthat
( 
 )(R0R)= (())= (v  1v(1))(v(2))
= (v  1g)(v)= (S  1(v  1))(v)= (v  1)(v)
asasserted.2
Itm ay be noted thatwe have discussed afterLem m a 3.5 thatthisquantity is
nonzero if isnonzero.Furtherm ore,sinceA isunim odular,the rightm odular
elem entg thatappearsin thepreceding proofisexactly thegrouplikeelem ent,
alsodenoted by g,thatappeared in thediscussion attheend ofParagraph3.2.59
Itshould also benoted thatwedo notclaim thatitisim possibleto m odify the
representation so thatitbecom eslinear.60
4.4 W ehaveseen in Proposition 3.5thatD := 	
(
 )= ()
  isaright
integralin D (A).Asin the caseofA itself,wethereforegetan isom orphism
D :D (A)! D (A)

;x 7! D (x):= D (1)(x)D (2)
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Since D is dened as the im age of 
  under the Hopfalgebra hom om or-
phism 	 ,itisobviousthatthe diagram
D (A) A 
 A-
	
D (A) A  
 A 
	 
6
D
6
 
 
com m utes,aswe have already pointed outin Paragraph 3.5 that 
  isalso
a rightintegralin (A 
 A)F .Com bining thiswith Proposition 3.4,we getthe
following com m utativediagram :
Z(D (A)) Z(A)
 Z(A)-
	
Z(D (A)) Z(A)
 Z(A)-
	
6
 D
6
( )
 (S  )
From the generalform ula forthe antipodeofa twistm entioned in the proofof
Lem m a 3.1,itisim m ediate thatthe antipode of(A 
 A)F coincideswith the
antipodeofA 
 A on thecenter.Thisim pliesthatthefollowing diagram isalso
com m utative:
Z(D (A)) Z(A)
 Z(A)-
	
Z(D (A)) Z(A)
 Z(A)-
	
6
S
6
S 
 (S  S )
The ribbon elem entcan be treated in a sim ilarway.Itis im m ediate from the
denition thata ribbon elem entv 2 A satises
(v   1)= (R   1R 0  1)(v  1 
 v  1)
which m eansthatv  1 isa ribbon elem entforA endowed with the alternative
R-m atrix R 0  1.This im plies that v 
 v  1 is a ribbon elem ent for A 
 A,en-
dowed with the R-m atrix R A 
 A considered in Paragraph 3.1.Itisnotdicult
to seethata ribbon elem entstaysa ribbon elem entifthecoproductoftheHopf
algebra istwisted,and thereforev
 v  1 isalso a ribbon elem entfor(A 
 A)F .
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Thisenablesusto denea ribbon elem entvD ofthe Drinfel’d double D (A)by
setting vD := 	
  1(v 
 v  1).So,ifwe dene T 2 End(D (A)) to be the m ulti-
plication by vD ,asin Paragraph 4.3,itisobviousthatthefollowing diagram is
com m utative:
D (A) A 
 A-
	
D (A) A 
 A-
	
6
T
6
T 
 T  1
Note thatitfollowsfrom Lem m a 3.1 thatin the case thatthe ribbon elem ent
is the inverse Drinfel’d elem ent,so that v = u  1,the arising ribbon elem ent
ofD (A)isalso the inverseDrinfel’d elem ent.
4.5 Aswe havediscussed there,the projectiverepresentation ofthe m odular
group on the centerofA described in Corollary 4.3 isnotinduced by a linear
representation in general.However,the situation isbetter fora certain tensor
product:
Lem m a Thereisa uniquehom om orphism from SL(2;Z)to G L(Z(A)
 Z(A))
thatm apssto S 
 S   1 and tto T 
 T  1.
P roof. Asin theproofofCorollary4.3,wehavetocheck thedeningrelations
s
4 = 1 and (ts)3 = s2.Forthe rstrelation,wehaveby Corollary 4.2 that
(S 
 S   1)2 =
( 
 )(R0R)
( 
 )(R0R)
S 
 S
  1
which im pliestheassertion,sinceS2 = id on thecenter.Itshould benoted that,
in contrastto S ,theendom orphism S 
 S   1 isindependentofthechoiceofan
integral.Thesecond deningrelation can berewritten in theform sts= t  1st  1,
asin the proofofCorollary 4.3.Thisnow followsfrom Proposition 4.3,too,as
wehave
(S 
 S   1) (T 
 T  1) (S 
 S  1)=
(v)
(v)
(T  1 
 T) (S 
 S  1) (T  1 
 T)
and the factors(v)involved now cancel.2
TheassociatedprojectiverepresentationontheprojectivespaceP (Z(A)
 Z(A))
is the tensor product of two projective representations:The rst is the one
constructed in Corollary 4.3,and the second is the rst one twisted by the
conjugation with the m atrix a described in Paragraph 1.1.This im plies that
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when (v)= (v  1)= 1,in which casethese two projectiverepresentationslift
to ordinary linearrepresentations,wecan write
g:(z
 z0)= g:z
 ~g:z0
This equation holds because it suces to check it on generators,and for the
generatorsweobserved in Paragraph 1.1 that~g = g  1.
From Corollary4.3,wealsogetaprojectiverepresentation ofthem odulargroup
on thecenteroftheDrinfel’d doubleD (A),usingtheintegralD = 	
(
 )and
the ribbon elem entvD = 	
  1(v
 v  1)introduced in Paragraph 4.4.Suppose
now that isnorm alized so that(
 )(R0R)= 1.By Lem m a 4.3,wethen have
D (vD )= (v)(v
  1)= ( 
 )(R0R)= 1
and sim ilarly also that D (v
  1
D
) = 1.Therefore again by Lem m a 4.3,we can
concludefortheR-m atrix oftheDrinfel’d doublethat(D 
 D )(R
0R)= 1.By
the discussion in Paragraph 4.3,this m eansthatthe projective representation
on Z(D (A)) is induced from an ordinary linear representation.Clearly,	 is
equivariantwith respectto thisaction and the oneconsidered in the preceding
lem m a:
P roposition Forallg 2   and allz 2 Z(D (A)),wehave	(g:z)= g:	(z).
P roof. Itsucesto check thison generators,i.e.,in thecaseg = sand g = t.
But in these cases the assertion is exactly what we have established in Para-
graph 4.4,becauseS  S = S  1 by Corollary 4.2.2
Itshould benoted thatin thecase(v)= 1,in which theprojectiverepresenta-
tion on Z(A)liftsto a linearrepresentation,theform ula in theproposition can
be written as
	(g:z)= (g
 ~g):	(z)
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5 T he sem isim ple case
5.1 Letusnow assum ethatourquasitriangularHopfalgebraA isfactorizable,
sem isim ple,and that the base eld K is algebraically closed ofcharacteristic
zero.In this case,A is also cosem isim ple and the antipode is an involution.61
By W edderburn’stheorem ,62 we can decom pose A into a directsum ofsim ple
two-sided ideals:
A =
kM
i= 1
Ii
Forevery i= 1;:::;k,we can then nd a sim ple m odule such thatthe corre-
sponding representation m apsIi isom orphically to End(Vi)and vanisheson the
other two-sided ideals Ij ifj 6= i.W e denote the dim ension ofVi by ni.W e
can assum e thatV1 = K ,the base eld,considered asa trivialm odule via the
counit.W e denote the characterofVi by i,so that,fora 2 A,
i(a):= tr(a jVi)
isthetraceoftheaction ofa on Vi.W ethen havethatthecharacterR ofthe
regularrepresentation,i.e.,therepresentation given by leftm ultiplication on A
itself,hasthe form
R (a)=
kX
i= 1
nii(a)
Thischaracterisa two-sided integralin A .63
ThesubspaceofA  spanned by thecharacters1;:::;k iscalled thecharacter
ring ofA,and isdenoted by Ch(A).Itiseasy to seethatitreally isa subalge-
bra ofA ,which consistsprecisely ofthecocom m utativeelem ents.Becausethe
antipode is an involution,this m eans thatthe characterring Ch(A) coincides
with both ofthe algebras C (A) and C (A) introduced in Paragraph 3.2,and
Proposition 3.2 therefore asserts that  induces an isom orphism between the
characterring and the center Z(A),which is spanned by the centrally prim i-
tive idem potents ei 2 Ii.The rst idem potent e1 is then a two-sided integral
norm alized such that "(e1) = 1.Note that it follows from the discussion in
Paragraph 3.2 that the restrictions of and  to Ch(A) are equal,because
thegrouplikeelem entg := uS(u  1)istheunitelem entin thiscase.64 Thecen-
ter Z(A) is a com m utative sem isim ple algebra that adm its exactly k distinct
algebra hom om orphism s!1;:::;!k to the base eld,which areexplicitly given
as
!i :Z(A)! K ;z 7!
1
ni
i(z)
These m appings are called the centralcharacters;they satisfy !i(ej) = ij.
Because  is an algebra isom orphism between Ch(A) and Z(A), Ch(A) is
also a com m utative sem isim ple algebra,65 whose k distinct algebra hom om or-
phism s1;:::;k to thebaseeld aregiven asi := !i .Theprim itiveidem -
potentsp1;:::;pk ofthe characterring are accordingly given aspj := 
  1(ej)
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and satisfy i(pj)= ij.The rstprim itive idem potentisthen proportionalto
thecharacteroftheregularrepresentation;m oreprecisely,wehaveR = np1.
66
Becausethepairingbetween thecharacterringand thecenterisnondegenerate,
a linear functionalon the character ring can be uniquely represented by an
elem entin the center.Therefore,there existelem ents67 z1;:::;zk 2 Z(A)such
thati()= (zi)forall 2 Ch(A).They areexplicitly given as
zi =
kX
j= 1
i(j)
nj
ej
W e willcallz1;:::;zk the class sum s,as they are related to the norm alized
conjugacy classsum sin the group ring ofa nite group.Note thatz1 = 1.
Forevery sim ple m odule Vi,its dualV

i is again sim ple.Therefore,there isa
unique index i 2 f1;:::;kg such thatV i
= Vi .The characterofthism odule
willalso be denoted by i := i.The m ap i 7! i
 is an involution on the
index set f1;:::;kg.Because the use ofthe antipode in the denition ofthe
dualm odule,characters,centrallyprim itiveidem potents,and centralcharacters
behaveasfollowswith respectto dualization:
i = S
(i) ei = S(ei) !i = !i S
W e have derived in Paragraph 3.2 that S((’)) = (S   1(’)). Since A is
involutory and  and  agreeon the characterring,wegetfurtherm orethat
i = i S

pi = S
(pi)
which im pliesthe form ula zi = S(zi)forthe classsum s.
Using duals,we can expressthe characterA ofthe leftadjointrepresentation
in the form 68
A =
kX
i= 1
i

i
Thisin turn enablestoinverttheexpansionj =
P k
i= 1
i(j)piofthecharacters
in term softhe idem potents:
P roposition Fori= 1;:::;k,we have
pi =
1
i(A )
kX
j= 1
i(j)j
P roof. The elem ent
P k
j= 1
j 
 j isa Casim irelem ent;
69 i.e.,itsatises
kX
j= 1
j 
 j =
kX
j= 1
j 
 j 
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forall 2 Ch(A).Applying i to the rsttensorfactor,weget
i()
kX
j= 1
i(j)j =
 
kX
j= 1
i(j)j


Thisshowsthat
P k
j= 1
i(j)j isproportionalto pi.Since i(pi)= 1,we nd
thattheproportionalityfactorisi(
P k
j= 1
i(j)j )= i(A ).Thisproportion-
ality factorcannotbe zero,since the elem entitselfisnotzero,so the assertion
follows.2
5.2 AsA isinvolutory,u iscentral.70 Asexplained in Paragraph 5.1,u isalso
invariantunderthe antipode,and thereforewecan in thissituation useu  1 as
a ribbon elem ent.For this ribbon elem ent,the quantum trace coincides with
theusualtrace,71 so thatthecategoricaldim ensionscoincidewith theordinary
dim ensionsni introduced above.Clearly,we can expand the Drinfel’d elem ent
and itsinversein term softhe centrally prim itive idem potents:
u =
kX
i= 1
uiei u
  1 =
kX
i= 1
1
ui
ei
fornum bersui 2 K ,which arenonzero becausetheDrinfel’d elem entisinvert-
ible.Using these num bers,wedene the diagonalm atrix72
T := (
1
ui
ij)i;j= 1;:::;k
Because for this ribbon elem ent T is the m ultiplication by u  1,this m atrix
representstherestriction ofT to thecenterwith respectto thebasisconsisting
ofthe centrally prim itive idem potents.Furtherm ore,we willneed an auxiliary
m atrix,the so-called charge conjugation m atrix C := (i;j )i;j= 1;:::;k,which is
them atrix representation oftheaction ofthe antipodeon thecenterofA with
respectto the basisconsisting ofthe centrally prim itive idem potents.Itisalso
the m atrix representation ofthe action ofthe dualantipode on the character
ring with respectto the basisconsisting ofthe irreduciblecharacters.
W e dene stillanother m atrix,the so-called Verlinde m atrix S,which should
notbe confused with the antipode:73
D enition The Verlindem atrix isthe m atrix S = (sij)i;j= 1;:::;k with entries
sij := (i
 j)(R
0
R)= i(( j))
W e listsom ewell-known propertiesofthe Verlinde m atrix:74
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Lem m a TheVerlinde m atrix isinvertible.Itsentriessatisfy
1.sij = sji
2.sij = sij
3.sij = nii(j)
P roof. The rst property follows from the trace property ofthe characters.
The second property can be deduced from the factthat(S 
 S)(R)= R.The
third property followsfrom the denitions:
i(j)= !i(( j))=
1
ni
i(( j))=
1
ni
sij
ThisalsoshowsthattheVerlindem atrix isinvertible:Expandingthecharacters
in term s ofthe idem potents,we have j =
P k
i= 1
i(j)pi,so that the m atrix
(i(j))isinvertibleasa basechangem atrix,and theVerlindem atrix is,by the
third property,theproductofthism atrix and an invertiblediagonalm atrix.2
In contrastto them atrix T ,theVerlindem atrix isnotexactly them atrix rep-
resentation ofS with respectto the centrally prim itive idem potents,although
thesetwom atricesareclosely related.Tounderstand thisrelation,recallthatS
depends,via,on thechoiceofan integral 2 A.Becausethespaceofintegrals
isone-dim ensional, hasto be proportionalto the characterR ofthe regular
representation,so that  = R for a nonzero num ber  2 K .Although it is
in principle possible to x  by norm alizing the integralin som e way,we will
see thatitisconvenientnotto do thatatthe m om entand to keep  asa free
param eter.W ith this param eterintroduced,letus see how the m aps  and 
behavewith respectto the new basesintroduced in Paragraph 5.1:
P roposition Foralli= 1;:::;k,wehave
1.( i)= nizi
2.(ei)= nii
3.(zi)= i(A )pi
P roof. Forthe rstassertion,wenote thatby the abovelem m a
nii(j)= sij = sji = njj(i)
so thatthe denition ofthe classsum sfrom Paragraph 5.1 can be rewritten in
the form
zi =
kX
j= 1
i(j)
nj
ej =
kX
j= 1
j(i)
ni
ej
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Expanding ( i)in term sofcentrally prim itiveidem potents,wethereforehave
( i)=
kX
j= 1
!j(( i))ej =
kX
j= 1
j(i)ej = nizi
Forthe second assertion,wehaveby denition of that
(ei)(a)= R (eia)= 
kX
j= 1
njj(eia)= nii(a)
The third assertion follows from the second assertion,together with Proposi-
tion 5.1 and the form ula for the classsum s given in thatparagraph.W e then
nd
(zi)=
kX
j= 1
i(j)
nj
(ej)=
kX
j= 1
i(j)
nj
njj
= 
kX
j= 1
i(j)j = i(A )pi
wherewehaveused thati (j)= i(j)and i (A )= i(A ).2
From thisproposition,wecan deducethepreciserelation oftheVerlindem atrix
and the m atrix representation ofS resp.S .Up to scalarm ultiples,S m aps
idem potentsto classsum s,and vice versa.Sim ilarly,S  m apsidem potentsto
m ultiplesofcharactersand charactersto m ultiplesofidem potents:
C orollary
1.S (zj)= j(A )ej = 
kX
i= 1
ni
nj
sji zi
2.S (ej)= n
2
jzj = 
kX
i= 1
nj
ni
sj iei
3.S (j)= njj(A )pj = 
kX
i= 1
sji i
4.S (pj)= njj = 
kX
i= 1
nj
ni
sij pi
P roof. Ifweapply  to theform ula in Proposition 5.1 and usethepreceding
proposition,then we get
ej =
1
j(A )
kX
i= 1
j(i)nizi =
1
j(A )
kX
i= 1
ni
nj
sjizi
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Since  and  coincide on the characterring,we getfrom the denition ofS
in Paragraph 4.1 that
S (zj)= j(A )S((pj ))= j(A )ej
Com bining thesetwo form ulas,wegettherststatem ent.Forthesecond state-
m ent,wegetfrom thepreceding proposition that
S (ej)= njS(( j))= n
2
jzj = n
2
j
kX
i= 1
j (i)
ni
ei
Forthe third statem ent,recallthatby itsdenition in Paragraph 4.1 we have
S  = S
    ,so thatthe preceding proposition gives
S (j)= njS
((zj))= njj(A )pj = 
kX
i= 1
njj(i)i = 
kX
i= 1
sji i
wherethethird equation followsfrom Proposition 5.1.Forthefourth statem ent,
wehave
S (pj)= S
((ej))= njj = 
kX
i= 1
nji(j )pi = 
kX
i= 1
nj
ni
sij pi
asasserted.2
5.3 The factthatthe m atricesS and T are essentially the m atrix represen-
tationsofS and T im pliesthatthey essentially satisfy thedening relationsof
the m odulargroup.M oreprecisely,they satisfy the following relations:75
P roposition
S
2 = dim (A)C ST S = R (u
  1)T   1SC T   1
P roof. By Corollary 5.2,wehave
S
2(ej)= 
kX
l= 1
nj
nl
sjlS (el)= 
2
kX
i;l= 1
nj
ni
sj lsilei
O n the otherhand,itfollowsfrom Corollary 4.2 and Lem m a 4.3 that
S
2(a)= (u)(u  1)S(a)
Inserting a = ej into thisequation and com paring itwith thepreceding one,we
nd
(u)(u  1)ej = 
2
kX
i;l= 1
nj
ni
sjlsilei
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which im plies (u)(u  1)ij = 
2 nj
ni
P k
l= 1
sjlsil by com paring coecients.
Now notethatby Lem m a 4.3
1
2
(u)(u  1)= R (u)R (u
  1)= R (( R ))= dim (A)
because( R )isan integralsatisfying "(( R ))= dim (A)by Lem m a 3.5.This
showsthat76
kX
l= 1
silslj = dim (A)ij
which isthe rstassertion.
For the second assertion,recallthat S  T  S = (u  1) T  1  S  T  1 by
Proposition 4.3.By Corollary 5.2,wehave
(S  T  S )(ej)= 
kX
l= 1
nj
nl
sjl
1
ul
S (el)= 
2
kX
i;l= 1
nj
ni
sjlsli
ul
ei
aswellas
(T  1  S  T  1)(ej)= 
kX
i= 1
nj
ni
uiujsjiei
Com paring coecients,wend that 77

kX
l= 1
sj lsli
ul
= (u  1)uiujsji
or alternatively that
P k
l= 1
sjlsli
ul
= R (u
  1)uiujsji ,which gives the second
relation.2
In the proofofthe rst m atrix identity above,we have used one ofthe two
form ulasforS (ej)given in Corollary 5.2.Using theotherform revealsanother
interesting identity:
C orollary i(A )=
dim (A)
n2
i
P roof. From Corollary 5.2,wehave
S
2(ej)= n
2
jS (zj )= 
2
n
2
jj(A )ej
Butin the proofofthe preceding proposition,we havederived that
S
2(ej)= (u)(u
  1)ej
and also that(u)(u  1)= 2 dim (A).Therefore,theassertion followsby com -
paring coecients.2
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Itshould be noted thati(A )is an eigenvalue ofthe m ultiplication with the
character A corresponding to the eigenvector pi,and therefore an algebraic
integer.As the corollary shows,it is also a rationalnum ber,and therefore an
integer.Thisyieldsthe well-known78 resultthatn2i dividesdim (A).
Itshould furtherm orebenoted thatthepreceding corollary can also beused to
givea dierentproofofthe equation S2 = dim (A)C ,aswehave
kX
l= 1
silslj =
kX
l= 1
nii(l)njj(l)= ninjj(A )i(pj )= n
2
jj(A )ij
wheretherstequation followsfrom Lem m a 5.2 and the second equation from
Proposition 5.1.
5.4 W eproceed to carry outa m oreprecisecom parison ofoursetup with the
setup in [58].Forthis,weneed the following lem m a:
Lem m a
kX
i= 1
niu
  1
i u
  1
j sij = njR (u
  1)
P roof. Since (u)= (R 0R)  1(u 
 u)= (u 
 u)(R 0R)  1,wehave
kX
i= 1
niu
  1
i u
  1
j sij =
kX
i= 1
niu
  1
i u
  1
j (i
 j)(R
0
R)=
kX
i= 1
ni(i
 j)((u
  1))
= (R 
 j)((u
  1))= (R j)(u
  1)= njR (u
  1)
where the lastequality followsfrom the factthatthe characterofthe regular
representation isan integral.2
As we have already pointed outin Paragraph 5.2,categoricaldim ensions and
ordinary dim ensions coincide for our choice ofa ribbon elem ent,so that the
num bersdim (i)introduced in [58],Sec.II.1.4,p.74 areequalto ni.Also,since
ourribbon elem entisu  1,itisclearthatthe num bersvi and  introduced in
[58],Sec.II.1.6,p.76 are equalto 1=ui resp.R (u).It therefore followsfrom
thepreceding lem m a thattheparam etersdi introduced in [58],Sec.II.3.2,p.87
are in our case equalto di = ni=R (u
  1),which is in accordance with [58],
Lem .II.3.2.3,p.89.Forthe rank D ,we havethe two choicesD = 
p
dim (A).
Theequation dim (A)= R (u)R (u
  1)observed in Paragraph 5.3then becom es
the equation  = d 0D
2 in [58],Sec.II.3.2,Eq.(3.2.j),p.89.
5.5 W e now illustratethe preceding considerationsby inspecting an exam ple
given by D.E.Radford.79 Consider a cyclic group G oforder n.Denote the
group ring by A = K [G ],and x a generatorg ofG .AsA iscocom m utative,
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A is certainly quasitriangular with respect to the R-m atrix 1 
 1.However,
with respectto thisR-m atrix,itisnotfactorizable.Radford hasdeterm ined all
possible R-m atrices for A,and shown that A can only be factorizable ifn is
odd,whatwe willassum e forthe restofthisparagraph,and thatin thiscase
the R-m atrix necessarily hasthe form
R =
1
n
n  1X
i;j= 0

  ij
g
i

 g
j
where  is a prim itive n-th root ofunity.80 To follow his convention,we will
deviate in this paragraph from the enum eration introduced in Paragraph 5.1
and enum erate the (centrally) prim itive idem potents in the form e0;:::;en  1
instead ofe1;:::;ek;note that n = k in the presentsituation.They are then
given by the form ula81
ej =
1
n
n  1X
i= 0

  ij
g
i
The irreduciblecharactersaredeterm ined by i(ej)= ij and thereforesatisfy
i(g)= 
i.Radford also givesthe following form ulasforthe Drinfel’d elem ent
and itsinverse:82
u =
n  1X
i= 0

  i
2
ei u
  1 =
n  1X
i= 0

i
2
ei
He also givesthe form ula (u   1)=
P n  1
i;j= 0
(i+ j)
2
ei
 ej forthe coproductof
the inverseDrinfel’d elem ent,from which wegetthat
R
0
R = (u 
 u)(u   1)=
n  1X
i;j= 0

2ij
ei
 ej
Thism eansthatthe entriesofthe Verlindem atrix aregiven as
sij = (i
 j)(R
0
R)= 2ij
so that,using Corollary 5.2,wend the expressions
S (ej)= 
n  1X
i= 0

  2ij
ei T(ej)= 
j
2
ej
forthe m appingsS and T,sinceT isthe m ultiplication by u  1.
Thereason form entioning thisexam pleisitsfollowing feature:
P roposition W e have
R (u
  1)=
(
R (u) if n  1 (m od 4)
  R (u) if n  3 (m od 4)
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P roof. From theform oftheinverseDrinfel’d elem entgiven above,weseethat
R (u
  1)=
P n  1
i= 0
i
2
isthequadraticG aussian sum .AsthequadraticG aussian
sum transform swith theJacobisym bolunderchangeoftherootofunity,83 we
have
R (u
  1)=

  1
n

R (u)
The assertion now follows from the rst supplem ent to Jacobi’s reciprocity
law.84 2
Forthe discussion in Paragraph 4.3,thisresultm eansthatthe two conditions
( 
 )(R0R)= 1 and (v)= 1 can not alwaysbe sim ultaneously satised.It
also m eans that Lem m a 4.3 can,in a sense,be considered as a generalization
ofthe form ula forthe absolutevalue ofthe quadraticG aussian sum .85 W e will
furtherelaborateon thisanalogy in Paragraph 12.1.
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6 T he case ofthe D rinfel’d double
6.1 In the case where A is the Drinfel’d double D = D (H ) ofa sem isim ple
Hopf algebra,it is possible to give another description of the action of the
m odular group that willplay an im portant role in the sequel.W e therefore
suppose now thatH isa sem isim ple Hopfalgebra overan algebraically closed
eld ofcharacteristiczero,and setA = D (H ),itsDrinfel’d double.First,recall
from Paragraph 2.3 thatthe two-sided integralofthe Drinfel’d double hasthe
form D =  
   for an integral 2 H
 and an integral  2 H .W e can
choosetheseintegralsin such a way that"( )= 1 and ( )= 1.They arethen
uniquely determ ined and satisfy (S( ))= 1 aswellas(1)= dim (H ).86 From
Paragraph 2.3,wethen know thatthe rightintegralD on D given by
D (’ 
 h)= ’( )(h)
satises D (u
  1
D
) = D (uD ) = 1,which im plies that (D 
 D )(R
0R) = 1 by
Lem m a 4.3 and D (D ) = ( )
2 = 1.By com paring norm alizations,we see
thatthecharacteroftheregularrepresentation isR = dim (H )D ,so thatwe
have
R (u
  1
D
)= R (uD )= dim (H )
Thism eanson the one hand thatthe param eter = D ,introduced in Para-
graph 5.2,isin thecaseoftheDrinfel’d doublewith thesenorm alizationsgiven
by D =
1
dim (H )
,and on the other hand m eans that,as discussed in Para-
graph 4.3,the representation ofSL(2;Z)on the centerisnotonly a projective
representation,butratherislinear.
Recallfrom Lem m a 3.3that,underthecorrespondenceH 
 H  = D  described
there,therestrictionsof and  to thecharacterring arejusttheinterchange
ofthe tensorands.From this,and the factthat the antipode is an involution,
it is clear that the evaluation form e introduced in Paragraph 2.2,which is
containedin thecharacterring,ism apped underand totheinverseDrinfel’d
elem ent u  1
D
,which,as discussed in Paragraph 5.1,can be used as a ribbon
elem ent.Anotherconsequenceofthese considerationsisthe following fact:
Lem m a Supposethatz =
P
j
’j
 hj isa centralelem ent.Then wehavealso
z =
X
j
("
 hj)(’j 
 1)
P roof. Put :=   1(z).By Lem m a 3.3,we then have  =
P
j
hj 
 ’j.But
we have also seen in Paragraph 3.3 that ()=
P
j
("
 hj)(’j 
 1).Since 
agreeswith  on the characterring,the assertion follows.2
Fortherightand theleftm ultiplication with theevaluation form ,wenow intro-
ducethe notation T and T.In otherwords,wedenethe endom orphism sT
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and T ofD
 by
T( )=  e T( )= e 
Thisnotation isjustied bythefollowingproposition,which should becom pared
with Proposition 4.1:
P roposition The diagram s
D D-
T
D  D -
T
?

?

D D-
T
D  D -
T
?

?

arecom m utative.
P roof. The com m utativity oftherstdiagram followsdirectly from Proposi-
tion 3.2,aswehave
(T ( ))= ( e)= ( )(e)= ( )u
  1
D
= T(( ))
Alsoin Paragraph 3.2,wesaw that(e )= (e)( )= u
  1
D
( ),which yields
the com m utativity ofthe second diagram .2
Thisproposition im pliesthatwealso geta representation ofthem odulargroup
on thecharacterring oftheDrinfel’d doubleby m apping thegeneratorsto the
restriction ofS  and the generator tto the restriction ofT.This action is,
via ,justconjugate to the action on the centerconstructed in Corollary 4.3.
NotethatT and T reallypreservethecharacterring,astheyareleftresp.right
m ultiplication with thecharactere.Asthecharacterring iscom m utative,these
two endom orphism sin factcoincideon the characterring.
6.2 The second construction ofthe m odulargroup action alluded to aboveis
based on the following m apsR and R ,which should notbe confused with the
R-m atrix:
D enition W e dene the endom orphism sR and R ofD by setting
R (a):= e(a(1))a(2)
R (a):= e(a(2))a(1)
Furtherm ore,we denethe endom orphism R  ofD
 as
R ( )(a)=  (u
  1
D
a)
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In other words,we set R  = T
,the transpose ofT.Note that we also have
R
 = T and R
 = T.
Thesem apsarerelated in a sim ilarway asthe onesconsidered earlier:
P roposition The diagram s
D D-
R
D  D -
R 
?

?

D D-R
D  D -
R 
?

?

arecom m utative.
P roof. (1) Recallfrom Paragraph 2.2 theform ula u  1
D
=
P n
i= 1
bi 
 bi,where
b1;:::;bn isa basisofH with dualbasisb

1;:::;b

n.Recallfurtherthatwehave
set up in Paragraph 6.1 a correspondence between H 
 H  and D ,so that
we can associate with every h 2 H and ’ 2 H  an elem ent 2 D .For this
elem ent,wend that
( )=
nX
i;j= 1
 (bi 
 bj)("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)
=
nX
i;j= 1
b

i(h)’(bj)("
 bi)(b

j 
 1)= ("
 h)(’ 
 1)
which im pliesthat
R (( ))= e(("
 h (2))(’(1) 
 1))("
 h(1))(’(2) 
 1)
= e((’(1)
 1)("
 h(2)))("
 h(1))(’(2) 
 1)
= ’(1)(h(2))("
 h(1))(’(2) 
 1)
(2) O n the otherhand,fora = ’0
 h0 2 D ,we have by the centrality ofthe
Drinfel’d elem entthat
R ( )(a)=  (u
  1
D
a)=  ((’0
 1)u  1
D
("
 h0))=
nX
i= 1
 (’0bi 
 bih
0)
=
nX
i= 1
(’0bi)(h)’(bih
0)=
nX
i= 1
’
0(h(1))b

i(h(2))’(1)(bi)’(2)(h
0)
= ’0(h(1))’(1)(h(2))’(2)(h
0)
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This m eans that R ( )2 D
 correspondsto ’(1)(h(2))h(1) 
 ’(2) 2 H 
 H
.
By the preceding com putation of,we thereforehave
(R ( ))= ’(1)(h(2))("
 h(1))(’(2) 
 1)=
R (( ))
Thisestablishesthe com m utativity ofthe second diagram .
(3) The com m utativity ofthe rstdiagram isa consequence ofthe com m uta-
tivity ofthesecond.Asdiscussed in Paragraph 5.1,wehaveSD (uD )= uD ,and
thereforeSD  R = R   S

D .From theproofofLem m a 2.3,wehaveS

D (e)= e,
which im pliesthatSD  R = R  SD .Aswesaw in Paragraph 3.2,wealso have
SD   =  S

D asa consequenceofinvolutivity,so that
SD   R =  S

D  R =
 R   S

D
= R   SD =
R  SD   = SD  R  
Aftercancelling theantipode,thisisthecom m utativity oftherstdiagram .2
Itisinteresting to look atthe linearity propertiesofournew m aps:
Lem m a Foralla;b2 D ,wehave
1.R (S
  1
D
(b(1))ab(2))= S
  1
D
(b(1))R (a)b(2)
2. R (b(1)aS
  1
D
(b(2)))= b(1)
R (a)S
  1
D
(b(2))
In particular,R and R both preservethe centerofD .
P roof. By the sym m etry property ofthe evaluation form e recorded in Para-
graph 2.2,wehave
R (S
  1
D
(b(1))ab(2))= e(S
  1
D
(b(2))a(1)b(3))S
  1
D
(b(1))a(2)b(4)
= e(a(1)b(3)S
  1
D
(b(2)))S
  1
D
(b(1))a(2)b(4)
= e(a(1))S
  1
D
(b(1))a(2)b(2) = S
  1
D
(b(1))R (a)b(2)
Forthe second assertion,wehavesim ilarly that
R (b(1)aS
  1
D
(b(2)))= b(1)a(1)S
  1
D
(b(4))e(b(2)a(2)S
  1
D
(b(3)))= b(1)
R (a)S  1
D
(b(2))
Thesecom putationsdo notusethattheantipodeisan involution;however,this
isnecessary forthestatem entaboutthecenter,becausea iscentralifand only
ifSD (b(1))ab(2) = "D (b)a forallb2 D ,a relation thatisthen preserved by R .
A sim ilarargum entshowsthat R preservesthe center.2
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6.3 O neim portantstep in thesecond approach toward theaction ofthem od-
ulargroup isthe following relationsbetween ourm aps:
P roposition
T  R  T = R   T  R T  R  T = R   T  R
P roof. Asdiscussed in Paragraph 5.1,we have SD (uD )= uD in ourcase.It
then followsfrom Proposition 2.3 thate  1 = D (2)(u
  1
D
)D (1).W ethereforeget
R
  1

(T  1

( ))= R   1

(e  1 )= D (2)(u
  1
D
)R   1

(D (1) )
Since D isan integral,wecan rewritethisas
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R
  1

(T  1

( ))= (D (2)S

D ( ))(u
  1
D
)R   1

(D (1))
= D (3)(u
  1
D (1)
)SD ( )(u
  1
D (2)
)D (2)(uD )D (1)
= D (2)(uD u
  1
D (1)
)R (S

D ( ))(uD u
  1
D (2)
)D (1)
Using the form ula thatexpresses in term softhe Drinfel’d elem entgiven at
the end ofParagraph 3.2,thiscan be written as
R
  1

(T  1

( ))= D (2)((R (S

D ( ))))D (1)
= D (2)(R ((S

D ( ))))D (1) = (eD (2))((S

D ( )))D (1)
where the second equality followsfrom Proposition 6.2.Using the relation be-
tween  and the Drinfel’d elem entbackwards,thisbecom es
R
  1

(T  1

( ))= (eD (2))(uD u
  1
D (1)
)SD ( )(uD u
  1
D (2)
)D (1)
Now D is in our case also a left integral,and furtherm ore we saw in Para-
graph 2.3 that e is invariant under the antipode,so that we can rewrite the
preceding equation in the form
R
  1

(T  1

( ))= D (2)(uD u
  1
D (1)
)SD ( )(uD u
  1
D (2)
)eD (1)
= D (2)(uD )D (3)(u
  1
D (1)
)R   1

(SD ( ))(u
  1
D (2)
)eD (1)
= (D (2) R
  1

(SD ( )))(u
  1
D
)eR   1

(D (1))
Asdiscussed in Paragraph 6.2,we have SD  R = R   S

D ,and by using this
and the propertiesofthe integralagain,wecan rewritethisexpression as
R
  1

(T  1

( ))= (D (2) S

D (R
  1

( )))(u
  1
D
)eR   1

(D (1))
= D (2)(u
  1
D
)eR   1

(D (1)R
  1

( ))
= eR   1

(e  1R   1

( ))= T(R
  1

(T  1

(R   1

( ))))
where the third equation usesProposition 2.3 again.ThisprovesR   1

 T  1

=
T  R
  1

 T  1

 R  1

,which is equivalent to the rst assertion.The second
assertion followsfrom the rstby conjugating with the antipode SD ofD
,as
wehavealready noted thatSD com m uteswith R ,and S

D  T =
T S

D holds
sinceSD isantim ultiplicative and preservese.2
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Instead ofusing endom orphism sofD ,we can use endom orphism sofD .The
corresponding relation then hasthe following form :
C orollary
T  R  T = R  T R T  R  T = R  T  R
P roof. Using Proposition 6.1 and Proposition 6.2,thisfollowsby conjugating
the rstform ula in the preceding proposition by  and the second form ula in
the preceding proposition by .2
6.4 Corollary 6.3 suggeststhatwem ightgeta representation ofthe m odular
group by assigning T to the generator t and R to the generator r,the two
alternative generators described in Paragraph 1.1.The rst dening relation
trt = rtr then follows from this corollary.However,we stillneed the second
dening relation (rt)6 = 1.This relation only holds for the restrictions ofT
and R to the centerofD .W e now proceed notonly to verify thisrelation,but
also to check thattherepresentation ofthem odulargroup thatweconstructin
thisway agreeswith the one constructed earlier.To do this,we introduce the
following analogueof:
 :D

! D ; 7! D (1) (D (2))
Thesem apstogethersatisfy the following relations:88
(  )( )= D (D )S

D ( ) (  )(x)= D (D )SD (x)
W ith the help ofthism ap,we can deduce the following fact,which relatesthe
two approachesto the representation ofthe m odulargroup:
P roposition
S  = T
  1

 R
  1

 T
  1

= R   1

 T
  1

 R
  1

P roof. The second equality is just the inversion of the second identity in
Proposition 6.3;itisthereforesucientto show the rstequality.W e havethe
com m utation relation T   =   R because,asdiscussed in Paragraph 5.1,
u
  1
D
isinvariantunderthe antipode,and thereforewehave89
T(( ))= u
  1
D
D (1) (D (2))= D (1) (S
  1
D
(u
  1
D
)D (2))
= D (1) (u
  1
D
D (2))= D (1)R ( )(D (2))= (R ( ))
Itfollowsfrom Lem m a 2.3 that(e
  1)= SD (u
  1
D
)= u
  1
D
,because e  1(D )=
(S  1( ))= 1 in ourcase.From the expression for in term softhe Drinfel’d
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elem entgiven in Paragraph 3.2,wethereforeget
( )= u D u
  1
D (1)
 (uD u
  1
D (2)
)= T  1(u
  1
D (1)
)R   1

( )(u
  1
D (2)
)
= T  1(D (1))
 
R
  1

( )e  1

(D (2))
= T  1(D (1))
 
T
  1

(R   1

( ))

(D (2))
= (T  1    T
  1

 R
  1

)( )= (  R
  1

 T
  1

 R
  1

)( )
so that,by the denition ofS  in Paragraph 4.1 and the propertiesof and 
m entioned above,wehave
S  = S
  1
    = S  1      R
  1

 T
  1

 R
  1

= R   1

 T
  1

 R
  1

asasserted.2
It is easy to convertthe preceding proposition from a statem ent about endo-
m orphism ofD  into a statem entaboutendom orphism ofD :Ifwe conjugate
theidentity by  and useProposition 4.1,Proposition 6.1,and Proposition 6.2,
weget
S = T  1  R  1  T  1 = R   1  T  1  R  1
W ehaveproved in Proposition 4.1 thatS preservesthecenter,and thisisalso
true for T by the centrality ofthe Drinfel’d elem ent.In Lem m a 6.2,we have
seen thatR preservesthe center.W e use the sam e sym bolsforthe restrictions
ofthese m apsto the center.W e then have
C orollary Thereisa uniquehom om orphism from SL(2;Z)to G L(Z(D ))that
m apsrto R and tto T.
P roof. The hom om orphism is unique because r and tgenerate the m odular
group,asdiscussed in Paragraph1.1.Fortheexistencequestion,recalltheden-
ing relationstrt= rtrand (rt)6 = 1.The rstrelation holdsby Corollary 6.3.
W ehave(D 
 D )(R
0R)= 1,and thereforeCorollary4.2yieldsthattherestric-
tion ofS 2 to the centercoincideswith the antipode.Togetherwith the above
considerations,thisshowsthat
(R  T)6 = (R  T  R  T  R  T)2 = S   4 = S  2
D
= id
on the center,which isthe second relation needed.2
Becauses= t  1r  1t  1,itisclearthatthisrepresentation ofthem odulargroup
agreeswith the oneconstructed in Corollary 4.3.
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6.5 W ehavediscussed them atrixrepresentationsofT andS in Paragraph5.2.
Itispossibleto givea sim ilardiscussion ofthem atrix representationsofR ,R ,
and R :
P roposition
1.R (i)=
1
ui
i = i(e)i
2.R (zi)= R (zi)=
1
ui
zi = i(e)zi
P roof. Forthe rstassertion,notethat
R (i)(a)= i(u
  1
D
a)=
1
ui
i(a)
which givesthe rstequation.The second equation holdssince
i(e)= !i((e))= ! i(u
  1
D
)=
1
ui
The second assertion follows by applying  to the rst assertion and using
Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 6.2;note that we discussed in Paragraph 6.1
that and  agreeon the characterring.2
Using this proposition,we can expand the evaluation form explicitly in term s
ofthe irreduciblecharacters:
C orollary
e=
1
dim (H )
kX
i= 1
nii(e
  1)i e
  1 =
1
dim (H )
kX
i= 1
nii(e)i
P roof. Since R isan integral,wecan deduce from Proposition 2.3 that
R (R )= R (u
  1
D
)e  1 = dim (H )e  1
Thesecond assertion thereforefollowsfrom thepreceding proposition by apply-
ing R  to the equation R =
P k
i= 1
nii.The rst assertion follows in a very
sim ilar way by applying R   1

,as we have R   1

(R ) = dim (H )e by Proposi-
tion 2.3 and R   1

(i)= i(e
  1)i by the preceding proposition.2
Itshould bepointed outin thiscontextthatthesetwoelem entsareinterchanged
by S :
Lem m a
S (e)= e
  1
S (e
  1)= e
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P roof. Itfollowsfrom the denition thatR ("D )= "D .Therefore,we getby
Proposition 6.4 that
S (e)= (T
  1

 R
  1

 T
  1

)(e)= T  1

(R   1

("D ))= T
  1

("D )= e
  1
Thisprovestherstassertion.Thesecond assertion followsfrom therstby ap-
plyingS ,becausewehaveS
2

()= SD ()forall 2 Ch(D )byProposition4.1
and Corollary4.2,and wehaveseen in theproofofLem m a2.3thatSD (e)= e.2
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7 Induced m odules
7.1 SupposethatH isa sem isim pleHopfalgebra overan algebraically closed
eld K ofcharacteristiczero,and consideritsDrinfel’d doubleD = D (H ).For
an H -m oduleV ,wecan form the induced D -m odule:
D 
 H V = (H


 H )
 H V = H


 V
where the lastisom orphism m aps’ 
 h 
 H v to ’ 
 h:v.Thisisom orphism is
D -linearifwe considerH  
 V asa D -m odule via the m odule structure90
(’ 
 h):(’0
 v):= ’0(1)(S(h(3)))’
0
(3)(h(1))’’
0
(2)
 h(2):v
W e willview the induced m odule from thislatterviewpointin the sequeland
thereforewriteInd(V ):= H  
 V ,considered asa D -m odulewith thism odule
structure.
Supposenow thatW isanotherH -m odule.W e introduce the following m ap:
D enition Suppose thatb1;:::;bn isa basisofH with dualbasisb

1;:::;b

n.
W e dene
V;W :Ind(V 
 W )! Ind(W 
 V ); ’ 
 v
 w 7!
nX
i= 1
’b

i 
 w 
 bi:v
Letusrecord som erstpropertiesofthism ap:
Lem m a V;W isa D -linearisom orphism .The inverseisgiven by

  1
V;W
(’ 
 w 
 v)=
nX
i= 1
’b

i 
 S(bi):v
 w
Furtherm ore,we have
(W ;V  V;W )(x)= u
  1
D
:x
forallx 2 Ind(V 
 W ).
P roof. To establish D -linearity,V;W has to com m ute with elem ents ofthe
form ’
 1and elem entsoftheform "
 h.Asitclearly com m uteswith elem ents
ofthe rstform ,wecan concentrateon elem entsofthe second form .W e have
("
 h):V;W (’ 
 v
 w)=
nX
i= 1
(’(1)b

i(1))(S(h(4)))(’(3)b

i(3))(h(1))’(2)b

i(2)
 h(2):w 
 h(3)bi:v =
nX
i= 1
’(1)(S(h(6)))b

i(1)(S(h(5)))’(3)(h(1))b

i(3)(h(2))’(2)b

i(2)
 h(3):w 
 h(4)bi:v
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Using the dualbasisform ulasstated in the introduction,thisbecom es
("
 h):V;W (’ 
 v
 w)=
nX
i1;i2;i3= 1
’(1)(S(h(6)))b

i1
(S(h(5)))’(3)(h(1))b

i3
(h(2))
’(2)b

i2

 h(3):w 
 h(4)bi1bi2bi3:v =
nX
i2= 1
’(1)(S(h(6)))’(3)(h(1))’(2)b

i2

 h(3):w 
 h(4)S(h(5))bi2h(2):v =
nX
i= 1
’(1)(S(h(4)))’(3)(h(1))’(2)b

i 
 h(3):w 
 bih(2):v
Butthisisexactly V;W (("
 h):(’ 
 v
 w)),which establishestheD -linearity.
To establish the form ofthe inverse,wenote that
V;W (
nX
i= 1
’b

i 
 S(bi):v
 w)=
nX
i;j= 1
’b

ib

j 
 w 
 bjS(bi):v
=
nX
i;j= 1
’b

i 
 w 
 bi(2)S(bi(1)):v = ’ 
 w 
 v
by the dualbasis form ulas,which establishes that the m ap stated is a right
inverseofV;W .Itcan be shown sim ilarly thatitisalso a leftinverse.
To establish the lastproperty,wecan assum ethatx = ’ 
 v
 w isdecom pos-
able.Asdiscussed in Paragraph 2.2,u
  1
D
=
P n
i= 1
bi 
 bi iscentral,since H is
involutory.W e thereforehave
u
  1
D
:x =
nX
i= 1
’b

i 
 bi(1):v
 bi(2):w =
nX
i;j= 1
’b

ib

j 
 bi:v
 bj:w
by the dualbasisform ula.Butthisisexactly (W ;V  V;W )(x).2
From thepointofview ofcategorytheory, isanaturaltransform ation between
the functors (V;W ) 7! Ind(V 
 W ) and (V;W ) 7! Ind(W 
 V ).The natural
transform ation  also satisesthe following coherenceproperties:
P roposition IfU ,V ,and W areH -m odules,thefollowingdiagram com m utes:
Ind(U 
 V 
 W ) Ind(W 
 U 
 V )-
U 
 V;W
Ind(V 
 W 
 U )
U;V 
 W
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@R
V;W 
 U
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
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In addition,the following diagram salso com m ute:
Ind(V ) Ind(V )-
w 7! u
  1
D
:w
Ind(V 
 K ) Ind(K 
 V )-
V;K
?
=
?
=
Ind(V ) Ind(V )-
id
Ind(K 
 V ) Ind(V 
 K )-
K ;V
?
=
?
=
Here,the verticalm apsareinduced from the canonicalisom orphism s.
P roof. If’ 2 H ,u 2 U ,v 2 V ,and w 2 W ,wehave
(V;W 
 U  U;V 
 W )(’ 
 u 
 v
 w)= V;W 
 U (
nX
i= 1
’b

i 
 v
 w 
 bi:u)
=
nX
i;j= 1
’b

ib

j 
 w 
 bi:u 
 bj:v
on the onehand and
U 
 V;W (’ 
 u 
 v
 w)=
nX
i= 1
’b

i 
 w 
 bi(1):u 
 bi(2):v
on the otherhand.By the dualbasisform ula,both expressionsagree,proving
U 
 V;W = V;W 
 U  U;V 
 W ,which establishesthe com m utativity ofthe rst
diagram .The com m utativity of the two rem aining diagram s follows directly
from the denitions.2
7.2 Fora nite-dim ensionalm odule V ,itturnsoutthatthe induced m odule
ofthe dualis isom orphic to the dualofthe induced m odule.M ore generally,
suppose thatV and V 0 are two nite-dim ensionalH -m odulesendowed with a
nondegeneratepairing h ; i:V  V0! K thatsatises
hh:v;v
0
i= hv;S(h):v0i
forallv 2 V ,v02 V 0,and h 2 H .Ifwe then choose a nonzero integral 2 H
and dene a pairing h ; i :Ind(V ) Ind(V
0)! K as
h’ 
 v; 
 v
0
i := (S
(’) )()hv;v0i
for’; 2 H ,v 2 V ,and v02 V 0,thispairing hasthe following properties:
Lem m a h ; i isnondegenerate.Forx 2 D ,wehave
hx:(’ 
 v); 
 v0i = h’ 
 v;SD (x):( 
 v
0)i
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P roof. The nondegeneracy follows from the nondegeneracy of the pairing
(’; )7! (S(’) )().91 To provethe second assertion,itsucesto show this
in the cases x = ’0
 1 and x = "
 h.In the rst case,this am ounts to the
identity
(S(’0’) )()hv;v0i= (S(’)S(’0) )()hv;v0i
In thesecond case,thisam ountsto the identity
’(1)(S(h(3)))’(3)(h(1))(S
(’(2)) )()hh (2):v;v
0
i
=  (1)(h(1)) (3)(S(h(3)))(S
(’) (2))()hv;S(h (2)):v
0
i
which by the property ofthe originalpairing willfollow from
’(1)(S(h(3)))’(3)(h(1))’(2)(S((1))) ((2))h(2)
=  (1)(h(1)) (3)(S(h(3)))’(S((1))) (2)((2))h(2)
Thiscan be written as
’(S(h(3))S((1))h(1)) ((2))h(2) = ’(S((1))) (h(1)(2)S(h(3)))h(2)
which isa consequence ofthe factthatS((1))
 (2) isa sym m etric Casim ir
elem ent.92 2
Suppose now thatW and W 0 isanotherpairofnite-dim ensionalH -m odules
endowed with anothernondegeneratepairing h ; i:W  W0! K thatsatises
hh:w;w
0
i= hw;S(h):w 0i
forallw 2 W ,w 0 2 W 0,and h 2 H .W e can then form a pairing between the
tensorproductsV 
 W and W 0
 V 0 thathasthe form
hv
 w;w
0

 v
0
i
 := hv;v
0
ihw;w
0
i
Thispairing isalso nondegenerateand satises
hh:(v
 w);w 0
 v0i
 = hv
 w;S(h):(w
0

 v
0)i

W e can therefore invoke the preceding lem m a to get a nondegenerate pair-
ing h ; i between Ind(V 
 W )and Ind(W
0
 V 0)thathasthe explicitform
h’ 
 v
 w; 
 w
0

 v
0
i = (S
(’) )()hv;v0ihw;w 0i
Interchanging therolesofV and W ,wealso geta pairing between Ind(W 
 V )
and Ind(V 0
 W 0),forwhich we use the sam e notation and which isexplicitly
given as
h’ 
 w 
 v; 
 v
0

 w
0
i = (S
(’) )()hw;w 0ihv;v0i
Thesepairingsarecom patiblewith them orphism sintroduced in Paragraph 7.1
in the following way:
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P roposition
hV;W (’ 
 v
 w); 
 v
0

 w
0
i = h’ 
 v
 w;V 0;W 0( 
 v
0

 w
0)i
P roof. O n the onehand,wehave
hV;W (’ 
 v
 w); 
 v
0

 w
0
i =
nX
i= 1
h’b

i 
 w 
 bi:v; 
 v
0

 w
0
i
=
nX
i= 1
(S(’bi) )()hw;w
0
ihbi:v;v
0
i
=
nX
i= 1
(S(bi)S
(’) )()hw;w 0ihv;S(bi):v
0
i
=
nX
i= 1
(biS
(’) )()hw;w 0ihv;bi:v
0
i
O n the otherhand,wehave
h’ 
 v
 w;V 0;W 0( 
 v
0

 w
0)i =
nX
i= 1
h’ 
 v
 w; b

i 
 w
0

 bi:v
0
i
=
nX
i= 1
(S(’) bi)()hv;bi:v
0
ihw;w
0
i
Both expressionsareequalbecause iscocom m utative.93 2
Itisofcourse possible to choose the dualV  forV 0 and the dualW  forW 0.
The abovediscussion then showsthatInd(V 
 W ) = Ind(W  
 V )and also
Ind(W 
 V ) = Ind(V  
 W ).Using these identications,itfollowsfrom the
aboveproposition thatwe have


V;W = V ;W 
forthe transposeofV;W .
7.3 Aspointed outbyD.Nikshych,94 thenaturaltransform ation  introduced
in Denition 7.1 can be related to the categoricalcenterconstruction.Recall95
that the category of m odules over the Drinfel’d double D = D (H ) can be
considered asthecenterofthecategoryofH -m odules.Thisim pliesin particular
thatforevery D -m odule U and every H -m oduleV wehavethe isom orphism
cV;U :V 
 U ! U 
 V;v
 u 7!
nX
i= 1
(bi 
 1):u 
 bi:v
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which consistsin theapplication oftheR-m atrix followed by interchanging the
tensorands.Itsinverseisthereforegiven by
c
  1
V;U
:U 
 V ! V 
 U;u 
 v 7!
nX
i= 1
S(bi):v
 (b

i 
 1):u
To relate this m ap to the isom orphism V;W ,where W is anotherH -m odule,
notethat
Hom D (Ind(V 
 W );U )= Hom H (V 
 W ;U )
by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem .96 Therefore,there is a unique isom or-
phism 0V;W ;U thatm akesthe diagram
Hom H (W 
 V;U ) Hom H (V 
 W ;U )-
0V;W ;U
Hom D (Ind(W 
 V );U ) Hom D (Ind(V 
 W );U )-
 V;W
? ?
com m utative,where V;W denotesthem ap com ing from V;W by com position
on the right.The isom orphism 0V;W ;U isgiven explicitly as

0
V;W ;U (f)(v
 w)=
nX
i= 1
(bi 
 1):f(w 
 bi:v)
forf 2 Hom H (W 
 V;U ),aswehave
(g V;W )("
 v
 w)= g(
nX
i= 1
b

i 
 w 
 bi:v)=
nX
i= 1
(bi 
 1):g("
 w 
 bi:v)
forg 2 Hom D (Ind(W 
 V );U ).
Besides the adjunction between induction and restriction that appears in the
Frobeniusreciprocity theorem ,therearetwootherpairsofadjointfunctorsthat
appearin thissetting:Thecom position97
Hom K (W ;U 
 V
)! Hom K (W 
 V;U 
 V


 V )! Hom K (W 
 V;U )
where the rst m ap takes f to f 
 idV and the second evaluates V
 on V ,
denes a hom om orphism from Hom K (W ;U 
 V
) to Hom K (W 
 V;U ).The
im ageg 2 Hom K (W 
 V;U )off 2 Hom K (W ;U 
 V
)isgiven explicitly as
g(w 
 v)=
X
j
 j(v)uj
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iff(w)=
P
j
uj 
  j.Thiscom position isbijective ifV isnite-dim ensional.
Because the evaluation m ap V  
 V ! K ;  
 v 7!  (v) is H -linear,both
m appings that appear in the com position preserve the subspace ofH -linear
m aps,sothatwecan restrictthiscom position toam ap from Hom H (W ;U 
 V
)
to Hom H (W 
 V;U ),which isan isom orphism in the nite-dim ensionalcase.
Sim ilarly,the com position
Hom K (W ;V


 U )! Hom K (V 
 W ;V 
 V


 U )! Hom K (V 
 W ;U )
obtained by tensoring with idV on the leftand then evaluating V
 on V leads
to a hom om orphism thattakesa linearm ap f 2 Hom K (W ;V
 
 U )to them ap
g 2 Hom K (V 
 W ;U )thatsatises
g(v
 w)=
X
j
 j(v)uj
iff(w)=
P
j
 j
 uj.Thistim e,thesecond hom om orphism in thecom position
usesthe evaluation m ap
V 
 V

! K ;v
  7!  (v)
But as the antipode is an involution,this evaluation m ap is also H -linear,so
thatweagain getahom om orphism from Hom H (W ;V

 U )toHom H (V 
 W ;U )
by restriction,which isan isom orphism ifV isnite-dim ensional.
Allthesem appingscom e togetherin the following proposition:
P roposition The diagram
Hom H (W ;U 
 V
) Hom H (W ;V
 
 U )-
c
  1
V ;U

Hom H (W 
 V;U ) Hom H (V 
 W ;U )-
0V;W ;U
6 6
iscom m utative,wherec
  1
V ;U
 denotescom position with c
  1
V ;U
on the left.
P roof. Suppose that f 2 Hom H (W ;U 
 V
).The two possible paths in the
diagram givetwo elem entsofHom H (V 
 W ;U ),and wehaveto provethatthey
are equal.Forthis,itsucesto show thatthey agree forevery decom posable
tensorv
 w 2 V 
 W .To seethis,writef(w)=
P
j
uj 
  j.Then wehave
c
  1
V ;U
(f(w))=
X
j
nX
i= 1
S(bi): j 
 (b

i 
 1):uj
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Thism eansthatthe hom om orphism thatarisesfrom com posing the lowerand
the rightarrow m apsourdecom posabletensorv
 w to
X
j
nX
i= 1
(S(bi): j)(v)(b

i 
 1):uj =
X
j
nX
i= 1
 j(bi:v)(b

i 
 1):uj
wherewehaveused thatthe antipodeisan involution.
O n the other hand,ifg 2 Hom H (W 
 V;U ) is the im age off under the left
arrow,then we haveg(w 
 v)=
P
j
 j(v)uj,so that

0
V;W ;U (g)(v
 w)=
nX
i= 1
(bi 
 1):g(w 
 bi:v)=
X
j
nX
i= 1
 j(bi:v)(b

i 
 1):uj
which isexactly the resultcom ing from the otherpath.2
Ifweinsertthedenition of0V;W ;U in thisdiagram ,wecan extend thevertical
arrowsby the isom orphism scom ing from the Frobeniusreciprocity theorem to
getthe diagram
Hom H (W ;U 
 V
) Hom H (W ;V
 
 U )-
c
  1
V ;U

Hom D (Ind(W 
 V );U ) Hom D (Ind(V 
 W );U )-
 V;W
6 6
which exhibitstherelation between thenaturaltransform ation  and thecate-
goricalcenterconstruction.
7.4 Thecoherencepropertiesofthenaturaltransform ation  stated in Propo-
sition 7.1 can also be related to the coherence propertiesofthe naturaltrans-
form ation c required in the categoricalcenterconstruction.98 IfV1 and V2 are
H -m odulesand U isa D -m odule,then thenaturaltransform ation cm akesthe
triangle
U 
 V 2 
 V

1 V

2 
 V

1 
 U
-
c
  1
V 
2

 V 
1
;U
V 2 
 U 
 V

1
c
  1
V 
2
;U

 idV 
1
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@R
idV 
2

 c
  1
V 
1
;U
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
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com m utative.IfW isanotherH -m odule,wethereforehavethatthe diagram
Hom H (W ;U 
 V

2 
 V

1 ) Hom H (W ;V

2 
 V

1 
 U )
-
c
  1
V 
2

 V 
1
;U

Hom H (W ;V

2 
 U 
 V

1 )
(c  1
V 
2
;U

 idV 
1
)
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@R
(idV 
2

 c
  1
V 
1
;U
)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
also com m utes,wherewehaveused the circlenotation from Paragraph 7.3.To
translatethisdiagram into a diagram forthenaturaltransform ation ,weneed
asan interm ediatestep on the leftsidethe diagram
Hom H (W 
 V1;U 
 V

2 ) Hom H (W 
 V1;V

2 
 U )
-
c
  1
V 
2
;U

Hom H (W ;U 
 V

2 
 V

1 ) Hom H (W ;V

2 
 U 
 V

1 )
-
(c  1
V 
2
;U

 idV 
1
)
? ?
Hom H (W 
 V1 
 V2;U )
?
Hom H (V2 
 W 
 V1;U )
?
-
0V2;W 
 V1;U
where the rstdiagram com m utesbecause ofthe naturality ofthe adjunction
and thesecond diagram com m utesby Proposition 7.3.Sim ilarly,weneed on the
rightsidethe diagram
Hom H (V2 
 W ;U 
 V

1 ) Hom H (V2 
 W ;V

1 
 U )
-
c
  1
V 
1
;U

Hom H (W ;V

2 
 U 
 V

1 ) Hom H (W ;V

2 
 V

1 
 U )
-
(idV 
2

 c
  1
V 
1
;U
)
? ?
Hom H (V2 
 W 
 V1;U )
?
Hom H (V1 
 V2 
 W ;U )
?
-
0V1;V2
 W ;U
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which com m utesfor exactly the sam e reasons.Using this,the com m uting tri-
angleforcabovetranslatesinto the diagram
Hom H (W 
 V1 
 V2;U ) Hom H (V1 
 V2 
 W ;U )-
0V1
 V2;W ;U
Hom H (V2 
 W 
 V1;U )
0V2;W 
 V1;U
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@R
0V1;V2
 W ;U
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
wherethem ap atthetop hasbeen translated by Proposition 7.3,using thefact
that(V1 
 V2)
 = V 2 
 V

1 in a way thatiscom patiblewith the translation.
Using theadjunction between induction and restriction again,wecan translate
the lasttrianglefurtherinto thetriangle
Hom D (Ind(W 
 V1 
 V2);U ) Hom D (Ind(V1 
 V2 
 W );U )-
 V1
 V2;W
Hom D (Ind(V2 
 W 
 V1);U )
 V2;W 
 V1
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@R
 V1;V2
 W
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
which in turn by theYoneda lem m a im pliestherstcoherenceproperty of as
given in Proposition 7.1.Note that,although allthe above diagram scom m ute
in any case,thisam ountsto a new proofofrstcoherenceproperty of only in
thecasewhereV1 and V2 arenite-dim ensional,becauseotherwisethecom m u-
tativity ofthesecond triangleabovedoesnotlogically im ply thecom m utativity
ofthe third triangle.
7.5 To analyse the relation between  and c further,we need som e prepara-
tion.So farin thissection,wehavebasically used two pairsofadjointfunctors:
The adjunction between induction and restriction and the adjunction between
tensoringwith a m oduleand tensoring with itsdual.Thesetwo adjunctionscan
be related by the following m ap:
Lem m a Foran H -m oduleV and a D -m oduleW ,the m ap
rV;W :Ind(V 
 W )! Ind(V )
 W ;x 
 H (v
 w)7! (x(1) 
 H v)
 x(2):w
isa D -linearisom orphism .
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P roof. First,rV;W iswell-dened,aswehave
rV;W (xh 
 H (v
 w))= (x(1)h(1)
 H v)
 x(2)h(2):w
= (x(1)
 H h(1)v)
 x(2)h(2):w = rV;W (x 
 H (h(1):v
 h(2):w))
Thereadershould verify atthispointthatrV;W isD -linear.Thebijectivity will
follow ifwecan show thatthe potentialinverse
r
  1
V;W
:Ind(V )
 W ! Ind(V 
 W ); (x 
 H v)
 w 7! x(1)
 H (v
 S(x(2)):w)
isalso well-dened.Thisholdsbecause
r
  1
V;W
((xh 
 H v)
 w)= x(1)h(1)
 H (v
 S(x(2)h(2)):w)
= x(1)
 H (h(1):v
 h(2)S(h(3))S(x(2)):w)= x(1)
 H (h:v
 S(x(2)):w)
establishing the assertion.2
Note that,underthe correspondence ofboth Ind(V 
 W )and Ind(V )
 W to
H  
 V 
 W introduced in Paragraph 7.1,the m ap rV;W becom es
rV;W :H


 V 
 W ! H


 V 
 W ; ’ 
 v
 w 7! ’(2)
 v
 (’(1) 
 1):w
O ur claim that rV;W relates the two adjunctions is justied by the following
proposition:
P roposition Foran H -m oduleV and D -m odulesW and U ,the diagram
Hom D (Ind(V )
 W ;U ) Hom H (V;U 
 W
)
Hom D (Ind(V 
 W );U ) Hom H (V 
 W ;U )-
6 rV;W
6
Hom D (Ind(V );U 
 W
)
@
@
@
@
@
@
@I
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
com m utes.
P roof. Suppose that f 2 Hom D (Ind(V );U 
 W
),and consider the im age
g 2 Hom H (V 
 W ;U )off underthe leftpath.Since
rV;W (1
 H (v
 w))= (1
 H v)
 w
wehaveg(v
 w)=
P
j
 j(wj)uj iff(1
 H v)=
P
j
uj
  j.Butthisisexactly
the m ap thatarisesasthe im ageoff underthe rightpath.2
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7.6 Asa com parison shows,the coherence condition stated atthe beginning
ofParagraph 7.4 correspondsto only one ofthe two conditionsthatappearin
the denition ofa quasisym m etry.99 From the pointofview ofthe centercon-
struction,the second condition entersinto the denition ofthe tensorproduct
oftwo objects.W e therefore expect that there is another relation between 
and c thatcan be deduced from this second condition by arguing as in Para-
graph 7.4.Beforewestatethisrelation,werecalltherelation between braiding
and duality:
Lem m a Foran H -m oduleV and a D -m oduleU ,the diagram
U  
 V  (V 
 U )-
V  
 U  (U 
 V )-
?
cV ;U 
?
 cV;U
com m utes.
P roof. Recall100 thatthe top horizontalarrow m aps’ 
  2 V  
 U  to the
linearform u
 v 7! ’(v) (u),and thehorizontalarrow atthebottom isdened
sim ilarly.W e thereforehavefor’ 2 V , 2 U ,v 2 V ,and u 2 U that
cV ;U (’ 
  )(v
 u)=
nX
i= 1
((bi 
 1): 
 bi:’)(v
 u)
=
nX
i= 1
 (SD (b

i 
 1):u)’(S(bi):v)
=
nX
i= 1
 ((bi 
 1):u)’(bi:v)= (’ 
  )(cV;U (v
 u))
where we have used the notation from Paragraph 2.2 resp.Paragraph 7.4 for
the R-m atrix.2
W ith the help ofthis lem m a,we now derive the following additionalrelation
between  and c:
P roposition Suppose that V and W are H -m odules and that U is a D -
m odule.W e assum ethatV and U arenite-dim ensional.Then the diagram
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Ind(V 
 W )
 U Ind(W 
 V 
 U )
Ind(V 
 W 
 U ) Ind(W 
 U 
 V )-
V;W 
 U
?
rV 
 W ;U
6
Ind(idW 
 cV;U )
Ind(W 
 V )
 U
V;W 
 idU
@
@
@
@
@
@
@R
r
  1
W 
 V;U
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
com m utes.
P roof. By theYoneda lem m a,itsucesto provethecom m utativity ofthedi-
agram aftertheapplication ofthecontravariantfunctorHom D (  ;X ),whereX
isanotherD -m odule.Afterthisapplication,the diagram takesthe form
Hom D (Ind(V 
 W )
 U;X ) Hom D (Ind(W 
 V 
 U );X )
Hom D (Ind(V 
 W 
 U );X ) Hom D (Ind(W 
 U 
 V );X )
 V;W 
 U
6 rV 
 W ;U
?
 Ind(idW 
 cV;U )
Hom D (Ind(W 
 V )
 U;X )
 (V;W 
 idU )
@
@
@
@
@
@
@I
 rW 
 V;U
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using the dening property ofthe m aps 0 from Paragraph 7.3 together with
Proposition 7.5,weseethatthecom m utativity ofthisdiagram followsfrom the
com m utativity ofthe diagram
Hom H (V 
 W ;X 
 U
) Hom H (W 
 V 
 U;X )
Hom H (V 
 W 
 U;X ) Hom H (W 
 U 
 V;X )
0V;W 
 U ;X
6
?
 (idW 
 cV;U )
Hom H (W 
 V;X 
 U
)
0V;W ;X 
 U 
@
@
@
@
@
@
@I
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
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By takingV and U totherightsidein thisdiagram ,wegetfrom Proposition 7.3
thatourassertion isequivalentto the com m utativity of
Hom H (W ;V
 
 X 
 U ) Hom H (W ;X 
 U
 
 V )
Hom H (W ;V
 
 X 
 U ) Hom H (W ;X 
 V
 
 U )
(c
  1
V ;X

 idU )
6
id
?
(idX 
 cV ;U )
Hom H (W ;X 
 U
 
 V )
c
  1
V ;X 
 U 

@
@
@
@
@
@
@I
id
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
wherewehaveused in addition theprecedinglem m afortherightverticalarrow.
Butthisisnow by the Yoneda lem m a equivalentto the equation
cV ;X 
 U  = (idX 
 cV ;U ) (cV ;X 
 idU  )
thatisused to dene the tensorproductin the centerconstruction.101 2
Itisofcoursealso possibleto provethisproposition by directcom putation:For
’ 2 H ,v 2 V ,w 2 W ,and u 2 U ,wehaveon the onehand
(r
  1
W 
 V;U
 (V;W 
 idU ) rV 
 W ;U )(’ 
 v
 w 
 u)
= (r
  1
W 
 V;U
 (V;W 
 idU ))(’(2)
 v
 w 
 (’(1)
 1):u)
=
nX
i= 1
r
  1
W 
 V;U
(’(2)b

i 
 w 
 bi:v
 (’(1)
 1):u)
=
nX
i= 1
’(3)b

i(2)
 w 
 bi:v
 (S
  1(’(2)b

i(1))
 1)(’(1)
 1):u
=
nX
i= 1
’b

i(2)
 w 
 bi:v
 (S
  1(bi(1))
 1):u
and on the otherhand
(Ind(idW 
 c
  1
V;U
) (V;W 
 U ))(’ 
 v
 w 
 u)
=
nX
i= 1
Ind(idW 
 c
  1
V;U
)(’bi 
 w 
 u 
 bi:v)
=
nX
i;j= 1
’b

i 
 w 
 S(bj)bi:v
 (b

j 
 1):u
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Theassertion thereforewould follow from the equation
nX
i= 1
b

i(2)
 bi
 S
  1(bi(1))=
nX
i;j= 1
b

i 
 S(bj)bi
 b

j
Butaswehave
nX
i= 1
b

i(2)(h)bi S
  1(bi(1))(h
0)=
nX
i= 1
b

i(S
  1(h0)h)bi
= S  1(h0)h =
nX
i;j= 1
b

i(h)S(bj)bi b

j(h
0)
thisequation holds.
Besidesbeing substantially sim pler,theproofby directcom putation also shows
thattherequirem entthatV and U benite-dim ensionalisunnecessary.W ehave
nonethelesschosen togivetheproofabovebecauseitexhibitstherelation tothe
secondcondition in thedenition ofaquasisym m etry.Notethattheseconditions
also correspond to the equationsfor(
 id)(R)and (id
 )(R)thatappear
in the denition ofa quasitriangularHopfalgebra stated in Paragraph 2.1.
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8 Equivariant Frobenius-Schur indicators
8.1 W e continue to work in the setting ofSection 7,which wasdescribed in
Paragraph 7.1.So,H isa sem isim pleHopfalgebra overan algebraically closed
eld K ofcharacteristiczero,and D = D (H )isitsDrinfel’d double.Foranite-
dim ensionalH -m odule V and a positive integerm ,we can ofcourse form the
m -th tensorpowerV 
 m ofV ,and the Drinfel’d double D actson itsinduced
m odule Ind(V 
 m ).W e denotethe corresponding representation by
m :D ! End(Ind(V

 m ))
A furtherendom orphism ofInd(V 
 m )is := V;V 
 (m   1).Using these ingredi-
ents,wecan now denethe following quantities:
D enition Forintegersm ;l2 Z with m > 1 and a centralelem entz 2 Z(D ),
wedene the (m ;l)-th equivariantFrobenius-SchurindicatorofV and z as
IV ((m ;l);z):= tr(
l
 m (z))
W e extend thisdenition to allintegersm asfollows:Ifm = 1,we dene the
indicator by setting IV ((m ;l);z) := tr(1(u
  l
D
) 1(z)).If m = 0,we write
z =
P
j
’j 
 hj,and dene forl> 0
IV ((0;l);z):= dim (H )
X
j
"(hj)’j((1))V 
 l((2))
where  2 H is the integralthat satises "() = 1.For l = 0,we dene
IV ((0;0);z):= dim (H )
P
j
"(hj)’j(),whereaswedene
IV ((0;l);z):= IV ((0;  l);SD (z))
forl< 0.In the lastcasewherem < 0,wesim ilarly dene
IV ((m ;l);z)= IV ((  m ;  l);SD (z))
In them ain casewherem > 1,itshould benoted thatwehavel= V 
 l;V 
 (m   l)
for l= 1;2;:::;m   1.This follows inductively from the coherence property
given in Proposition 7.1,because,if we set U = V 
 l and W = V 
 (m   l  1)
there,weobtain theequation V 
 (l+ 1);V 
 (m   l  1) = V;V 
 (m   1)  V 
 l;V 
 (m   l).If
we interpretthe 0-th tensor power as the trivialm odule K = V 
 0,then this
form ula also extendsto thecasesl= 0 and l= m ,because0 = id corresponds
to K ;V 
 m by Proposition 7.1,and

m (x)= (m   1(x))= V;V 
 (m   1)(V 
 (m   1);V (x))= u
  1
D
:x
by Lem m a 7.1,which corresponds by Proposition 7.1 to V 
 m ;K .From this
viewpoint,thecasem = 1 can also besubsum ed underthecasem > 1,because
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then  coincideswith theaction ofu  1
D
.Itshould alsobenoted thattheform ula
IV ((  m ;  l);z)= IV ((m ;l);SD (z))holdsforallintegersm and lby denition;
ifm = l= 0,oneneedsLem m a 6.1 in addition to see this.
An easy consequenceofthisdenition isthefollowingform ulafortheindicators
ofa tensorpower:
Lem m a IV 
 q((m ;l);z)= IV ((qm ;ql);z)
P roof. It is understood here that q > 0 is a naturalnum ber.W e consider
the case m > 1 rst.As just explained,the q-th powerof := V;V 
 (qm   1) is
q = V 
 q;V 
 (qm   q),so that
IV 
 q((m ;l);z)= tr(
ql
 qm (z))= IV ((qm ;ql);z)
Theform ula also holdsin thecasem = 1 by theexplanationsabove,and in the
casesm = 0 and m < 0 itfollowsdirectly from the denitions.2
Part ofthe nam e given above to the quantities IV ((m ;l);z) is explained by
the following proposition,which relates them to the higher Frobenius-Schur
indicators:102
P roposition Suppose that 2 H and  2 H  are integralsthatarenorm al-
ized so that"()= (1)= 1,and set D :=  
 .If V denotesthecharacter
oftheH -m oduleV ,then wehaveforitsm -th Frobenius-Schurindicatorm (V )
that
m (V )= IV ((m ;1);D )
forallintegersm > 0.
P roof. W e treat the case m = 1 separately.W e have seen in Paragraph 2.3
thatD isan integralofD ;however,the norm alization here is dierentfrom
the onein Paragraph 6.1.By denition,wethereforehave
IV ((1;1);D )= tr(1(u
  1
D
) 1(D ))= tr(1(D ))
Now wehave1(D )(’ 
 v)= ’(1) 
 :v,so thattr(1(D ))= V (),which
isthe assertion.
In thecasem > 1,note thatthe m ap
(V 
 m )H ! Ind(V 
 m )D ; w 7!  
 w
is an isom orphism between the spaces ofinvariants,103 because m (D ) is a
projection to Ind(V 
 m )D and wehave
m (D )(’ 
 v1 
 :::
 vm )=  
 :(’(1)v1 
 :::
 vm )
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Because  is D -linear,itcom m utes with m (D ),and therefore preservesthe
spaceInd(V 
 m )D ofinvariants.Sim ilarly,the m ap
 :V 
 m ! V 
 m ; v1 
 :::
 vm 7! v2 
 v3 
 :::
 vm 
 v1
preserves104 the space(V 
 m )H ,and the diagram
Ind(V 
 m )D Ind(V 
 m )D-

(V 
 m )H (V 
 m )H-

?
w 7!  
 w
?
w 7!  
 w
iscom m utative,since wehave
( 
 v1 
 v2 
 :::
 vm )=
nX
i= 1
b

i 
 v2 
 :::
 vm 
 bi:v1
=  
 v2 
 :::
 vm 
 v1 =  
 (v1 
 v2 
 :::
 vm )
Sincetherestriction of to Ind(V 
 m )D isthereforeconjugateto therestriction
of to (V 
 m )H ,the tracesofthese two m apshaveto coincide,which yields
IV ((m ;1);D )= tr(  m (D ))= tr( jInd(V 
 m )D )= tr( j(V 
 m )H )= m (V )
by the rstform ula forthe Frobenius-Schurindicators.105 2
Itshould benoted thatthenorm alization fortheintegraloftheDrinfel’d double
in thepreceding proposition isdierentfrom theoneused in Paragraph 6.1;we
have chosen the norm alization in the proposition to avoid the appearance of
anotherproportionality factor.Furtherm ore,itshould be noted that,asa con-
sequenceoftheprecedingargum ent,therestriction ofapowerltoInd(V 
 m )D
isalso conjugate to the restriction ofthe corresponding powerl to (V 
 m )H ,
so thatweget
IV ((m ;l);D )= tr(
l
j(V 
 m )H )
for alll2 Z.This m eans106 that IV ((m ;l);D )= V (
[m ;l]) iflis relatively
prim eto m .
8.2 It is possible to express the equivariant Frobenius-Schur indicators in
term s of the pairing between induced m odules that we introduced in Para-
graph 7.2.So,letV be a nite-dim ensionalH -m odule with dualV .Applying
repeatedly theconstruction described in Paragraph 7.2,wegetfrom thenatural
pairing h ; i:V  V ! K a pairing between V 
 m and V  
 m thatisgiven by
hv1 
 v2 
 :::
 vm ; m 
 :::
  2 
  1i= hv1; 1ihv2; 2i   hvm ; m i
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and thispairing leads,afterwe choosea nonzero integral,to a pairing h ; i
between Ind(V 
 m )and Ind(V  
 m).W e choosean integralsatisfying "()= 1.
Then,ifv1;:::;vd 2 V isa basisofV with dualbasisv

1;:::;v

d
2 V ,we get
the following form ula forthe equivariantFrobenius-Schurindicators:
P roposition For allintegers m ;l2 Z with m > 1 and allcentralelem ents
z 2 Z(D ),we have
IV ((m ;l);z)= dim (H )
dX
i1;:::;im = 1
h(l m (z))("
 vi1 
 vi2 
 :::
 vim );
"
 v

im

 :::
 v

i2

 v

i1
i
P roof. Ifz =
P
j
’j 
 hj,wehavebecausez iscentralthat
m (z)(’ 
 v1 
 v2 
 :::
 vm )=
X
j
’’j 
 hj(1):v1 
 :::
 hj(m ):vm
and (’
 v1
 v2
 :::
 vm )=
P n
i= 1
’bi
 v2
 :::
 vm 
 bi:v1.Thisim pliesthat,
underthe isom orphism End(H  
 V 
 m )= End(H )
 End(V 
 m ),l m (z)
decom posesintoa sum oftensorproductsofrightm ultiplicationsand endom or-
phism sofV 
 m .Butthe trace ofthe rightm ultiplication by ’ on H  isgiven
by dim (H )’(),and the trace ofan endom orphism ofV 
 m can be found by
dualbases.Since S()= ,thisgivesthe assertion.2
As a consequence,we can give a form ula for the equivariantindicators ofthe
dualm odule:
C orollary Forallm ;l2 Z and allz 2 Z(D ),we have
IV ((m ;l);z)= IV ((m ;l);SD (z))
P roof. In thecasewherem > 1,wecan argueasin theproofofthepreceding
proposition to obtain the form ula
IV ((m ;l);SD (z))= n
X
i1;:::;im
h"
 vi1 
 :::
 vim ;
l(SD (z):("
 v

im

 :::
 v

i1
))i
Butby Proposition 7.2 and thediscussion afterLem m a 7.2,theright-hand side
ofthis form ula isequalto the right-hand side ofthe form ula in the preceding
proposition,establishing thecasewherem > 1.In thecasem = 1 theassertion
follows directly from the denition,since uD is invariant under the antipode,
and the casem < 0 reducesto the casesalready treated.
Now supposethatm = 0.Forl> 0,wehave
IV ((0;l);z)= dim (H )
X
j
"(hj)’j((1))V  
 l((2))
= dim (H )
X
j
"(hj)’j((1))V 
 l(S((2)))
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Becauseiscocom m utativeand invariantundertheantipode,107 wecan rewrite
thisas
IV ((0;l);z)= dim (H )
X
j
"(hj)’j(S((1)))V 
 l((2))
But it followsfrom Lem m a 6.1 that SD (z)=
P
j
S(’j)
 S(hj),so that the
lastexpression isIV ((0;l);SD (z)).The case l= 0 can be established by a very
sim ilar reasoning,and the case l < 0 reduces as above to the cases already
treated.2
It should be noted that,by com parison with Lem m a 8.1 and in view ofour
denitions,thiscorollary showsthatthedualspacebehaveswith respectto the
indicatorslikea   1-sttensorpowerofV .
8.3 Theotherpartofthe nam eofthequantitiesIV ((m ;l);z)isexplained by
the following equivariancetheorem :
T heorem Forallg 2 SL(2;Z),wehaveIV ((m ;l)g;z)= IV ((m ;l);g:z).
P roof. (1) Itsucesto check thison the generatorsgiven in Paragraph 1.1,
and begin with thegeneratort.Asthisgeneratoractsvia T,theassertion then
is that IV ((m ;m + l);z)= IV ((m ;l);u
  1
D
z).For m > 1,this followsfrom the
fact that m = m (u
  1
D
) as endom orphism s of H  
 V 
 m ,a fact that was
already discussed afterDenition 8.1.Thecasem = 1 followsdirectly from the
denition,and form < 0 wehave
IV ((m ;m + l);z)= IV ((  m ;  m   l);SD (z))= IV ((  m ;  l);u
  1
D
SD (z))
= IV ((  m ;  l);SD (u
  1
D
z))= IV ((m ;l);u
  1
D
z)
In the case m = 0 and l> 0,write z =
P
j
’j 
 hj.Because uD iscentral,we
then haveu
  1
D
z =
P n
i= 1
P
j
’jb

i 
 bihj and therefore
IV ((0;l);u
  1
D
z)= dim (H )
nX
i= 1
X
j
"(bihj)(’jb

i)((1))V 
 l((2))
= dim (H )
X
j
"(hj)’j((1))V 
 l((2))= IV ((0;l);z)
The case m = 0 and l= 0 can be established by a very sim ilarreasoning,and
the casem = 0 and l< 0 reducesasaboveto the casesalready treated.
(2) As the generator r  1 acts via R   1,the assertion in this case says that
IV ((m + l;l);z)= IV ((m ;l);R
  1(z)).It follows from Proposition 6.2 and the
fact,explained in Paragraph 5.1,that  and  agree on the character ring,
that we have R   1(z) = R   1(z) = e  1(z(2))z(1) for every centralelem ent z.
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The assertion therefore can also be written in the form IV ((m + l;l);R (z))=
IV ((m ;l);z),which we now establish in the case m > 0 and l> 0.Forthis,we
writel= pm + q,where0  q< m .Ifz =
P
j
’j 
 hj,wehave
(l+ m (R (z)) 
l)(’ 
 v1 
 :::
 vl+ m )=
nX
i1;:::;il= 1
X
j
’j(1)(hj(2))’b

i1
   b

il
’j(2)

hj(1):(vl+ 1 
 :::
 vl+ m 
 bi1:v1 
 :::
 bil:vl)
By thedualbasisform ulasstated in theintroduction,thism eansthatwehave
(l+ m (R (z)) 
l)(’ 
 x 
 w)=
nX
i= 1
X
j
’j(1)(hj(2))’b

i’j(2) 
 hj(1):(w 
 bi:x)
for allx 2 V 
 l and w 2 V 
 m .This is a sum of tensor products of right
m ultiplicationson H  and endom orphism sofV 
 (l+ m ).If 2 H isan integral
satisfying "()= 1,therightm ultiplication by ’ 2 H  hasthetracen’(),so
thattheequivariantFrobenius-SchurindicatorIV ((m + l;l);R (z)),which isthe
traceofthism ap,isn-tim esthetraceoftheendom orphism f ofV 
 (l+ m ) given
by
f(x 
 w)=
nX
i= 1
X
j
’j(1)(hj(2))(b

i’j(2))()h j(1):(w 
 bi:x)
forx 2 V 
 l and w 2 V 
 m ,which can be rewritten in the form
f(x 
 w)=
X
j
’j(1)(hj(3))’j(2)((2))(hj(1):w 
 hj(2)(1):x)
=
X
j
’j(1)(hj(3))’j(2)(S(hj(2))(2))(hj(1):w 
 (1):x)
=
X
j
’j((2))(hj:w 
 (1):x)
(3) As we have discussed in Paragraph 8.1,we have on the right-hand side of
the assertion that
m (z) 
l= m (z) 
pm
 
q = m (zu
  p
D
) q
so that
(m (z) 
l)(’ 
 v1 
 :::
 vm )=
nX
i1;:::;iq= 1
nX
j1;:::;jp= 1
X
j
’b

i1
   b

iq
b

j1
   b

jp
’j

hjbjp    bj1:(vq+ 1 
 :::
 vm 
 bi1:v1 
 :::
 biq:vq)
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Using the dualbasisform ulasasbefore,wecan writethisas
(m (z) 
l)(’ 
 y
 t)=
nX
i= 1
nX
j1;:::;jp = 1
X
j
’b

ib

j1
   b

jp
’j 
 hjbjp    bj1:(t
 bi:y)
fory 2 V 
 q and t2 V 
 (m   q).Thisisagain a sum oftensorproductsofright
m ultiplications on H  and endom orphism s ofV 
 m ,so that we see as before
thatthe equivariantFrobenius-SchurindicatorIV ((m ;l);z),which isthe trace
ofthism ap,isn-tim esthe traceofthe endom orphism g ofV 
 m given by
g(y
 t)=
nX
i= 1
nX
j1;:::;jp = 1
X
j
(bib

j1
   b

jp
’j)()h jbjp    bj1:(t
 bi:y)
fory 2 V 
 q and t2 V 
 (m   q),which can be rewritten in the form
g(y
 t)=
X
j
’j((p+ 2))hj(p+ 1)   (2):(t
 (1):y)
(4) Theassertion thereforenow isthattrV 
 (m + l)(f)= trV 
 m (g).Thiswillhold
ifwecan show thatg isthepartialtraceoff overthelastltensorfactors.Let
usexplain in greaterdetailwhatthism eans.Chooseabasisv1;:::;vd ofV with
dualbasisv1;:::;v

d ofV
.The assertion then isthat
g(w)=
dX
i1;:::;il= 1
(idV 
 m 
 v

i1

 :::
 v

il
)f(w 
 vi1 
 :::
 vil)
for allw 2 V 
 m .To establish this,it is better to use a basis w1;:::;wdm
ofW := V 
 m with dualbasisw 1;:::;w

dm ofW
 aswellasa basisy1;:::;ydq
ofY := V 
 q with dualbasisy1;:::;y

dq ofY
,and also to decom posew in the
form w = y
 tfory 2 V 
 q and t2 V 
 (m   q).The assertion then becom es
g(y
 t)=
dmX
j1;:::;jp= 1
dqX
i= 1
(idV 
 m 
 y

i
 w

j1

 :::
 w

jp
)f(y
 t
 yi
 wj1 
 :::
 wjp )
To seethis,westartatthe right-hand side:
dmX
j1;:::;jp= 1
dqX
i= 1
(idV 
 m 
 y

i 
 w

j1

 :::
 w

jp
)f(y
 t
 yi
 wj1 
 :::
 wjp )=
dmX
j1;:::;jp= 1
dqX
i= 1
X
j
’j((p+ 3))(idV 
 m 
 y

i 
 w

j1

 :::
 w

jp
)
(hj:wjp 
 (1):y
 (2):t
 (3):yi
 (4):wj1 
 :::
 (p+ 2):wjp  1)
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In this expression,we can carry out the sum m ation over i,in which case it
becom es
dmX
j1;:::;jp= 1
X
j
’j((p+ 3))(idV 
 m 
 w

j1

 :::
 w

jp
)
(hj:wjp 
 (2):t
 (3)(1):y
 (4):wj1 
 :::
 (p+ 2):wjp  1)
Next,wecarry outthe sum m ation overjp to get
dmX
j1;:::;jp  1= 1
X
j
’j((p+ 3))(idV 
 m 
 w

j1

 :::
 w

jp  1
)
(hj(p+ 2):wjp  1 
 (2):t
 (3)(1):y
 (4):wj1 
 :::
 (p+ 1):wjp  2)
Continuing to carry outthe sum m ationsup to j2,thisbecom es
dmX
j1= 1
X
j
’j((p+ 3))(idV 
 m 
 w

j1
)(hj((p+ 2)   (4)):wj1 
 (2):t
 (3)(1):y)
W e can even carry outthe sum m ation overj1 to get
X
j
’j((p+ 3))hj((p+ 2)   (4)):((2):t
 (3)(1):y)
=
X
j
’j((p+ 2))hj((p+ 1)   (2)):(t
 (1):y)= g(y
 t)
It should be pointed out that this argum ent needs to be slightly m odied in
the case p = 0,where the sum m ation over j1;:::;jp is em pty.In fact,this
im pliesthatthecom putation sim pliessubstantially in thiscase.Furtherm ore,
the readerisurged to check thatthisargum entalso coversthe casem = 1.
(5) Next,we establish the form ula IV ((m + l;l);z)= IV ((m ;l);R
  1(z))in the
case m > 0 and l= 0,in which it asserts that tr(m (z)) = tr(m (R
  1(z))).
For this,we show that z and R   1(z) have the sam e trace on every induced
m odule,which correspondsin fact to the case m = 1.Now suppose that z =
P
j
’j 
 hj 2 Z(D ),and thatV isthe characterofV .W e can write 1(z)as
beforeasa tensorproductofrightm ultiplicationson H  and an endom orphism
ofV and getthattr(1(z))= n
P
j
’j() V (hj).Since
R
  1(z)= e  1(z(1))z(2) =
X
j
’j(2)(S(hj(1)))’j(1) 
 hj(2)
thisim pliesalso that
tr(1(R
  1(z)))= n
X
j
’j(2)(S(hj(1)))’j(1)() V (hj(2))
= n
X
j
’j(S(h j(1)))V (hj(2))= n
X
j
’j() V (hj)= tr(1(z))
asasserted.
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(6) To establish the assertion IV ((m + l;l);z)= IV ((m ;l);R
  1(z))in the case
m = 0 and l> 0,we arguesim ilarly:W ehave
IV ((0;l);R
  1(z))= n
X
j
’j(2)(S(hj(1)))"(hj(2))’j(1)((1))V 
 l((2))
= n
X
j
’j((1)S(hj))V 
 l((2))
on the onehand and
IV ((l;l);z)= tr(l(u
  1
D
z))= n
nX
i= 1
X
j
(’jb

i)() V 
 l(bihj)
= n
X
j
’j((1))V 
 l((2)hj)
on theotherhand.Both expressionsareequalby thebasicCasim irpropertiesof
theintegral.108 A very sim ilarreasoningestablishestheform ulain thecasem =
0 and l= 0,and form = 0 and l< 0 wehave
IV ((l;l);z)= IV ((  l;  l);SD (z))
= IV ((0;  l);R
  1(SD (z)))= IV ((0;l);R
  1(z))
becauseR and SD com m ute.
(7) W e have now established thatIV ((m + l;l);z)= IV ((m ;l);R
  1(z))when-
everm  0 and l 0.Instead ofestablishing the rem aining cases,we use this
factto provethatIV ((l;m );S (z))= IV ((m ;  l);z)ifm > 0 and l 0.Forthis,
wewritel= am + b,wherea  0 and 0 b< m ,and argueby induction on a.
The induction beginning is the case a = 0,in which we have l= b < m .W e
haveseen in Paragraph 1.1 thats= t  1r  1t  1,so thatby the rststep weget
IV ((l;m );S (z))= IV ((l;m );(T
  1
 R
  1
 T
  1)(z))
= IV ((l;m   l);(R
  1
 T
  1)(z))
Becausem   l> 0,we can apply the identity established aboveto rewrite this
furtheras
IV ((l;m );S (z))= IV ((m ;m   l);T
  1(z))= IV ((m ;  l);z)
wherewehaveapplied the rststep again.
Fortheinduction step,notethatitfollowsfrom thediscussion in Paragraph 1.1
thatrs= st.By the induction assum ption,wehave
IV (((a  1)m + b;m );S (z))= IV ((m ;  (a  1)m   b);z)
which m eansthatIV ((am + b;m );R (S (z)))= IV ((m ;  am   b);T(z)).By the
preceding com m utation relation,thisassertsthat
IV ((l;m );S (T(z)))= IV ((m ;  l);T(z))
so thatthe assertion now followsby substituting T  1(z)forz.
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(8) Inspection ofthepreceding argum entshowsthatitalso provestheform ula
IV ((l;m );S (z))= IV ((m ;  l);z)in thecasem = l= 0.To establish itifm  0
and l> 0,notethatitassertsin thiscasethat
IV ((l;m );S (z))= IV ((  m ;l);SD (z))
Since SD (z)= S
2(z),thisisequivalentto IV ((l;m );z)= IV ((  m ;l);S (z)),a
factthatwe havejustestablished.
The proofthatIV ((l;m );S (z))= IV ((m ;  l);z)ifm  0 and l< 0 issim ilar:
Theassertion then isthat
IV ((  l;  m );SD (S (z)))= IV ((m ;  l);z)
Ifwe substitute S (z)forz,thisbecom esIV ((  l;  m );z)= IV ((m ;  l);S (z)),
which wehaveobtained already.
Finally,ifm < 0 and l 0,the assertion isthat
IV ((  l;  m );SD (S (z)))= IV ((  m ;l);SD (z))
which upon substituting SD (z)forz also reducesto the established case.2
8.4 In oursituation,theDrinfel’d elem entuD hasniteorder.
109 Thisorderis
calledtheexponentofH ;wedenoteitbyN .ItisknownthatN dividesdim (H )3;
however,theoriginalconjectureofY.K ashina,nam ely thatN dividesdim (H ),
isstillopen.110
W e now consider the cyclotom ic eld Q N  K that arises by adjoining to
the prim e eld Q  K allN -th roots ofunity that are contained in K .W e
denote by ZQ N (D ) the span ofthe centrally prim itive idem potents e1;:::;ek
introduced in Paragraph 5.1 over the subeld Q N ofK .This space has the
following property:
Lem m a ZQ N (D )isinvariantunderthe action ofthe m odulargroup.
P roof. Itsucesto show thatitisinvariantunderT and S .Thefactthatu D
has order N m eans for the expansion uD =
P k
i= 1
uiei considered in Para-
graph 5.2 thatthe coecientsu i are N -th rootsofunity.Since T isthe m ulti-
plication by u  1
D
,weseethatZQ N (D )isinvariantunderT.
To see that ZQ N (D ) is invariantunder S ,recall
111 that the entries sij ofthe
Verlinde m atrix arecontained in Q N .Therefore,the assertion followsfrom the
form ula S (ej) =
1
dim (H )
P k
i= 1
nj
ni
sj iei established,taking Paragraph 6.1 into
account,in Corollary 5.2.2
Thislem m a hasthe following consequenceforthe indicators:
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P roposition Forz 2 ZQ N (D ),wehaveIV ((m ;l);z)2 Q N .
P roof. In the case (m ;l) = (0;0),it follows easily from the denition that
IV ((m ;l);z) is the trace ofthe action ofz on the induced m odule Ind(K ) of
the trivialm odule,which is in Q N ifz 2 ZQ N (D ).If(m ;l) 6= (0;0),we set
t:= gcd(m ;l)> 0.By Corollary1.2,wecan nd g 2  such that(m ;l)= (t;0)g.
By Theorem 8.3,wethen have
IV ((m ;l);z)= IV ((t;0);g:z)= tr(t(g:z))
which isin Q N sinceg:z 2 ZQ N (D )by the preceding lem m a.2
W enow considertheprincipalcongruencesubgroup  (N )corresponding to the
exponent N .The following orbit theorem asserts that the indicator depends
only on the  (N )-orbitofthe latticepoint:
T heorem Suppose thattwo lattice points(m ;l)and (m 0;l0)are in the sam e
 (N )-orbit.Then we have IV ((m ;l);z)= IV ((m
0;l0);z)forevery H -m odule V
and every z 2 Z(D ).
P roof. (1) W e x an H -m odule V ,and introduce an equivalence relation 
on the lattice Z2 by dening (m ;l) (m 0;l0)ifand only if
IV ((m ;l);z)= IV ((m
0
;l
0);z)
for allz 2 Z(D ).Then  is a congruence relation,since,for g 2  ,(m ;l)
(m 0;l0)im pliesin particularthatIV ((m ;l);g:z)= IV ((m
0;l0);g:z),which yields
IV ((m ;l)g;z)= IV ((m
0;l0)g;z)byTheorem 8.3,sothat(m ;l)g  (m 0;l0)g.Note
thatthere isa slightadaption necessary:In Section 1,we have considered the
left action ofthe m odular group on the lattice points,considered ascolum ns,
whereaswe considerhere the transposed rightaction,where the lattice points
areconsidered asrows.
(2) W e now want to check that  satises the two dening properties ofthe
congruence relation  listed in Paragraph 1.3.Although the transpose oftN
isr  N ,we can also work with tN in the transposed situation,since tN and rN
are conjugate and the inverse sign does notm atter.For the rstproperty,we
therefore have to check that(m ;l) (m ;l)tN .Butthisisim m ediate,since we
haveTN (z)= u  N
D
z = z and therefore
IV ((m ;l)t
N
;z)= IV ((m ;l);T
N (z))= IV ((m ;l);z)
by Theorem 8.3.
(3) Forthe second property,we are given q 2 Z thatsatisesq  1 (m od N )
and t:= gcd(m ;l)= gcd(m ;ql),and have to establish that(m ;l) (m ;ql),in
otherwords,that
IV ((m ;l);z)= IV ((m ;ql);z)
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forallz 2 Z(D ).W e treatthe case m > 0 rst,where we also have t> 0.It
is sucient to establish this in the case where z = e i is a centrally prim itive
idem potent.
Ifwe write m = tm 0,l= tl0,we havethatq isrelatively prim e to m 0.Consider
the cyclotom ic eld Q N m 0  K .Because q isrelatively prim e to N m
0,there is
a unique autom orphism q 2 G al(Q N m 0=Q )with the property that
q()= 
q
forevery N m 0-th rootofunity .Because q  1 (m od N ),we have q()= 
if isan N -th rootofunity,and therefore even q 2 G al(Q N m 0=Q N ).By the
preceding proposition,thism eansthatq(IV ((m ;l);z))= IV ((m ;l);z).O n the
other hand,we have by denition that IV ((m ;l);z) = tr(
l  m (z)),where
 = V;V 
 (m   1),properly understood in the casem = 1.Now wehave
(l)m
0
= tl
0
m
0
= (m )l
0
= m (u
  1
D
)l
0
so that (l)m
0
N = idInd(V 
 m ).Since z = ei,m (z) is the projection to the
isotypicalcom ponentofVi in Ind(V

 m ),so that l m (z)coincides with 
l
on thisisotypicalcom ponentand vanisheson the otherisotypicalcom ponents.
In particular,the eigenvaluesofl m (z)are N m
0-th rootsofunity,and the
eigenvaluesofitsq-th powerlq  m (z)are the q-th powersofitseigenvalues,
so thatforthe tracewe getthe form ula
IV ((m ;lq);z)= tr(
lq
 m (z))= q(tr(
l
 m (z)))= q(IV ((m ;l);z))
Com biningthiswith ourearlierobservation,thisestablishestheassertion in the
casem > 0.
(4) The casem < 0 reducesim m ediately to the casejusttreated,since
IV ((m ;l);z)= IV ((  m ;  l);SD (z))= IV ((  m ;  ql);SD (z))= IV ((m ;ql);z)
Now suppose that m = 0. If also l = 0, the assertion is obvious,so that
we can assum e that l6= 0.In this case,the conditions that q  1 (m od N )
and gcd(m ;l)= gcd(m ;ql)im ply thatql=  l,so thatq=  1.The case q= 1
isobvious,sothatwenow assum ethatq=   1,which can only happen ifN = 1
or N = 2.A Hopfalgebra ofexponent 1 is one-dim ensional,and for a Hopf
algebra ofexponent2 wehaveh = h(1)h(2)S(h(3))= S(h),so thattheantipode
ofH is the identity.Then the antipode ofH  is also the identity,so that H
iscom m utative and cocom m utative,which im pliesthatD iscom m utative and
cocom m utative,112 so thatitsantipodeisagain theidentity.W ethereforehave
IV ((0;  l);z)= IV ((0;l);SD (z))= IV ((0;l);z)
in thecaseN = 1aswellasin thecaseN = 2,and thesecond dening property
iscom pletely established.
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(5) In Paragraph 1.3,we have dened the relation  as the intersection of
allcongruence relations that satisfy the two dening properties just veried.
Therefore (m ;l) (m 0;l0) im plies that(m ;l) (m 0;l0).Butby Theorem 1.3,
(m ;l) (m 0;l0) m eans that (m ;l) and (m 0;l0) are in the sam e  (N )-orbit,so
thatthisisexactly the assertion.2
W e putdown oneeasy specialcaseofthistheorem thatwillbe needed later:
C orollary For an H -m odule V ,let  be the character ofInd(V ).Then we
have(g:z)= (z)forallg 2  (N )and allz 2 Z(D ).
P roof. W e have (z)= tr(1(z))= IV ((1;0);z),so thatby Theorem 8.3 the
assertionisequivalenttoIV ((1;0)g;z)= IV ((1;0);z).Butsince(1;0)and (1;0)g
are obviously in the sam e  (N )-orbit,thisfollowsdirectly from the preceding
theorem .2
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9 T he congruence subgroup theorem
9.1 W enow willapply theresultsofSection 8 to provethatthekernelofthe
projective representation ofthe m odular group on the center ofa sem isim ple
factorizable Hopfalgebra is a congruence subgroup.Note thatthe kernelofa
group hom om orphism consists ofthose elem ents that are m apped to the unit
elem ent,which in theprojectivelineargroup consistsofallnonzero scalarm ul-
tiplesoftheidentity.Ifthereforea projectiverepresentation isinduced from an
ordinary linearrepresentation,the kernelofthe projective representation isin
generallargerthan the kernelofthe linearrepresentation.
So,letA bea sem isim plefactorizableHopfalgebraoverouralgebraically closed
base eld K ofcharacteristic zero.The exponent ofA willbe denoted by N .
O therwise,we willuse the notation introduced in Section 5;in particular,we
willuse the inverseDrinfel’d elem entu  1 asourribbon elem ent.However,the
wholediscussion in Section 5depended on aparam eter thatwasintroduced in
Paragraph 5.2;we willnow dispose ofthisparam eterin the following intricate
way:IfR (u) = R (u
  1),in which case,as discussed in Paragraph 4.3,our
representation islinear,we set = 1
R (u)
,so thatourintegral 2 A satises
(u)= (u  1)= 1.By Lem m a 4.3,thisintegralalso satises( 
 )(R0R)= 1.
Note thatin the casewhere A = D (H )isthe Drinfel’d double ofa sem isim ple
Hopfalgebra H ,wethereforepick herethe integralD from Paragraph 6.1.
IfR (u)6= R (u
  1),in which caseourrepresentation isnotlinear,wechoose
so that2 = 1
dim (A )
.Thisobviously only determ ines up to a sign,butin view
ofthe form ula R (u)R (u
  1) = dim (A) observed in Paragraph 5.3,im plies
that ( 
 )(R0R) = (u)(u  1) = 1.In particular,the choice of in both
casesiscom patible,the only dierence isthatin the rst,linearcase even the
sign of isdeterm ined.In any case,this choice of is the one thatm akes	
equivariant,asexplained in Paragraph4.5,asitiscom patiblewith thecondition
thatD = 	
( 
 ).
Next,wediscussthe dualofourprojectiverepresentation.W edenotethem or-
phism thata linearm ap f inducesbetween thecorresponding projectivespaces
by P (f).By considering thecharacterring asdualto thecenter,wecan dualize
theprojectiverepresentation ofthem odulargroup on thecenterto a projective
representationofthem odulargroupon thecharacterringasfollows:Ifthegroup
elem entg 2 SL(2;Z)isrepresented bytheequivalenceclassP (f)2 PG L(Z(A)),
considerfor 2 Ch(A)the character02 Ch(A)thatsatises

0(z)= (f  1(z))
forallz 2 Z(A),and setg: = 0.Thisdoesnotdepend on the choice ofthe
representativef and givesa projectiverepresentation ofSL(2;Z)on P (Ch(A)).
Thisconstruction raisesthe question whetherthe isom orphism P ()that in-
duces between the projective spaces of the center and the character ring is
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equivariant with respect to the corresponding actions.This is the case only
after the action on the center is m odied with the help ofthe autom orphism
introduced in Denition 1.1:
P roposition Forallg 2  ,the diagram
P (Z(A)) P (Z(A))-
z 7! ~g:z
P (Ch(A)) P (Ch(A))-
 7! g:
6
P ()
6
P ()
com m utes.
P roof. Itsucesto check thisforthe generatorss and t,forwhich we have
seen in Paragraph 1.1 that~s= s  1 and ~t= t  1.In the case ofs,the assertion
therefore followsfrom Proposition 4.1,and in the case oftitfollowsfrom the
corresponding diagram given in Paragraph 4.3.2
Theanalogousquestion forP ()can be deduced from thisproposition:
C orollary Forallg 2  ,the diagram
P (Z(A)) P (Z(A))-
z 7! (s~gs  1):z
P (Ch(A)) P (Ch(A))-
 7! g:
?
P ()
?
P ()
com m utes.
P roof. Thiswillfollow from theprecedingproposition byreversingthevertical
arrowsifwe can verify thatS   =   1 on the characterring,orequivalently
that  = S  1.Butas and  agreeon thecharacterring,wehavefrom the
denition of that  = S  S on the center,which in view ofCorollary4.2
im pliesthe assertion.2
Note thatin the case where we have a linearrepresentation ofSL(2;Z)on the
centerZ(A),wewillalsogetin thisway a linearrepresentation on Ch(A),and 
and  willthen be equivariantwith respectto the linearrepresentations.
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9.2 If 2 A is an integralwhich satises "() = 1,we dene the bilinear
form h ; i on Ch(A)by the equation
h;
0
i := (S
(0))()
Then we have hi;ji = ij = dim Hom A (Vi;Vj) for the irreducible charac-
ters,113 which showsthatthisbilinearform isnondegenerateand sym m etric.
Forl= 1;:::;k,we denote the characterofthe induced D (A)-m odule Ind(Vl)
by l.Using this,wecan expressthisbilinearform asfollows:
P roposition Forall;02 Ch(A),wehave
h
0
;li =
1
dim (A)
l(	
  1(  1()
   1(0)))
P roof. Because both sides ofthe equation are bilinear in  and 0,we can
assum e that both characters are irreducible,so that  = i and 
0 = j for
som ei;j k.The vectorspaceVi
 Vj can be considered asan A 
 A-m odule
by the com ponentwise action;it is then sim ple.W e can turn it into a D (A)-
m oduleby pullback along 	.W e denotethisD (A)-m odule by U ;since	 isan
isom orphism ,thism oduleisalso sim ple,and thecentrally prim itiveidem potent
in Z(D (A))corresponding to U is	   1(ei
 ej).Because	("
 a)= (a),the
restriction ofU to A  D (A)isthe sam e asthe pullback ofthe A 
 A-m odule
structurealong,which isexactly how thetensorproductV i
 Vj ofA-m odules
isform ed.
W e now haveby the Frobeniusreciprocity theorem 114 that
hij;li = dim Hom A (Vl;Vi
 Vj)= dim Hom D (A )(Ind(Vl);U )
= dim Hom D (A )(U;Ind(Vl))=
1
ninj
l(	
  1(ei
 ej))
By Proposition 5.2,wehave(ei)= nii,so that
ei
ni
=   1(i)
Inserting this into the preceding form ula and using 2 = 1
dim (A )
,we get the
assertion.2
Thisproposition hasthe following consequence:
C orollary Suppose thatR (u)= R (u
  1).Then wehave
(~g:)(g:0)= 0
forallg 2  (N )and all; 02 Ch(A).
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P roof. Recallthattheassum ption im pliesthattherepresentation ofthem od-
ulargroup islinear.By thenondegeneracy ofthebilinearform above,itsuces
to show thath(~g:)(g:0);li = h
0;li foralll= 1;:::;k.Now wegetfrom
the preceding proposition forg 2  (N )that
h(~g:)(g:0);li =
1
dim (A)
l(	
  1(  1(~g:)
   1(g:0)))
=
1
dim (A)
l(	
  1(g:  1()
 ~g:  1(0)))
=
1
dim (A)
l(g:	
  1(  1()
   1(0)))
=
1
dim (A)
l(	
  1(  1()
   1(0)))= h0;li
where the second equality followsfrom Proposition 9.1,the third from Propo-
sition 4.5,and the fourth from Corollary 8.4.2
9.3 W e now turn for a m om ent to the specialcase where A = D (H ),the
Drinfel’d double ofa sem isim ple Hopfalgebra H ,which is denoted by D to
distinguish it from the generalcase.Note that H and D have the sam e ex-
ponent N .115 In this case,we now prove the following congruence subgroup
theorem :
T heorem Thekerneloftherepresentation ofthem odulargroup on thecenter
ofD isa congruencesubgroup oflevelN .
P roof. It follows from Corollary 8.4 that the character ofevery D -m odule
thatisinduced from an H -m odule isinvariantunder (N ).The regularrepre-
sentation ofD is induced from the regularrepresentation ofH ,and therefore
itscharacterisinvariantunder (N ).Thisnow im pliesthatthe counitisalso
invariantunder (N ).To see this,recallthatCorollary 5.2 givesin particular
that S (p1) =
1
dim (H )
1,which m eans that S (R ) = dim (H )"D .In view of
Proposition 4.1,this in turn says that s  1:R = dim (H )"D .For an elem ent
g 2  (N ),thisgives
g:"D =
1
dim (H )
gs
  1
:R =
1
dim (H )
s
  1(sgs  1):R =
1
dim (H )
s
  1
:R = "D
since (N )isa norm alsubgroup.
Ifwe now substitute "D for
0 in Corollary 9.2,we getthat ~g: =  forevery
character ofD and every g 2  (N ),and since conjugation by a restrictsto
an autom orphism of (N ),weseethatevery characterisinvariantunder (N ).
Butconsidering how we dened thisaction in Paragraph 9.1,thisim pliesthat
every centralelem ent is invariant under  (N ),since the pairing between the
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characterring and thecenterisnondegenerate.In otherwords,thekernelofthe
representation contains (N ),and thereforeisa congruencesubgroup.
Itrem ainsto be proved thatthe levelofthe kernelis exactly N .Butifthere
were som e N 0 < N with the property that  (N 0) would also be contained in
thekernel,thiswould in particularim ply thatt  N
0
actstrivially on thecenter,
which would m ean thatuN
0
D = 1.ButasN isby denition theorderofuD ,this
cannotbe the case.2
9.4 Returningtothegeneralcaseofan arbitraryfactorizablesem isim pleHopf
algebra A,in which the action ofthe m odulargroup in generalisonly projec-
tive,we can stilllook atthe kernelofthe corresponding group hom om orphism
to PG L(Z(A)).Forthiskernel,the following analogueofTheorem 9.3 holds:
T heorem The kernelofthe projective representation ofthe m odular group
on the centerofA isa congruencesubgroup oflevelN .
P roof. To show that (N )iscontained in thekernel,supposethatthisisnot
thecase,and chooseg 2  (N )thatisnotm apped totheidentity in PG L(Z(A)).
Choosea representativef 2 G L(Z(A))fortheaction ofg,and also a represen-
tative ~f forthe action of~g.Because f isnota scalarm ultiple ofthe identity,
there exists an elem ent z 2 Z(A) such that z and f(z) are not proportional,
and therefore linearly independent.This im plies that z 
 z and f(z)
 ~f(z)
are notproportional.Butwe saw in Paragraph 4.5 thatthe tensorproductof
ourprojective representation with itsconjugate undera isinduced by a linear
representation,and that this linear representation is via 	 isom orphic to the
representation on Z(D (A)),on which g actstrivially by Theorem 9.3.Butthis
m eansthatitactstrivially on z
 z,too,contradicting the factthatz
 z and
f(z)
 ~f(z)arenotproportional.
Asin theproofofTheorem 9.3,itrem ainsto beproved thattheleveloftheker-
nelisexactly N .Now ifthereweresom eN 0< N with theproperty that (N 0)
would alsobecontained in thekernel,thiswould in thiscaseonlyim plythatuN
0
D
actson thecenterby m ultiplication by a scalar.ButasuD alwayspreservesthe
integral,thisscalarhasto be1,which contradictsthe denition ofN asin the
previouscase.2
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10 T he action ofthe G alois group
10.1 In this section,we willintroduce an action ofthe G alois group ofthe
cyclotom iceld determ ined by theexponentthatwillturn outto beintim ately
connected to the action ofthe m odular group.As in Section 9,we considera
sem isim plefactorizableHopfalgebraA overouralgebraicallyclosed baseeld K
ofcharacteristiczero.The exponentofA willbe denoted by N .O therwise,we
willuse the notation introduced in Section 5;in particular,we willuse the
inverse Drinfel’d elem ent u  1 as our ribbon elem ent.The constant ,which
determ ines the norm alization ofthe integral,is chosen as in Paragraph 9.1,
and  isdened using thisintegral.
In Paragraph 5.1,we have constructed the algebra hom om orphism s 1;:::;k
from the character ring to the center.If we denote by ChQ(A) the span of
the irreducible characters 1;:::;k not over K ,but over the rationalnum -
bersQ  K ,itcan be shown116 asin the caseofthe Drinfel’d double thatthe
im agesi(ChQ (A))arecontained in thecyclotom iceld Q N determ ined by the
exponent.Therestriction ofi to ChQ(A)isa Q -algebrahom om orphism toQ N ,
and clearly i isuniquely determ ined by thisrestriction.For 2 G al(QN =Q ),
them ap   i isagain a Q -algebra hom om orphism from ChQ(A)to Q N ,which
m ustcoincide with one ofthe restrictionsof1;:::;k.In this way,we getan
action ofG al(Q N =Q )on the setf1;:::;kg so that
  i jC hQ (A )= :ijC hQ (A )
From thisperm utation representation,wegetan action ofthe G aloisgroup on
thecharacterring Ch(A)overthefullbaseeld K by perm uting thecharacters
accordingly,in the sense that
:i := :i
and extending thisaction K -linearly.
Thefollowing lem m a listssom ebasicpropertiesofthisaction:
Lem m a
1.n:i= ni
2.(sij)= s:i;j = si;:j
3.:1 = 1
P roof. Forthe rstassertion,recallthe form ula i(A )=
dim (A )
n2
i
established
in Corollary 5.3.Using this,weget
dim (A)
n2:i
= :i(A )= (i(A ))= (
dim (A)
n2i
)=
dim (A)
n2i
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from which the rstassertion isim m ediate.
For the second assertion,recallthe form ula sij = nii(j) from Lem m a 5.2,
from which weget
(sij)= ni(i(j))= n:i:i(j)= s:i;j
Furtherm ore,weobserved in Lem m a 5.2 thattheVerlindem atrix issym m etric,
from which weseethat(sij)= (sji)= s:j;i= si;:j.
Forthe third assertion,notethatwehave
1(i)= !1(( i))= "(( i))= ni
so that(1(i))= 1(i).Thisim plies:1 = 1.2
Theaction on thecharacterring can also beviewed in a dierentway:ChQ(A)
is a com m utative sem isim ple Q -algebra,and therefore by W edderburn’s the-
orem 117 isom orphic to a direct sum ofelds.As in the case ofthe Drinfel’d
double,118 it can be shown that these elds are subelds of the cyclotom ic
eld Q N .Since the G alois group ofQ N is abelian,every subeld ofthe cy-
clotom ic eld is norm al,and therefore preserved by the action ofthe G alois
group ofQ N .W e therefore get an action ofthis G alois group on ChQ(A) as
the sum ofthe actionson the W edderburn com ponents.The action ofthe G a-
lois group constructed above is exactly the K -linear extension ofthis action
to Ch(A)= ChQ(A)
 Q K .To see this,note thatthe restrictionsof1;:::;k
to ChQ (A) arise by projecting to som e W edderburn com ponent and then em -
beddingitintoQ N  K .BecausetheG aloisgroup isabelian,itdoesnotm atter
whetherwe rstacton the W edderburn com ponentand then em bed into Q N ,
or rst em bed and then act.In other words,the action on the W edderburn
com ponentssatises
i(:j)= (i(j))
for all 2 G al(QN =Q ).But on the other hand it follows from the preceding
lem m a thatwehavei(:j)= (i(j)),so thattheaction constructed before
also satisesthisequation,which m eansthatthe two actionshaveto coincide.
Ifwe consider the cyclotom ic eld Q N as a subeld ofthe com plex num bers,
com plex conjugation restrictstoan autom orphism ofthecyclotom iceld,which
wedenoteby 2 G al(QN =Q ).Itdoesnotdepend on thewayhow thecyclotom ic
eld isem bedded into the com plex num bers,asitcan be characterized by the
property thatitm apsany N -th rootofunity to itsinverse.Asproved in several
placesin theliterature,119 itactson Ch(A)via the antipode:
P roposition Forall 2 Ch(A),wehave: = S().
Stated dierently,this asserts that :i= i,which in particular im plies that
:(i) = (:i) for all 2 G al(QN =Q ),as the G alois group G al(Q N =Q ) is
abelian.Using this,we can deduce furtherpropertiesofouraction:
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C orollary
1.:pi = p  1:i
2.S (())= 
  1(S ())
P roof. By Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.3,wehave
pi =
n2i
dim (A)
kX
j= 1
i(j)j
Using the factsjustproved,wethereforeget
:pi =
n2i
dim (A)
kX
j= 1
i(j):j =
n2i
dim (A)
kX
j= 1
i(  1:j)j
=
n2
  1:i
dim (A)
kX
j= 1
  1:i(j)j = p  1:i
which isthe rstassertion.
Itsucesto check the second assertion on a basis,so thatwecan assum ethat
 = j.W e then haveby Corollary 5.2 that
S ((j))= S (:j)= n:j:j(A ))p:j
= njj(A ))
  1
:pj = 
  1(S (j))
by the rstassertion and the proofofthe preceding lem m a.2
Thiscorollary showsin particularthatthe G aloisgroup perm utesthe idem po-
tents,which m eansthatitactsvia algebra autom orphism s.Thisfact,however,
isalso obviousfrom the second description via the W edderburn decom position
thatwegaveabove.
10.2 BesidesthespacesCh(A)and ChQ(A)thatwehaveconsidered above,we
need to considera third spacethatliesin between,nam ely thespaceChQ N (A),
which wedeneto bethe span oftheirreduciblecharacterswith coecientsin
thecyclotom iceld Q N .From theform ofthebasechangem atrix between the
irreduciblecharactersand theprim itiveidem potentsofthecharacterring given
in Proposition 5.1,weseethatwecould alternatively havedened itasthespan
ofp1;:::;pk overthecyclotom iceld Q N .Ifwetherefore,asin Paragraph 8.4,
denote by ZQ N (A) the span ofthe centrally prim itive idem potents e1;:::;ek
with coecientsin the cyclotom iceld,wehavethat(Ch Q N (A))= ZQ N (A).
W eusethesetwo dierentbasesofthespaceto denetwo sem ilinearactionsof
the G aloisgroup on ChQ N (A)asfollows:
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D enition For  2 G al(QN =Q ),we dene autom orphism s () and 
0

()
ofChQ N (A)by
()(
kX
i= 1
ii):=
kX
i= 1
(i)i 
0

()(
kX
i= 1
ipi):=
kX
i= 1
(i)pi
In other words,() acts on the coecients in an expansion in term s ofthe
irreducible characters,and 0

() acts on the coecients in an expansion in
term softhe prim itive idem potents.Both ofthe autom orphism sare sem ilinear
in the sensethat
()()= ()()() 
0

()()= ()0

()()
for  2 Q N and  2 ChQ N (A).M oreover,we have ()(i) = i as wellas
0

()(pi)= pi foralli= 1;:::;k.
Theconnection with theaction oftheG aloisgroup considered in Paragraph10.1
isgiven by the following form ula:
P roposition Forall 2 ChQ N (A),we have
: = (0

() ()
  1)()
M oreover,() and 
0

() com m ute for all; 2 G al(QN =Q ).If R (u) is
rational,wehavefurtherm orethat0

()= S   () S
  1

.
P roof. Fortherstassertion,notethat0

() ()
  1 isactually Q N -linear,
so thatitsucesto provethat: i = (
0

() ()
  1)(i).Butwehave
(0

() ()
  1)(i)= 
0

()(i)= 
0

()(
kX
j= 1
j(i)pj)
=
kX
j= 1
(j(i))pj =
kX
j= 1
j(:i)pj = :i= :i
by Lem m a 10.1 and the discussion in Paragraph 5.1.
Forthecom m utativity assertion,notethat()obviously com m uteswith the
action of,becausetheaction of islinearand perm utesthecharacters.Also,
itclearly com m uteswith (),and thereforealso with 
0

()by theresultjust
proved.
Forthethird assertion,notethattheassum ption thatR (u)isrationalim plies
thatR (u)= (R (u))= R (u
  1),so thatby ourconvention also  = 1=R (u)
isrational.To provethat0

() S = S   (),wealso use thatboth sides
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are sem ilinear,so thatitagain sucesto check thatboth sidesgive the sam e
resulton i.Butherewehaveby Corollary 5.2 that

0

()(S (i))= 
0

()(nii(A )pi)= nii(A )pi = S (i)= S (()(i))
which im pliesthe assertion.2
W egiveasecond proofofthefactthat: = (0

() ()
  1)()from thepoint
ofview ofthe second construction ofthe action via the W edderburn decom po-
sition ofthe characterring,discussed afterLem m a 10.1.From Proposition 5.1,
we know thatthe prim itive idem potentspi are already contained in ChQ N (A).
Aswediscussed above,a sim pleidealofChQ (A)isisom orphicto a subeld L of
thecyclotom iceld Q N ,and theaction on thecharacterring restrictson these
W edderburn com ponentsto theaction oftheG aloisgroup.In otherwords,with
respectto the isom orphism ChQ N (A)
= ChQ (A)
 Q Q N ,wehave
:( 
 )= ()
  ()( 
 )=  
 ()
for  2 L and  2 Q N .This shows that the form ula that we have to prove
is0

()( 
 )= ()
 ().
BecauseL isa G aloisextension ofthe rationals,the m ap
L 
 Q Q N ! Q
G al(L =Q)
N
; 
  7! (())2G al(L =Q)
isan algebra isom orphism ,120 where the right-hand side isan algebra with re-
spect to com ponentwise m ultiplication.Therefore,for every  2 G al(QN =Q )
thereisa uniqueelem ent
P
j
lj
 j such that
P
j
(lj)j = ;,corresponding
to a prim itive idem potentofQ
G al(L =Q)
N
.Becauseofitsuniqueness,wehave
X
j
(lj)
 (j)=
X
j
lj 
 j
forall 2 G al(QN =Q ).Butthisshowsthattheendom orphism  7! ()(:)
ofChQ N (A)isa sem ilinearm ap thatpreservesprim itiveidem potents,which is
the dening property of0

(),establishing the assertion.
10.3 Aswehave(Ch(A))= Z(A),wecan use to transfertheaction ofthe
G aloisgroup on the characterring to an action on the center.In otherwords,
wedene an action ofG al(Q N =Q )on Z(A)by requiring thatthe diagram
Z(A) Z(A)-z 7! :z
Ch(A) Ch(A)-
 7! :
?

?

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iscom m utative.W ith respecttoasm allerbaseeld,wecan alsodenerepresen-
tations  :G al(QN =Q )! G L(ZQ N (A)) and 
0 :G al(Q N =Q )! G L(ZQ N (A))
by requiring thatthe diagram s
ZQ N (A) ZQ N (A)
-
()
ChQ N (A) ChQ N (A)
-
()
?

?

ZQ N (A) ZQ N (A)
-
0()
ChQ N (A) ChQ N (A)
-
0

()
?

?

com m ute.Itisthen a directconsequenceofProposition 10.2 that
:z = (0() ()  1)(z)
Furtherm ore,()and 0()com m ute forall; 2 G al(QN =Q ),and ifR (u)
isrational,we getfrom Proposition 4.1 that0()= S  () S  1.W e can
also deduceim m ediately from Proposition 5.2,Corollary 10.1,and theequation
(pi)= ei thatwehave
:zi = z:i :ei = e  1:i
Sim ilarly,wehaveforthe sem ilinearrepresentationsthat
()(
kX
i= 1
izi)=
kX
i= 1
(i)zi 
0()(
kX
i= 1
iei)=
kX
i= 1
(i)ei
fori 2 Q N .
Letuslistsom ebasicpropertiesofthisaction:
P roposition For 2 G al(QN =Q ), 2 Ch(A),and z 2 Z(A),we have
1.(:z)=   1:(z)
2.(:z)= (:)(z)
3.S (:z)=   1:S (z)
P roof. For the rst assertion,we have by Proposition 5.2 and Lem m a 10.1
that
(:ei)= (e  1:i)= n  1:i  1:i = ni
  1
:i = 
  1
:(ei)
Forthesecond assertion,wecan assum ethat = j and z = zi.W ethen have
by Lem m a 5.2 and Lem m a 10.1 that
nij(:zi)= n:ij(z:i)= n:i:i(j)= s:i;j
= si;:j = nii(:j)= ni:j(zi)
Alternatively,one can deduce thisfrom the equation j(ei)= niij.The third
assertion followsfrom Corollary10.1byapplyingand usingProposition 4.1.2
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10.4 O urnextgoalisto investigatethe equivariancepropertiesofthe action
ofthe G alois group with respect to the isom orphism 	 introduced in Para-
graph 3.1.IfVi and Vj are any two ofour sim ple A-m odules,Vi 
 Vj can be
considered asan A 
 A-m odule by the com ponentwiseaction.As	 isan alge-
bra isom orphism between D (A)and A 
 A,we can introduce a D (A)-m odule
structure on Vi 
 Vj by pullback via 	.W e denote V i 
 Vj by Vij ifendowed
with thisD (A)-m odule structure;note thatthis m odule wasdenoted by U in
Paragraph 9.2.Ifij denotesthe characterofVij,we have ij = 	
(i
 j).
Itsdegree isnij = ninj,and the corresponding centrally prim itive idem potent
iseij = 	
  1(ei
 ej).
Asdescribed in Paragraph 5.1,from ij wecan deriveseveraladditionalquan-
tities:the centralcharacters
!ij :Z(D (A))! K ;z 7!
1
nij
ij(z)
the idem potents ofthe characterring pij := 
  1(eij),and the corresponding
characters
ij :Ch(D (A))! K ;  7! !ij(())
which in turn are used to dene the class sum s zij 2 Z(D (A)) via the re-
quirem entthat(zij)= ij().The following proposition describeshow these
quantitiescom pareto the corresponding quantitiesforA:
P roposition Forz 2 Z(D (A))and ;02 Ch(A),wehave
1.!ij(z)= (!i
 !j)(	(z))
2.pi;j = 	
(pi
 pj)
3.i;j (	
( 
 0))= i()j(
0)
4.zi;j = 	
  1(zi
 zj)
P roof. The rst assertion follows directly from the denitions;however,it
should be noted that 	 as an algebra isom orphism induces an isom orphism
between the centers Z(D (A)) and Z(A 
 A) = Z(A)
 Z(A).121 The second
assertion is equivalent to the equation (pi;j ) = (	
(pi 
 pj)),which by
Proposition 3.4 isequivalentto
ei;j = 	
  1((pi)
 S((pj)))= 	
  1(ei
 S(ej))
which wehaveestablished above.Recallin thiscontextthatwehave
Ch((A 
 A)F )= Ch(A 
 A)= Ch(A)
 Ch(A)
by Lem m a 3.4.
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Thethird assertion followsfrom thesecond,becauseitsucesto check itin the
casewhere = pm and 
0= pl.Butin view ofthedenition oftheclasssum s,
the third assertion can also be written as
	 ( 
 0)(zi;j )= (zi)
0(zj)
which im pliesthat	(z i;j)= zi
 zj,which isthe fourth assertion.2
10.5 In Paragraph 10.1,we have dened the action ofthe G alois group by
rstrequiringthat:i(j)= (i(j))and then deningiton Ch(A)by setting
:i = :iand extendinglinearly.Thisaction isalsodened in exactlythesam e
wayforD (A);theonly dierencenow isthatwehaveindexed thecorresponding
quantitiesfor D (A) by pairs.In term softhese pairs,the rstequation above
reads:(i;j)(m l)= (i;j(m l)).Butby Proposition 10.4,thiscan berewritten
as
:(i;j)(m l)= (i;j(m l))= (i;j(	
(m 
 l)))= (i(m )j (l))
= (i(m ))(j (l))= :i(m ):j (l)= (:i;:j)(m l)
wherewehaveused thefactthat:(j)= (:j) discussedafterProposition10.1.
Thism eansthatwe have:(i;j)= (:i;:j),which can be restated asfollows:
P roposition The m ap
Ch(A)
 Ch(A)! Ch(D (A));  
 07! 	 ( 
 0)
isG al(Q N =Q )-equivariantifCh(A)
 Ch(A)isendowed with thediagonalaction.
P roof. For 2 G al(QN =Q ),wehave
	 (:i
 :j)= 	
(:i
 :j)= :i;:j = :(i;j) = :ij = :	
(i
 j)
Asthe charactersi
 j form a basisofCh(A)
 Ch(A),thisissucient.2
Thepreceding resultcan also beunderstood from thepointofview oftheW ed-
derburn decom position ofthecharacterring,asdescribed afterLem m a 10.1.As
wepointed outthere,thecharacterringsChQ(A)aswellasChQ (D (A))decom -
pose into direct sum s ofsubelds ofthe cyclotom ic eld Q N ,and the G alois
group preservesthe W edderburn com ponentsand acts there via restriction to
thecorrespondingsubeld.Now 	isaHopfalgebraisom orphism between D (A)
and (A
 A)F ,sothat	
 restrictstoan isom orphism between thecharacterrings
and therefore m aps W edderburn com ponents to W edderburn com ponents.By
Lem m a3.4,wehaveChQ ((A
 A)F )= ChQ(A
 A),sothattheassertionnow will
follow ifwecan justify thattheisom orphism ChQ (A 
 A)= ChQ (A)
 ChQ(A)
isequivariantwith respectto the diagonalaction on the right-hand side.
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Thisnow followsfrom an argum entthatissim ilarto theoneused attheend of
Paragraph 10.2.LetL and M be two subeldsofQ N thatappearasW edder-
burn com ponentsofChQ(A),and letP be a subeld ofQ N thatappearsasa
W edderburn com ponentofChQ(A 
 A).W ethen havea com m utativediagram
ofthe form
ChQ(A)
 ChQ (A) ChQ (A 
 A)-
L 
 M P-
f
?
6
wheretheleftverticalarrow isthetensorproductoftheinjectionsoftheW ed-
derburn com ponents,and therightverticalarrow istheprojection to theW ed-
derburn com ponent.The resulting m ultiplicative m ap f :L 
 M ! P m ay be
zero,in which caseitisequivariant.Ifitisnotzero,then f(1
 1)isa nonzero
idem potentin P ,which im pliesthatf(1
 1)= 1.Then the m ap
L ! P; x 7! f(x 
 1)
isa eld hom om orphism ,and sinceG al(Q N =Q )preservesallsubeldsand acts
on them in a way thatisindependentofthe em bedding into Q N ,we getthat
(f(x 
 1))= f((x)
 1)
forall 2 G al(QN =Q ).Sim ilarly,we(f(1
 y))= f(1
 (y))and therefore
(f(x 
 y))= (f(x 
 1)f(1
 y))= (f(x 
 1))(f(1
 y))
= f((x)
 1)f(1
 (y))= f((x)
 (y))
Pasting alltheW edderburn com ponentstogether,weseethattheisom orphism
ChQ(A 
 A) = ChQ(A)
 ChQ(A) is equivariantwith respect to the diagonal
action on the right-hand side.
In Paragraph 10.3,we have transferred the action ofthe G alois group from
thecharacterring Ch(A)to thecenterZ(A)by requiringthat beequivariant.
AsD (A)isalsoasem isim plefactorizableHopfalgebra,thiswholediscussion ap-
pliestoD (A)aswell,sothatwealsohavean action ofG al(Q N =Q )on Z(D (A)).
Theform ulasobtained in Paragraph 10.3 then givein particularthat
:zij = z:i;:j :eij = e  1:i;  1:j
wherewehaveused the form ula :(i;j)= (:i;:j)obtained earlier.
Now wehavealreadypointed outin theproofofProposition 10.4that	induces
an isom orphism between Z(D (A))and Z(A)
 Z(A).The aboveform ulasnow
im ply thatthisisom orphism isequivariantifwe endow Z(A)
 Z(A)with the
diagonalaction ofthe G aloisgroup:
C orollary For 2 G al(QN =Q )and z 2 Z(D (A)),we have	(:z)= :	(z).
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P roof. Itsucesto check thatwehave
	(:eij)= 	(e   1:i;  1:j)= e  1:i
 e  1:j = :ei
 :ej = :	(eij)
sincethe centrally prim itiveidem potentsform a basisofZ(D (A)).2
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11 G alois groups and indicators
11.1 Beforewereally begin,wepresenta littlebackground from thetheory of
Frobeniusalgebras.W ethereforedeferthediscussion ofthesetup ofthissection
to Paragraph 11.2.
Recallthatthe ring M (r r;K )ofr r-m atricesisa Frobeniusalgebra with
respectto the ordinary m atrix trace function trasFrobeniushom om orphism .
Thedualbasisofm atrix unitsE ij with respectto thebilinearform arisingfrom
thetraceisagain form ed by them atrix unitsE ji,with theindicesreversed.The
corresponding Casim irelem entthereforeis
rX
i;j= 1
E ij 
 E ji
Note thatthiselem entissym m etric underinterchange ofthe tensorands.The
following lem m a statesthatthisand itsCasim irproperty characterizeitup to
proportionality:
Lem m a Supposethat
P
i
A i
 B i 2 M (r r;K )

 2 satises
1.
P
i
AA i
 B i =
P
i
A i
 B iA
2.
P
i
A i
 B i =
P
i
B i
 A i
Then thereisa num ber 2 K such that
P
i
A i
 B i = 
P r
i;j= 1
E ij 
 E ji.
P roof. Thisverication isleftto the reader.2
Ifwem ultiply thetensorandsofourCasim irelem enttogether,wegetam ultiple
ofthe unitm atrix E r:
rX
i;j= 1
E ijE ji = rE r = r
rX
i;j= 1
tr(E ij)E ji
M ultiplying thisequation by ,we see thatan elem entofthe form considered
in the lem m a willalso satisfy thisequation:
X
i
A iB i = r
X
i
tr(A i)B i
Note that this discussion applies directly to the W edderburn com ponents of
an arbitrary sem isim ple algebra,where,however,the num berr varieswith the
W edderburn com ponent.The algebra that we have in m ind is the character
ring Ch(H )ofa sem isim ple Hopfalgebra,which is a Frobeniusalgebra.122 In
this application,the elem ent A i that appears in the lem m a willbe the W ed-
derburn com ponentofan irreduciblecharacter,and B i willbetheW edderburn
com ponent ofthe corresponding dualcharacter,so that
P
i
A iB i is the W ed-
derburn com ponentofthe characterofthe adjointrepresentation.
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11.2 Itistheaim ofthissection to discusshow theaction oftheG aloisgroup
relatesto theaction ofthem odulargroup,and again theequivariantFrobenius-
Schurindicatorsthatweintroduced in Paragraph 8.1 willbeourm ain tool.W e
assum ethroughoutthe section thatA = D := D (H ),the Drinfel’d double ofa
sem isim pleHopfalgebra H .Recallfrom Paragraph 6.1 thatR (uD )= dim (H )
isa rationalnum berin thiscase;furtherm ore,aspointed outin Paragraph 9.3,
D and H have the sam e exponent N .W e willuse the notation ofSection 10
throughout.
W e need a preparatory resultaboutthe induced m odule ofthe trivialm odule.
Asdiscussed in Paragraph 7.1,the induced D -m oduleInd(K )ofthe trivialH -
m odule K can be realized on the underlying vectorspace H ,and this is the
way in which we willlook at it in this paragraph.Ifwe denote its character
by ,the resultthatwewillneed isthe following:
P roposition Forallz 2 Z(D )and all 2 G al(QN =Q ),wehave
(:z)= (z)
P roof. (1) By linearity,itsucestocheckthison abasisofthecenter,sothat
wecan assum ethatz = ei isacentrally prim itiveidem potent.Ifm i denotesthe
m ultiplicity ofthe sim ple m odule Vi in Ind(K ),wehave(ei)= nim i.W e rst
treatthe case where (ei)6= 0;i.e.,the case in which Vi isreally a constituent
ofInd(K ).
Recall123 that
Ch(H )! EndD (H
);  7! (’ 7! ’)
isan algebra anti-isom orphism .Since ei iscentral,the action ofei isalso a D -
endom orphism ofH ,and thereforem ustbegiven by rightm ultiplication with
a centrally prim itive idem potent q 2 Z(Ch(H )).Further discussion124 shows
thatq:= Res(pi),where
Res:Ch(D )! Z(Ch(H ))
is the restriction m ap.The fact that ei:’ = ’q for all’ 2 H
 im plies in
particularthat(ei)= dim (H
q).Furtherm ore,thegeneraltheory ofendom or-
phism ringsofsem isim plem odules125 im pliesthattheW edderburn com ponent
ofCh(H )corresponding to q hasdim ension dim (Ch(H )q)= m 2i.
(2) Let
 :Z(Ch(H ))! K
be the centralcharacter corresponding to q;i.e.,the algebra hom om orphism
from Z(Ch(H )) to K that m aps q to 1 and vanishes on allother centrally
prim itiveidem potentsofCh(H ).Note thatwe then havei =   Res.Now we
know from Lorenz’proofoftheclassequation,126 com bined with thediscussion
atthe end ofParagraph 11.1,that
m idim (H )
dim (H q)
=
(0A )
m i
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where0A denotesthe characteroftheadjointrepresentation ofH .Aswehave
dim (H q)= (ei)= nim i,wecan rewritethisas
m idim (H )= ni(
0
A )
(3) If 2 ChQ(D ),wehave
:i()= (i())= ((Res()))
Thisshowsthat:i= 
0 Res,where0:Ch(H )! K arisesby scalarextension
of   from ChQ(H ) to Ch(H ).Ifq
0 2 Z(Ch(H )) is the centrally prim itive
idem potentthatcorrespondsto0,in thesensethat0(q0)= 1,itfollowsexactly
asabovethat(e:i)= dim (H
q0)6= 0.Even stronger,by applyingtheequation
obtained in thepreceding step to theseidem potentsand using Lem m a 10.1,we
get
m :idim (H )= n:i
0(0A )= ni((
0
A ))= ni(
0
A )= m idim (H )
from which ourassertion followsim m ediately,aswe have (e:i)= n:im :i =
nim i = (ei)by Lem m a 10.1 again.
(4) Finally,it rem ains to consider the case (ei)= 0.But then we m ust also
have(e:i)= 0,becauseotherwisewecan replaceiby :iand  by itsinverse
in the preceding discussion to get(ei)= (e  1:i)6= 0,which isobviously a
contradiction.2
In view ofProposition 10.3,thisresultcan berestated by saying thatthechar-
acter oftheinduced trivialm oduleisinvariantundertheaction oftheG alois
group:
C orollary Forall 2 G al(QN =Q ),wehave: = .
11.3 W enow wantto relatetheaction oftheG aloisgroup to theequivariant
Frobenius-Schurindicatorsthatweintroduced in Paragraph 8.1.Recallthatfor
any cyclotom ic eld Q m and an integer q relatively prim e to m ,we have an
autom orphism q 2 G al(Q m =Q ) with the property that q() = 
q for every
m -th rootofunity .Everyelem entoftheG aloisgroup isofthisform .Although
q dependson theeld and thereforeon m ,thisdependenceisdim inished by the
factthatwhen m 0 dividesm ,so thatQ m 0  Q m and q isalso relatively prim e
to m 0,therestriction ofq to Q m 0 coincideswith theautom orphism dened for
thiseld.
Using this notation,we can now relate the action ofthe G alois group to the
equivariantFrobenius-Schurindicatorsin the following way:
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P roposition Consider an H -m odule V ,a centralelem ent z 2 ZQ N (D ),and
threeintegersm ;l;q2 Z.
1.Ifq isrelatively prim eto N and m ,wehave
q(IV ((m ;l);z))= IV ((m ;lq);
0(q)(z))
2.Ifq isrelatively prim eto N and l,wehave
q(IV ((m ;l);z))= IV ((m q;l);(q)(z))
3.Ifq isrelatively prim eto N ,m ,and l,we have
IV ((m ;lq);q:z)= IV ((m q;l);z)
P roof. (1) Recallthat,by Proposition 8.4,we have IV ((m ;l);z) 2 Q N ,so
thatthe expressionsconsidered are well-dened.W e begin by proving the rst
assertion in thecasem > 0.Forthis,wenotethatboth sidesoftheequation are
sem ilinearin thevariablez,so thatwecan assum ethatz = ei forsom ei.Then
wehaveby denition thatIV ((m ;l);z)= tr(
l m (ei)),where = V;V 
 (m   1),
properly interpreted in thecasem = 1.Theendom orphism l m (ei)coincides
with l on the isotypicalcom ponentcorresponding to ei and iszero otherwise.
Since m N = id,we see that the eigenvalues ofl m (ei) are m N -th roots
ofunity,which are raised to their q-th power by the action ofq.But these
q-th powersare exactly the eigenvaluesoflq  m (ei),which im pliesthe rst
assertion in the casem > 0.
(2) The rstassertion in the casem < 0 followsfrom the case m > 0,because
wethen haveby denition that
q(IV ((m ;l);z))= q(IV ((  m ;  l);SD (z)))= IV ((  m ;  lq);
0(q)(SD (z)))
= IV ((  m ;  lq);SD (
0(q)(z)))= IV ((m ;lq);
0(q)(z))
where the fact that 0(q) and SD com m ute follows from the fact that SD
perm utes the centrally prim itive idem potents.The rem aining case ofthe rst
assertion therefore is the case m = 0;however,we leave this case open for a
m om ent.
(3) Instead,we now provethe second assertion in the case m > 0 and q=   1.
In thiscase,wehavethat  1 =  isthe restriction ofcom plex conjugation.In
view ofthe assertion already established,wehaveto show that
IV ((m ;  l);
0()(z))= IV ((  m ;l);()(z))
Replacing z by ()  1(z),wegetthe equivalentassertion that
IV ((m ;  l);:z)= IV ((m ;  l);(
0() ()  1)(z))= IV ((  m ;l);z)
which followsfrom the factthat:z = S(z)by Proposition10.1.
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(4) From this,we now deduce the rstassertion in the case m = 0 and l> 0.
The condition thatq isrelatively prim e to m = 0 then forcesthatq =  1.As
the case q = 1 isobvious,we can assum e thatq =   1,and thisreducesto the
casejusttreated since
IV ((0;  l);
0(  1)(z))= IV ((0;  l);(S  (  1) S
  1)(z))
= IV ((  l;0);((  1) S
  1)(z))
=   1(IV ((l;0);S
  1(z)))=   1(IV ((0;l);z))
(5) Asin thesecond step,thecaseoftherstassertion wherem = 0 and l< 0
followsfrom the case m = 0 and l> 0 justestablished by using the antipode.
Itthereforerem ainsto establish therstassertion in thecasewherem = l= 0.
Exploiting sem ilinearity asin the rststep,we can again assum e thatz = ei.
Note thatin generalIV ((0;0);z)isthe trace ofthe action ofz on the induced
m oduleInd(K );in casez = ei,thisisan integer.Itisthereforeinvariantunder
everyG aloisautom orphism ,which establishestherstassertion in thiscaseand
thereforecom pletely.
(6) The second assertion followsfrom the rstby a variantofthe one wehave
used in the fourth step:
IV ((m q;l);(q)(z))= IV ((m q;l);(S
  1
 
0(q) S )(z))
= IV ((  l;m q);(
0(q) S )(z))
= q(IV ((  l;m );S (z)))= q(IV ((m ;l);z))
(7) By com paring the rstand thesecond assertion,wegetthat
IV ((m ;lq);
0(q)(z))= IV ((m q;l);(q)(z))
Replacing z by (q)
  1(z),thisbecom es
IV ((m ;lq);q:z))= IV ((m ;lq);
0(q)((q)
  1(z)))= IV ((m q;l);z)
which isthe third assertion.2
For an integer q that is relatively prim e to N ,we can nd another integer q0
such thatqq0 1 (m od N ),which describestheinverseoftheresidueclassofq
in the group ofunitsZ

N
.Using it,wecan derivethe following corollary,which
should beviewed asa kind ofadjunction relation between theG aloisaction and
an action on the lattice points:
C orollary Suppose thatm and larenonzero integers.Furtherm ore,suppose
thatq and q0 arerelatively prim eintegersthatareboth relatively prim eto m l.
Ifqq0 1 (m od N ),wehave
IV ((m ;l);q:z)= IV ((m q;lq
0);z)
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P roof. Since q isrelatively prim e to lq0,itfollowsfrom the preceding propo-
sition that
IV ((m ;lqq
0);q:z)= IV ((m q;lq
0);z)
As we have qq0  1 (m od N ) and gcd(m ;lqq0) = gcd(m ;l),it follows from
Proposition 1.2 that(m ;lqq0)and (m ;l)arein thesam e (N )-orbit,so thatthe
assertion followsfrom Theorem 8.4.2
11.4 For integers q and q0 such that qq0  1 (m od N ) as above,we denote
theresidueclassesin ZN by q resp.q
0.W ith thesenum bers,wehaveassociated
in Paragraph 1.4 the m atrix
d(q)=

q 0
0 q0

2 SL(2;ZN )
Becausetheprincipalcongruencesubgroup  (N )actstrivially by Theorem 9.3,
the action ofthe m odulargroup factorsoverthe quotientgroup SL(2;ZN ),so
thatin particulartheaction ofd(q)on thecenterisdened.Ithasthefollowing
basicproperty:
P roposition IV ((m ;l);q:z)= IV ((m ;l);d(q):z)
P roof. (1) W erstprovethisin thecasewhereboth m and larenonzero.The
num bersq,m l6= 0,and N are relatively prim e,because already q and N are
relatively prim e,and thereforewegetfrom Lem m a 1.3 thatthereisan integerc
suchthatq+ cN isrelativelyprim etom l.Notethatq+ cN isnecessarilynonzero.
Asthe asserted equation only dependson the residue classofq m odulo N ,we
can replaceq by q+ cN ifnecessary to achievethatq isrelatively prim eto m l.
Sim ilarly, since q0, m lq 6= 0, and N are relatively prim e, we can again by
Lem m a 1.3 nd an integer c0 such that q0+ c0N is relatively prim e to m lq.
Ifnecessary,we can replace q0 by q0+ c0N to achieve thaton the one hand q
and q0arerelatively prim e,on theotherhand both ofthem arerelatively prim e
to m l6= 0.
(2) Ifqand q0arechosen sothatthey havetheseadditionalproperties,itfollows
from Corollary11.3thatIV ((m ;l);q:z)= IV ((m q;lq
0);z).Therefore,ourclaim
willfollow ifwecan establish that
IV ((m q;lq
0);z)= IV ((m ;l);d(q):z)
For this,suppose that

a b
c d

2 SL(2;Z) is a lift ofd(q) 2 SL(2;ZN ).By
Theorem 8.3 and Theorem 8.4, it then suces to show that (m q;lq 0) and
(am + cl;bm + dl) are in the sam e  (N )-orbit.But this follows again from
Proposition 1.2,aswe have
t:= gcd(m q;lq0)= gcd(m ;l)= gcd(am + cl;bm + dl)
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and the two lattice pointsare by construction com ponentwise congruentm od-
ulo N afterdivision by t.
(3) Thecasem 6= 0,l= 0 can bereduced to thecasejusttreated by observing
thatthe latticepoints(m ;0)and
(m ;m N )= (m ;0)

1 N
0 1

arein the sam e (N )-orbit,so thatweget
IV ((m ;0);q:z)= IV ((m ;m N );q:z)= IV ((m ;m N );d(q):z)
= IV ((m ;0);d(q):z)
by Theorem 8.4.Sim ilarly,thecasem = 0,l6= 0 can bereduced to theprevious
case,asthe lattice points(0;l)and
(lN ;l)= (0;l)

1 0
N 1

arein the sam e (N )-orbit.
(4) Itrem ainsto considerthe case m = l= 0.In thiscase,we havein view of
Theorem 8.3 thatIV ((0;0);d(q):z)= IV ((0;0);z)Buton the otherhand,this
indicatorisby denition equaltothecharacteroftheinduced trivialm odule,so
thatthe equation IV ((0;0);q:z)= IV ((0;0);z)isexactly Proposition 11.2.2
A specialcase ofthis proposition leadsto an invariance property thatwillbe
im portantlater.Recallfrom Paragraph 5.1 thate1 isa norm alized integral.W e
now show that it is invariant under the action ofthe diagonalm atrices d(q)
considered above.Before we derive this,note a dierence in the dualization of
the G aloisgroup and the m odulargroup:W hile the action ofthe G aloisgroup
was carried over from the character ring to the center in Paragraph 10.3 by
requiringthatisequivariant,theaction ofthem odulargroup on thecharacter
ring wasintroduced in Paragraph 9.1 by regardingthecharacterring asdualto
the centervia the canonicalpairing.
C orollary Ifq 2 Z is relatively prim e to N ,we have d(q):1 = 1 as wellas
d(q):e1 = e1.
P roof. Aswe have already used in the proofofCorollary 8.4,the indicators
corresponding to the lattice points (1;0) are exactly the charactersofthe in-
duced m odules.The regular representation ofD is induced from the regular
representation ofH ,so that we getasa specialcase ofthe above proposition
thatR (q:z)= R (d(q):z).Ifq
02 Z satisesqq0 1 (m od N ),thisequation,
in term softheaction ofthem odulargroup on thecharacterring introduced in
Paragraph 9.1,reads
q:R = d(q
0):R
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where we have used Proposition 10.3 in addition.As we have (1) = R by
construction,itfollowsfrom Proposition 9.1 and Proposition 10.3 that  1q :1=
d(q0):1.Now itfollowsfrom Lem m a 10.1 thatq:e1 = e1.Applying S and using
Proposition 10.3,we get  1q :S (e1)= S (e1).ButS (e1)= 1 by Corollary 5.2,
which shows that  1q :1 = 1 and establishes the rstassertion.This equation
also showsthatthesecond assertion followsfrom therstby applying S   1 and
using the com m utation relation

q 0
0 q0
 
0   1
1 0

=

0   q
q0 0

=

0   1
1 0
 
q0 0
0 q

between s and the diagonalm atrix.2
11.5 Proposition 11.4 can be substantially strengthened:Thefollowing theo-
rem ,which isthem ain resultofthissection,assertsthatthetwo actionsdo not
only givethe sam eresultinside the indicators,butarejustequal:
T heorem Ifq2 Z isrelatively prim eto N ,then wehaveq:z = d(q):z forall
elem entsz in the centerofD = D (H ).
P roof. Forthis,itsucesto show that( q:z)= (d(q):z)forall 2 Ch(D ).
Ifwe rewrite this equation in term s ofthe action ofthe G alois group on the
characterring introduced in Paragraph 10.1 and ofthe action ofthe m odular
group on the characterring introduced in Paragraph 9.1,ittakesby Proposi-
tion 10.3 theform q: = d(q
0):,whereq02 Z satisesqq0 1 (m od N ).This
isequivalentto the condition
hq:;li = hd(q
0):;li
for alll,using the bilinear form introduced in Paragraph 9.2.If l denotes
the characterofthe induced D (D )-m odule Ind(Vl),we can by Proposition 9.2
rewritethisequation in the equivalentform
l(	
  1(  1(q:)
 
  1(")))= l(	
  1(  1(d(q0):)
   1(")))
Aswehave  1(")= 1

e1 byProposition5.2,wecan rewritethisequation further
in the form
l(	
  1(  1q :
  1()
 e1))= l(	
  1(d(q0):  1()
 e1))
where we have used Proposition 9.1 and Proposition 10.3.By Lem m a 10.1,we
have q(e1)= e1,which can be used together with the analogousequation in
Corollary 11.4 to givewith
l(	
  1(  1q :
  1()
   1q :e1))= l(	
  1(d(q0):  1()
 d(q0):e1))
stillanotherequivalentversion ofourcondition.Thisin turn isbyCorollary10.5
and Proposition 4.5 equivalentto
l(
  1
q :	
  1(  1()
 e1))= l(d(q
0):	   1(  1()
 e1))
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Butaswehavel(z
0)= IVl((1;0);z
0)forallz02 Z(D (D )),thisisa specialcase
ofProposition 11.4.2
Thistheorem hasan interesting consequenceforthecom ponentsui oftheDrin-
fel’d elem entthatweintroduced in Paragraph 5.2:
C orollary Forall 2 G al(QN =Q ),wehave
2(ui)= u:i.
P roof. Recallthatallcom ponentui ofthe Drinfel’d elem entare N -th roots
ofunity.If = q and qq
0 1 (m od N ),itfollowsfrom the relation

q0 0
0 q
 
1 1
0 1
 
q 0
0 q0

:ei =

1 q02
0 1

:ei
by the preceding theorem that  1q :(u
  1q:ei)= u
  q
02
ei,oralternatively
1
u

  1
q :i
ei = 
  1
q :(
1
u

  1
q :i
e

  1
q :i
)=   1q :(u
  1
e

  1
q :i
)= u
  q
02
i
ei = 
  2
q (
1
ui
)ei
which establishesthe assertion.2
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12 G alois groups and congruence subgroups
12.1 In this section,we leave the case ofa Drinfel’d double and reconsider
an arbitrary sem isim ple factorizable Hopfalgebra A.W e willuse the notation
introduced in Section 5,and forthedoubleD := D (A)wewillusethenotation
introduced in Paragraph 10.4.W e rstconsidera new quantity thatwillplay
an im portantrolein the sequel:
D enition Forq2 Z ,we denethe Hopfsym bol

q
A

:=
8
<
:
R (u
  q)
R (u
  1)
:gcd(q;N )= 1
0 :gcd(q;N )6= 1
whereN isthe exponentofA.
TheHopfsym bolgeneralizesthe Jacobisym bol:IfwetakeRadford’sexam ple,
i.e.,A = K [Zn],the group ring ofa cyclic group ofodd ordern endowed with
a m odied R-m atrix,then itfollowsfrom the discussion in Paragraph 5.5 that

q
K [Zn]

=

q
n

The Hopfsym bolshould be viewed asa 1-cocyclein the following way:127 The
G aloisgroup G al(Q N =Q )acts on the m ultiplicative group Q

N
ofnonzero ele-
m entsin thecyclotom iceld.W ith theelem entR (u
  1)2 Q 
N
,wecan therefore
associatea 1-coboundary
f :G al(Q N =Q )! Q

N
;  7!
(R (u
  1))
R (u
  1)
Thisisessentially the Hopfsym bol:Ifq isrelatively prim eto N ,we have
f(q)=
q(R (u
  1))
R (u
  1)
=
R (u
  q)
R (u
  1)
=

q
A

Asa 1-coboundary,itisin particulara 1-cocycle,and thereforesatises

qq0
A

=

q
A

q(

q0
A

)
Actually,itfollowsfrom a version ofHilbert’stheorem 90 thatevery cocycleis
a coboundary in thissituation.128
From the cocycleequation,weim m ediately obtain the following:
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P roposition The following assertionsareequivalent:
1.The Hopfsym bolisa Dirichletcharacter.
2.
 
q
A

2 Q forallq2 Z.
In thiscase,weeven havethat
 
q
A

2 f0;1;  1g forallq2 Z.
P roof. Thatthe Hopfsym bolisa Dirichletcharacterm eansby denition129
thatwehave 
qq0
A

=

q
A

q0
A

forallq;q02 Z.Note thatthisequation issatised autom atically ifq orq0 are
notrelatively prim e to N .Com paring this equation to the 1-cocycle equation
above,weseethatitisequivalentto thecondition q(
 
q
0
A

)=
 
q
0
A

.Butthatthe
Hopfsym bolisinvariantundertheG aloisgroup justm eansthatitisa rational
num ber.
Ifitnow happensthatthe Hopfsym bolisa Dirichletcharacter,then itsim age
f

q
A

jq2 Z;gcd(q;N )= 1g
is a nite subgroup ofthe m ultiplicative group Q  .As f1;  1g is the largest
nite subgroup ofQ  ,itm ustcontain allthe Hopfsym bols.130 2
12.2 To nd outm ore aboutthe Hopfsym bol,the rststep isto note that
Corollary 11.5 stillholdsin thism oregeneralsituation:
Lem m a Forall 2 G al(QN =Q ),wehave
2(ui)= u:i.
P roof. The expansion ofthe Drinfel’d elem ent considered in Paragraph 5.2
takesin the caseofD (A)the form
uD =
kX
i;j= 1
uijeij
In term s of these com ponents,the equation 	(u D ) = u 
 u
  1 obtained in
Lem m a 3.1 takesthe form
kX
i;j= 1
uijei
 ej =
kX
i;j= 1
ui
uj
ei
 ej
so that uij =
ui
uj
.From Corollary 11.5,we get that 2(uij) = u:i;:j,which
translatesinto
2(ui)
2(uj)
=
u:i
u:j
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so that 2(ui)=u:i = 
2(uj)=u:j.As we have u1 = "(u)= 1 and :1 = 1 by
Lem m a 10.1,wecan insertj= 1 into thisequation to get2(ui)=u:i= 1,from
which the assertion followsim m ediately.2
Itm ay be noted thatinserting  for and using Proposition10.1,we recover
the factthat ui = ui,which expressesthatS(u)= u,a factalready pointed
outin Paragraph 5.1.
Asa consequence,we can deriveseveralfactsaboutthe Hopfsym bol:
P roposition TheHopfsym bolisarootofunity.IfN isodd,itsorderdivides6
and 2N .IfN iseven,itsorderdivides24 and N .Furtherm ore,wehave

q
A

= 1
ifq isa squarem odulo N .
P roof. (1) From Proposition 5.3,wegetST ST ST = R (u
  1)dim (A)C 2.As
C 2 isthe unitm atrix,thisim pliesby taking determ inantsthat131
det(S)3 det(T )3 = R (u
  1)k dim (A)k
Proposition 5.3alsoyieldsthatdet(S)2 = dim (A)k det(C )=  dim (A)k.There-
fore,ifq is relatively prim e to N ,we have q(det(S)) =  det(S).Ifwe now
apply q to the aboveequation,weget
 det(S)3q(det(T ))
3 = R (u
  q)k dim (A)k
Ifwedivide the two equationsby each other,we thereforegetthat

q
A
 k
=
R (u
  q)k
R (u
  1)k
= 
q(det(T ))
3
det(T )3
Sincedet(T )isanN -th rootofunity,weseethat
 
q
A

isarootofunity.M oreover,
itisclearfrom itsdenition that
 
q
A

2 Q N ,which im pliesthat
 
q
A
2N
= 1,and
actually
 
q
A
N
= 1 ifN iseven.132
(2) Itnow followsfrom the preceding lem m a and Lem m a 10.1 thatwe have
R (u
  q
2
l)= 2q(R (u
  l))=
kX
i= 1
ni
2
q(
1
uli
)=
kX
i= 1
nq:i
1
ulq:i
= R (u
  l)
Dividing this equation by R (u
  1),this shows that
 
lq
2
A

=
 
l
A

,which shows
forl= 1 that
 
q
2
A

= 1.Butthe com putation also showsthat

2
q(

l
A

)=
2q(R (u
  l))
2q(R (u
  1))
=
R (u
  l)
R (u
  1)
=

l
A

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Now if is a prim itive N -th rootofunity,we have already shown in the rst
step thatwe can write
 
l
A

=  m forsom e m ,so thatthe preceding equation
becom es  m q
2
=  m ,which im plies m q2  m (m od N ) for allq that are
relatively prim e to N ,which m eans that N divides m (q2   1).IfN is odd,
we see by taking q = 2 that N divides 3m ,so that
 
l
A
3
=  3m =  1 and
therefore
 
l
A
6
= 1.
IfN is even,we have seen that we actually have
 
l
A

= m for som e m .If
N =
Q
i
p
m i
i isthe prim e factorization ofN into powersofdistinctprim es,we
can nd by the Chinese rem ainder theorem a unit q m odulo N that satises
q  3 (m od p
m i
i
) if pi = 2 and q  2 (m od p
m i
i
) if pi 6= 2.Ifpi = 2,we
therefore getthatp
m i
i divides8m ,and ifpi 6= 2,p
m i
i divides3m .In any case,
p
m i
i
divides24m ,so thatN divides24m ,showing133 that
 
l
A
24
= 1.2
Itm aybenoted thatthispropositionassertsin particularthatR (u)= R (u
  1)
if  1 isa square m odulo N .Ifthis happens,we can say even m ore aboutthe
Hopfsym bol:
C orollary SupposethatR (u)= R (u
  1).Then theHopfsym bolisa Dirich-
letcharacter,and wehave
 
q
A

2 f0;1;  1g forallq2 Z.
P roof. Let  2 G al(QN =Q ) be the restriction ofcom plex conjugation con-
sidered in Paragraph 10.1.Using it,we can write the assum ption in the form
(R (u
  1))= R (u
  1).Ifq isrelatively prim e to N ,wethen also have
(R (u
  q))= (q(R (u
  1)))= q((R (u
  1)))= q(R (u
  1))= R (u
  q)
becauseG al(Q N =Q )isabelian.Dividing thisequation by thepreceding one,we
obtain (
 
q
A

)=
 
q
A

.Butsince
 
q
A

isarootofunity by thepreceding result,we
alsohave(
 
q
A

)= 1=
 
q
A

.Therefore
 
q
A
2
= 1and
 
q
A

2 f1;  1g.Therem aining
assertionsfollow from Proposition 12.1.2
W ehavealready pointed outthatthecondition R (u)= R (u
  1)m eansforthe
Hopfsym bolthat
 
  1
A

= 1.A Dirichletcharacterwith this property iscalled
even.134
12.3 W e have seen in Paragraph 9.4 thatthe kernelofthe projective repre-
sentation ofthe m odulargroup isa congruence subgroup oflevelN .However,
in thecasewhereR (u)= R (u
  1),wehavealso seen thatthisprojectiverep-
resentation com esfrom alinearrepresentation.Thisraisesthequestion whether
in thiscasealsothekernelofthelinearrepresentation isa congruencesubgroup
oflevelN .As we willsee now,this in fact holds.O ur reasoning is based on
the following lem m a,which is an adaption ofan argum ent by A.Coste and
T.G annon to oursituation:135
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Lem m a Supposethatq;q02 Z satisfy qq0 1 (m od N ).Then we have
(S  Tq
0
 S
  1
 T
q
 S  T
q
0
)(em )= R (u
  q)e

  1
q :m
P roof. Itfollowsfrom Proposition 5.3 that
ST ST ST = R (u
  1)dim (A)C 2
and C 2 isthe unitm atrix by construction.Ifwe write thisoutin com ponents,
itm eansthat
kX
j;l= 1
sij
uj
sjl
ul
slm
um
= R (u
  1)dim (A)im
Ifweapply q to thisequation,itbecom es
kX
j;l= 1
si;q:j
u
q
j
sq:j;l
u
q
l
sl;q:m
u
q
m
= R (u
  q)dim (A)im
Ifwereplacej by   1q :j and m by 
  1
q :m ,thisbecom es
kX
j;l= 1
sij
u
q

  1
q :j
sjl
u
q
l
slm
u
q

  1
q :m
= R (u
  q)dim (A)
i;
  1
q :m
Butthiscan by the preceding proposition be written in the form
kX
j;l= 1
sij
u
q0
j
sjl
u
q
l
slm
u
q0
m
= R (u
  q)dim (A)
i;
  1
q :m
M ultiplying ei=ni by thisscalarand sum m ing overi,thisbecom es
1

kX
j;l= 1
sjl
u
q
l
slm
u
q0
m
(S  Tq
0
)(
ej
nj
)=
kX
i;j;l= 1
sij
u
q0
j
sjl
u
q
l
slm
u
q0
m
ei
ni
= R (u
  q)dim (A)
1
nm
e

  1
q :m
by Corollary 5.2,and by repeating thisargum entweget
R (u
  q)
dim (A)
nm
e

  1
q :m
=
1
2
kX
l= 1
slm
u
q0
m
(S  Tq
0
 S  T
q)(
el
nl
)
=
1
3
(S  Tq
0
 S  T
q
 S  T
q
0
)(
em 
nm
)
which gives
(S  Tq
0
 S  T
q
 S  T
q
0
)(em )= 
3
R (u
  q)dim (A)e

  1
q :m

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after substituting m  for m .Applying the antipode,which com m utes with S
and T,we get
(S  Tq
0
 SS  T
q
 S  T
q
0
)(em )= R (u
  q)( 
 )(R0R)e

  1
q :m
where we have used that2 dim (A)= (u)(u  1)= ( 
 )(R0R),asobserved
in Paragraph 5.3.Now the assertion followsfrom Corollary 4.2.2
From thislem m a,we can now deduce theresultindicated above:
T heorem Suppose that R (u)= R (u
  1).Then the kernelofthe represen-
tation ofthe m odular group on the center ofA is a congruence subgroup of
levelN .
P roof. (1) To begin,recallthatwe saw in Paragraph 4.3 thatthe condition
R (u)= R (u
  1),which fortheHopfsym bolm eansthat
 
  1
A

= 1,ensuresthat
the representation ofthe m odular group is linear,and notonly projective,so
thatitism eaningfulto talk aboutthe kernel.Recallalso ourconvention from
Paragraph 9.1 that = 1
R (u)
in this case.Furtherm ore,we have just seen in
Corollary12.2thattheHopfsym bolisthen a Dirichletcharacterand takesonly
the values0,1,and   1.
W e have to verify the relationslisted in Proposition 1.4.The relationss4 = 1,
(ts)3 = s2,and tN = 1 thatare listed there rstare clearly satised.Next,we
verify the second relation,i.e.,the relation t2
e
(stm s  1) = (stm s  1)t2
e
,where
we have factored the exponent in the form N = 2em for m odd. Now,as
t
2
e
(stm s  1)t  2
e
(st  m s  1) 2  (N ),we know from Theorem 9.4 that there is
a scalar 2 K such that
T
2
e
(S Tm S   1)T  2
e
(S T  m S   1)(z)= z
forallz 2 Z(A).Inserting z = (S Tm S   1T2
e
)(e1),thisbecom es
(S Tm S   1T2
e
)(e1)= T
2
e
(S Tm S   1)(e1)
Ase1 isan integral,and wehaveS (1)= S (z1)=  dim (A)e1 by Corollary 5.2,
thisequation can be rewritten as
(S Tm S   1)(e1)=
1
 dim (A)
T
2
e
(S Tm )(1)
which im plies
S (u  m )= (S Tm )(1)= T2
e
(S Tm )(1)= T2
e
(S (u  m ))
Because S (u  m )6= 0,we see that isan eigenvalue forT2
e
,and therefore an
m -th rootofunity.
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Sim ilarly,we can insertz = (S Tm S   1T2
e
)(1)into the above equation,which
then becom es
(S Tm S   1T2
e
)(1)= T2
e
(S Tm S   1)(1)
=
1
 dim (A)
T
2
e
(S Tm )(e1)=
1
 dim (A)
T
2
e
S (e1)= T
2
e
(1)
Applying S   1 to both sidesand dividing by ,thisbecom es
T
m (S   1(u  2
e
))=
1

S
  1(u  2
e
)
Therefore1= isan eigenvalueforTm ,and thereforea 2e-th rootofunity.But
now  isboth a 2e-th rootofunity and an m -th rootofunity,which can only
be if = 1,which in turn establishesourrelation.
(2) The rem aining two relationsinvolve the diagonalm atricesd(q).Now note
thatwith thehelp ofthesem atricestheform ula in thepreceding lem m a can be
expressed as
d(q):em = R (u
  q)e

  1
q :m
=
R (u
  q)
R (u
  1)
e

  1
q :m
=

q
A

e

  1
q :m
which showsthatd(q):z =
 
q
A

q:zforallz 2 Z(A).Thism eansthattherelation
d(q)s= sd(q)  1 listed third in Proposition 1.4 reads

q
A

q:S (z)=
1
 
q
A
S (  1q :z)
Butas
 
q
A

=  1,thisam ountsto the relation q:S (z)= S (
  1
q :z),which was
proved in Proposition 10.3.
(3) Finally,forthefourth relation in Proposition 1.4,wehaveon theonehand
that
d(q)t:ej =
1
uj
d(q):ej =
1
uj

q
A

e

  1
q :j
and on the otherhand
tq
2
d(q):ej =

q
A

tq
2
:e

  1
q :j
=

q
A

1
u
q2

  1
q :j
e

  1
q :j
Both expressionsareequalby Lem m a 12.2,so thatalltherequired relationsare
satised.Thisprovesthat (N )iscontained in thekernel,and thatthelevelof
the kernelisexactly N followsasin Theorem 9.3.2
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The preceding theorem generalizes Theorem 9.3, because in the case where
A = D (H )isthe Drinfel’d double ofa sem isim ple Hopfalgebra H ,we saw in
Paragraph 6.1 that
R (uD )= R (u
  1
D
)= dim (H )
Applying q to this form ula,we see that also R (u
  q
D
) = dim (H ), so that 
q
A

= 1.W e thereforesee thatthe form ula
d(q):z =

q
A

q:z
thatweobtained in thepreceding proofreducesto Theorem 11.5.However,one
hasto keep in m ind thatalltheseresultswereused in the preceding proof.
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